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“Du wirst sehen, dass alles gut gehen wird.”
“Ich wüsste nicht wie”, meinte Atréju.
“Ich auch nicht”, erwiderte der Drache, “aber das ist gerade das Schöne.”

– Michael Ende, ‘Die unendliche Geschichte’
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Zusammenfassung

Emotionen beeinflussen das menschliche Verhalten in allen Bereichen des Lebens. Auch auf die
individuelle Einstellung zu politischen Themen oder die Wahlentscheidung nehmen Emotionen
Einfluss. Mit dieser Dissertation erweitere ich die Forschung zu Emotionen in der Politikwis-
senschaft, indem ich eine neue Technik untersuche, um Emotionen zu messen. Zudem erforsche
ich, wie sich Emotionen auf die Einstellung gegenüber politischen Kandidat*innen auswirken.

In der ersten Studie (Kapitel 2) zeigen Tim Höfling und ich, dass handelsübliche Systeme
zur Erkennung von Gesichtsausdrücken valide Messungen liefern, wenn die Emotionsausdrücke
klar dargestellt und prototypisch sind sowie einer kontrollierten Laborumgebung entstammen.
Beim Vorliegen von weniger ‘sauberen’ Daten produzieren diese Systeme in unserer Untersu-
chung allerdings signifikant schlechtere Ergebnisse. Probleme können zum Beispiel auf Grund
von unterschiedlichem Kamerawinkel entstehen, wegen schlechterer Beleuchtung oder Gesichts-
ausdrücken, die stärker vom Prototyp abweichen.

In der zweiten Studie (Kapitel 3) untersuche ich in einem Laborexperiment, ob emotionale
politische Reden durch Emotionsübertragung Emotionen im Publikum auslösen und ob die-
se Emotionen populistische oder extremistische Einstellungen beeinflussen. Ich finde keinen
Hinweis auf eine Emotionsübertragung durch die Reden und somit keine systematischen Un-
terschiede in den Emotionen zwischen den Versuchsgruppen. Gleichzeitig zeigt eine Analyse
ohne Berücksichtigung der Kausalität, dass wütendere Proband*innen stärker populistische
Einstellungen berichten und sich weniger Zeit nehmen, diese zu äußern. Dieser Befund un-
termauert die Theorie der Affektiven Intelligenz und die Hypothese, dass Wut die treibende
Emotion hinter stärkeren populistischen und extremistischen Einstellungen ist.

In Studie 3 (Kapitel 4) untersuche ich näher, welche Auswirkungen Emotionen, die durch
politische Reden beim Individuum induziert werden, auf die Bewertung von Kandidat*innen
haben. Solche Effekte werden auch in Kapitel 3 und anderen Studien beobachtet. Ich zeige,
dass der Effekt einer erlebten Emotion auf die Kandidat*innenbewertung abhängig ist von
der vorherigen politischen Einstellung gegenüber dieser*m Kandidat*in. Dies stellt frühere
Forschung in Frage, die (implizit) von einem konstanten Effekt einer erlebten Emotion auf
die Kandidat*innenbewertung ausgeht. Darüber hinaus zeige ich, dass die Angemessenheits-
Heuristik eine wertvolle Erweiterung der Theorie der Affektiven Intelligenz darstellt, um zu
berücksichtigen, dass sich Emotionseffekte zwischen den Politiker*innen unterscheiden.

Zusammenfassend leiste ich mit dieser Dissertation zwei Beiträge zur Wissenschaft. Erstens
zeigt meine Arbeit, dass aktuelle handelsübliche Programme zur Gesichtsausdruckserkennung
als Messinstrument in den Sozialwissenschaften und anderen Bereichen der Verhaltensforschung
mit Vorsicht eingesetzt werden sollten. Dies gilt insbesondere in weniger kontrollierten Umge-
bungen. Zweitens bestätige ich, dass die Bewertung eines*einer Politiker*in durch eine Person
von der Emotion beeinflusst wird, die diese Person gegenüber dem*der Politiker*in empfin-
det. Zusätzlich zeige ich, dass dieser Effekt in Abhängigkeit von der vorherigen politischen
Einstellung gegenüber dem*der Politiker*in variiert. Überschneidungen und Abweichungen der
Ergebnisse dieser Dissertation mit anderer Forschung unterstreichen die Bedeutung der Unter-
suchung verschiedener kultureller und politischer Umstände für die Forschung zu Effekten von
Emotionen in der Politik.
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Summary

Emotions guide human behavior in all facets of life. In politics, emotions impact for example
attitudes towards policy issues or how one makes a voting decision. In this dissertation, I ad-
vance our knowledge on emotions in political science by studying a new measurement technique
of emotions and I investigate further how emotions impact attitudes towards candidates.

In the first study (Chapter 2), Tim Höfling and I show that off-the-shelf facial expression recog-
nition systems produce valid measurements of emotional expressions in controlled laboratory
settings for clear and prototypical emotional expressions. However, we further find significant
performance problems on data that is more ‘messy’, characterized by varying camera angles,
imperfect lighting and more variability in facial expressions.

In the second study (Chapter 3), I explore in a lab experiment whether emotional political
speeches trigger emotions in the audience via emotion contagion and whether these emotions
impact populist or extremist attitudes. I find no indication of emotion contagion from the
speeches and thus no systematic differences in emotions between the treatment groups. At the
same time, observational analyses show that angrier subjects report more populist attitudes and
take less time to express them. These findings yield support for Affective Intelligence Theory
and the hypothesis that anger is the driving emotion behind more populist and extremist
attitudes.

In study three (Chapter 4), I investigate further the effects of emotions elicited in political
speeches on candidate evaluations. Such effects were also observed in Chapter 3 and other
studies. I show that the effect of an emotion experienced by a person on candidate evaluation
of a politician varies with prior political attitude of the person towards the politician. This calls
earlier research into question, which (implicitly) assumes a constant effect of an experienced
emotion on candidate evaluation. Furthermore, I show that the Appropriateness Heuristic
provides a valuable extension to Affective Intelligence Theory to account for varying effects of
emotions between politicians.

In sum, I make two contributions to science with this dissertation. First, my work shows
that caution is appropriate when applying off-the-shelf facial expression recognition tools as
measurement strategy in the social sciences and other behavioral research areas, especially in
less controlled environments. Second, I confirm that emotions towards a politician impact the
evaluation of said politician. Additionally, I show that this effect varies with prior attitude
towards the politician. Similarities and deviances of results shown in this dissertation with
other research highlight the importance of studying effects of emotions in politics in different
cultural and political circumstances.
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1
Introduction

Emotions drive human behavior in a myriad of ways. They are subject of interest to many
research fields, which makes their study an inherently interdisciplinary endeavor. Political
scientists show a renewed interest in the role of emotions in politics since the last two decades
or so. Building on findings from psychology, the field has established theories for how emotions
affect political behavior and a large body of research has shown how emotions alter information
processing (Fraser et al. 2012; Meffert et al. 2006; Soroka & McAdams 2015), decision making,
such as voting (Brader 2005; Marcus et al. 2011) or migration decisions (Morgenstern 2020) as
well as attitudes towards politicians (Masch 2020; Sullivan & Masters 1988) or policies (Brader
et al. 2008; Huddy et al. 2005; Villalobos & Sirin 2017).

Public interest and media attention around emotions in politics has risen in the last years, as
well. The third issue of 2021 of the newspaper ‘Die Zeit’ asks ‘Where does the anger go?’1,
looking towards the USA. But newspapers and talk shows also regularly cover emotions as a
source of attitude formation and driver of domestic political behavior. A prime example con-
stitutes the composite word Wutbürger2, which was created by the German media to describe
protesting conservative citizens, that felt political decisions were made without their say. In the
popular science book “Populismus für Anfänger: Anleitung zur Volksverführung”3 (Ötsch &
Horaczek 2017), the elicitation of fear is named as a major technique used by today’s populist
politicians. From personal experience, every other somewhat interested citizen seems to have
an exact idea of the role emotions play in, for example, voting for the German far-right party
Alternative für Deutschland.

Yet, much of our knowledge of emotions in politics just leads to more questions to be asked.

1Original wording: “Wohin geht die Wut?”, DIE ZEIT (2021)
2English: ‘angry citizen’
3English: ‘Populism for Beginners: Manual for the seduction of the people’



2 CHAPTER 1

Some of them, I address in this dissertation. I explore a new measurement technique of emotions
from computer vision and study the effect of emotions on candidate evaluation in a setting other
the USA, namely Germany. The work is organized as follows: I start by presenting summaries
on the state of the arts of the interdisciplinary emotion research. I first introduce the topic
from the school of psychology, which gives the ground work for the study of emotions. Second,
I summarize developments in computer vision, which offers an interesting new measurement
technique for emotions. Third, I introduce political science, which researches the causes and
effects of emotions in the field. This is followed by a synopsis of the three independent studies
that make up this dissertation and a summary of the contribution made. Chapter 2 is the
first paper of this dissertation, where a co-author and I evaluate the performance of three facial
expression recognition systems, which aim at ‘reading’ emotional facial expressions, on different
test data. Chapter 3 contains the second paper, an experimental study to research emotion
contagion during political speeches and their effect on populism, extremism and candidate
evaluation. In Chapter 4, the third paper, I further investigate the effect of emotions on
candidate evaluation in a real setting of pre-election debates and whether this effect varies
with prior attitude towards the candidate. Appendices follow last.

1.1 State of the Arts

1.1.1 Psychology: Conceptual Roots of the Study of Emotions

In the following, I give an overview over the roots of the study of emotions in psychology.
Emotions are defined and the concept of basic emotions is summarized. Then, traditional emo-
tion measurement techniques are introduced. This sets the foundation on which the following
research in Chapters 2 to 4 is build upon.

The definition of the term emotion is a rather difficult endeavor, since the term has an inherent,
but not necessarily the same meaning to mostly anyone and the phenomenon is studied by a
variety of disciplines. Ekkekakis (2013) provides an elaborate summary of the difficulties and
different attempts of defining emotion. As he suggests, the consensual definition developed by
Kleinginna & Kleinginna (1981) captures aspects of most other definitions:

“Emotion is a complex set of interactions among subjective and objective fac-
tors, mediated by neural-hormonal systems, which can (a) give rise to affective
experiences such as feelings of arousal, pleasure/displeasure; (b) generate cognitive
processes such as emotionally relevant perceptual effects, appraisals, labeling pro-
cesses; (c) activate widespread physiological adjustments to the arousing conditions;
and (d) lead to behavior that is often, but not always, expressive, goal-directed, and
adaptive.” (p. 355)

Other definitions share with the one above the importance of multiple components, that jointly
make up the emotional experience (Ekkekakis 2013; Russel & Barrett 1999; Scherer 2005). This
definition of emotions has been complemented later by the idea that an emotion can be triggered
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with certain stimuli, for example by a person or an event (Ekman 1992; Lazarus 1991; Russel &
Barrett 1999) and the emphasis that emotional phases cover short periods of time, seconds to
minutes (Ekman 1992; Scherer 2005). Longer emotional phases can be observed, if the emotion
is stimulated again (Ekman 1992).

Despite the complexity and variety of definitions, a layman’s understanding of emotions, es-
pecially the concrete feelings of fear, anger and enthusiasm, goes a long way to follow this
dissertation.

The idea of measuring emotions by facial expressions has an intuitive value. Going about our
daily lives we regularly and automatically use the look on peoples’ faces to assess their state
of mind. Pioneering work in psychology on the subject was done by Paul Ekman. Inspired
by the work of Darwin (1872), he introduced the concept of six basic emotions, namely anger,
fear, enjoyment, sadness, disgust and surprise. In other studies, the denomination of the basic
emotions varies slightly, for example enjoyment is also called joy, happiness or enthusiasm.
In many studies, Ekman and colleagues argue that the basic emotions are distinct from one
another and universal, in a sense that they are experienced and understood across cultures
and among other primates (the latter again with reference to Darwin (ibid.)). Furthermore,
this literature argues that the basic emotions are accompanied by a series of distinct facial
expressions, that allow to assess the experienced (basic) emotion of a person from her4 face
(Ekman 1992; Ekman et al. 1980; Ekman & Rosenberg 1997; Keltner & Ekman 2000).

While supporters of the basic emotion paradigm are numerous, so are the critics. Criticism
entails methodological concerns, such as forced choice between emotion categories in studies
(e.g. Russel 1994), incompatible empirical evidence summarized in Barrett (2006) and Barrett
et al. (2019) and conceptual criticism that the basic emotions do not cover the large spectrum
of emotional experience observed, neither between nor within the categories (e.g. Barrett 2011;
Barrett et al. 2019).

For my work, I take from the debate that facial expressions do contain informational value on
the emotional state of a person (e.g. Ekman et al. 1980). People make use of this information
to assess the emotions of others and react to facial expressions with physiological responses
(Dimberg 1982; Dimberg & Lundquist 1990; Dimberg & Öhman 1996; Dimberg et al. 2000;
Esteves et al. 1994). At the same time, it remains important to acknowledge that the infor-
mation given in facial expressions is accompanied by noise, due to general variability of facial
expressions (Barrett et al. 2019) or systematic variation such as cultural differences (Ekman
& Cordaro 2011).

The study of basic emotions and the facial expressions that align with them gave rise to the
most widely used scheme to manually code facial expressions: the Facial Action Coding System
(FACS) (Ekman & Friesen 1987). It is based on so-called Action Units, which describe facial
areas that can be moved. Different combinations of Action Units describe facial expressions,
that are aligned with emotions (Cohn et al. 2007). The system is widely used, both in research
but also for example in film animation by Disney (Cohn et al. 2007; Paul Ekman Group 2021).
The sophistication of the system, though, bears the disadvantage that profound training is

4In this dissertation, I use ‘her’ as a general pronoun, when the use of pronouns helps readability. In such
general cases, ‘her’ is supposed to include all genders.
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necessary before one can reliably asses facial expressions with FACS (Cohn et al. 2007).

Another long-standing alternative to measure facial reactions is facial electromyography (EMG).
The Dartmouth Group, which laid the foundation of studying facial expressions in political sci-
ence, also employed this technique (McHugo et al. 1985). This measurement applies electrodes
to the face, which record an electrical signal associated with muscle activity. Psychology makes
use of it since the mid-1970s. The emotional valence state of the person is then inferred from
muscle activity (Potter & Bolls 2012). Facial EMG has the advantage of recording muscle
movement that would be invisible to the human eye (Tassinary & Cacioppo 1992). However
it comes with the disadvantages of being only applicable in a laboratory environment (Potter
& Bolls 2012) and the electrodes might make a person under study uncomfortable, distorting
the measurement.

1.1.2 Computer Vision: Facial Expression Recognition

In this section, I introduce the rationale behind facial expression recognition as a modern
computer vision technology and discuss the chances and problems of this technology as an
emotion measurement in the social sciences. This builds the basis for Chapter 2

New developments in measuring emotions from facial expressions originate in computer science,
more specifically computer vision. This sub-field of computer science deals with the ability of
machines to identify, categorize and name objects or context from image data (Li et al. 2020).
The specific task of computers detecting faces and categorizing the expressed emotion is called
‘Facial Expression Recognition’ (FER). This research is highly inspired by Ekman’s work, as
the usual categories cover (at least) the six basic emotions (Ekman 1992) with an additional
category for neutral expressions. Highly simplified, in deep learning (which computer vision
is a part of) a computer optimizes a very large amount of parameters based on data and
some performance measure. In FER, the data could be for example a series of images where
human faces express a certain emotion along with the information which emotion is depicted.
This paradigm of extracting a decision rule from data and some ground truth by optimizing
parameters stands in contrast to more ‘classic’ programming, where the programmer would
implement decision rules and apply it to data (Chollet 2018). The idea of letting a machine
‘learn’ the decision rules, or patterns, from the data directly takes off the burden to formulate
a decision rule for complex problems away from the programmer.

The field of computer vision has grown immensely over the last decades. Applications span
from augmented reality videos games, to self-driving cars and unlocking phones by holding
them in front of your face. Above the latter case, FER applications can be found for example
in market research (McDuff & el Kaliouby 2016) or health care (Leo et al. 2020).

One important challenge in the development of FER algorithms is the data availability. Large
amounts of coded images (or videos) of facial expressions are necessary to train a classifier. An
early solution was to deliberately record images of acted expressions in a laboratory setting
(Dhall et al. 2012b), which lead to image inventories such as JAFFE (Lyons et al. 1998)
or Multi-PIE (Gross et al. 2009). This data source is problematic, since it lacks important
variation in facial expressions. As a consequence, classifiers are over fitted to the training
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data and performance is vastly reduced, when tested on other data sets (Benţa & Vaida 2015;
Quinn et al. 2017; Shan et al. 2009; Yan et al. 2011), even though the new data is oftentimes
lab generated, too. Benţa & Vaida (2015) name the training and testing on spontaneous
expressions as one of the most important current challenges in FER development. The research
community addresses this problem, for example with challenges surrounding the FER-2013 data
set (Carrier & Courville 2013; Goodfellow et al. 2015) or the annual EmotiW Challenge (Dhall
et al. 2020). Both challenges have the recognition of naturally occurring emotions at their
center. Nevertheless, cross-database evaluations of FER algorithms remain scarce.

Through the lens of a social scientist, wishing to apply FER in her research, two additional
problems evolve. First, the criteria for performance assessment differ between the computer
scientist and the social scientist. Most developers of algorithms follow the rather narrow aim
of improving state-of-the-art performance. This is usually measured either as the accuracy
on the same test set of the prior best algorithm (see for examples: Agrawal & Mittal 2020;
Goodfellow et al. 2015; Naz & Ahuja 2020; Noroozi et al. 2019; Tzirakis et al. 2017) or by
comparison to human coder performance (see for examples: Agrawal & Mittal 2020; Avots et
al. 2019; Goodfellow et al. 2015; Susskind et al. 2007). In contrast, the social scientist is
bound to the more expansive aim of absolute reliability of a measurement. For an example,
consider Agrawal & Mittal (2020). The authors’ contribution is a simpler model architecture
than provided by earlier work, which reaches the same human-like accuracy of 65% on the FER-
2013 data set as other algorithms have reached before. While this benchmark is considered
good in the computer vision context, the fact that in absolute terms 35% of the images are
classified incorrectly disqualifies the algorithm as a reliable measurement tool for social science
research.

The second problem faced by scientists from disciplines beyond computer science are the tech-
nical requirements to apply FER to their data. Many research articles that describe new
developments report the architecture, training and validation processes as well as extensive
performance measures. However, to actually make use of it, one would have to replicate the
whole procedure (examples include Noroozi et al. 2019; Salmam et al. 2018; Singh & Patel
2017; Tian et al. 2001; Tzirakis et al. 2017). This requests both skills in computing and
machine learning software, as well as access to and the command over powerful hardware.
Commercial providers offer services that are more easily accessible, for example in the form
a software to be installed locally on a computer (e.g. FaceReader (Noldus Information Tech-
nology 2021)) or via APIs (e.g. Azure Face API (Microsoft 2019), Face++ (Face++ 2019a)
or aws Emotion (Amazon Web Services 2021)). With the latter solution, it remains prob-
lematic that the architecture, training procedures and validation methods remain undisclosed.
External performance evaluations of commercial FER services exists, mostly contributed by
psychologists (e.g. Beringer et al. 2019; Calvo et al. 2018; Lewinski et al. 2014; Skiendziel et
al. 2019; Stöckli et al. 2018; Terzis et al. 2010). However, especially comparative studies and
studies using data generated beyond the lab remain rare (with one exception of a comparative
study: Dhall et al. 2012a).

To summarize, developments in FER are impressive and raise the idea of applying it in the social
sciences. However, for open source projects, training and validation remains scarce and often
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limited to prototypical expressions. Specifically for the social sciences, FER can only be a valid
measurement tool if absolute performance on the often messy data is sufficient. Additionally,
the technical requirements to make use of many openly tested research applications are high,
whereas providers of tools that are easier to use are usually commercial and tests of their
validity remain rare.

1.1.3 Political Science: Asking Questions About Effects

In political science, emotions are used as study object, either as dependent variable to ask
what aspects of politics cause emotions in people or as independent variable, to research the
impact of emotions on politically relevant concepts. In this section, I introduce Affective
Intelligence Theory, which guides much research on emotion in political science and two of
the three studies comprising this dissertation. In the following, a short overview is given of
where emotions impact political science phenomena. Thereafter, I provide an assessment of the
techniques to measure emotions in the discipline. Last, I summarize the studies on emotional
facial expressions in political science.

Central to the general study of emotions in political science is Affective Intelligence Theory
(Marcus & MacKuen 1993; Marcus et al. 2000, 2006). It draws on neuropsychology and neu-
rophysiology to explain in a two-system approach the consequences of experiencing an emotion
for (political) behavior (Brader & Marcus 2013). The basic idea of Affective Intelligence The-
ory is that humans operate under either one of two systems, whereby each system is linked
to certain emotions. The activation of a system or the rise of an emotion co-occur. The two
systems to distinguish are the disposition system and the surveillance system. The disposition
system is in place whenever everything is regular and as it should be. It governs habitual
and learned behavior in common and known situations. By receiving feedback on success or
failure about routines in a given situation it allows to learn new habits. The emotions attached
to the disposition system are enthusiasm and anger5. Both emotions are considered to foster
relying on prior learned strategies for decision making (Marcus et al. 2006). The surveillance
system constantly scans the environment for possible threats or unknown situations. In this
case, the emotional reaction is anxiety, fear or uncertainty. The currently executed task as well
as the general reliance on habit is interrupted and the focus of attention is shifted towards the
unknown or threatening circumstances. Under the surveillance system, the aim is to find an
appropriate reaction to the new or threatening situation by engaging with the problem, using
reason, creativity and deliberation (Marcus & MacKuen 1993; Marcus et al. 2000). Affective
Intelligence Theory has moved the emotions of fear, anger and enthusiasm to the center of
attention in political science.

Empirically, emotions have been found to impact a large variety of phenomena political scien-
tists care about. Emotions affect citizen’s core democratic behavior, such as the motivation
to go vote (Brader 2005; Valentino et al. 2011), how the voting decision is made (Brader

5In the original version of the theory, anger and fear were both associated with the surveillance system as
‘aversion’ (Marcus & MacKuen 1993; Marcus et al. 2000). Honoring additional research findings, later the
distinction between fear and anger was made (see e.g. Marcus et al. 2006) and anger then associated with the
disposition system.
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2005; Marcus et al. 2011; Valentino et al. 2018), preferences for populist parties (Magni 2017;
Mughan & Paxton 2006; Rico et al. 2017; Salmela & von Scheve 2017; Schmitt-Beck 2017),
far-right parties (Jost 2019; Vasilopoulos et al. 2018), and authoritarian parties (Marcus et al.
2019), as well as civic engagement (MacKuen et al. 2010; Vasilopoulos 2018). Furthermore,
emotions have been found to impact policy attitudes towards asylum policy (Schemer 2009),
immigration law (Brader et al. 2008; Mughan & Paxton 2006; Renshon et al. 2015; Schmuck
& Matthes 2017), anti-terrorism measures (Huddy et al. 2005), military interventions (Villalo-
bos & Sirin 2017) and attitudes towards leaving the European Union (Vasilopoulou & Wagner
2017). Closely related to policy preferences is emotions’ impact on risk perceptions (Huddy et
al. 2005; Lerner & Keltner 2001; Lerner et al. 2003).

Turning towards the measurement of emotions in political science, by far the most widely
used technique is the collection of self-reports via survey questionnaires. In “The Measure and
Mismeasure of Emotion” Marcus et al. (2006) discard psychological measurement approaches
and instead “argue that applying conventional wisdom from psychology would distort our
understanding of how emotion impacts politics” (p.31). Instead, they concentrate on three
emotion dimensions, as established by Affective Intelligence Theory (Marcus et al. 2000), and
develop recommendations for questionnaire-based measurements. A reflection of the research
interest and reliance on the measurement technique is the inclusion of emotion questions into
large-scale surveys such as the American National Election Study (ANES 2021), the 2017
French Election Study (used in Vasilopoulos et al. 2018) or the German Longitudinal Election
Study (GLES 2014). To name some example studies, consider research from the Dartmouth
Group (e.g. Sullivan & Masters 1988, details see below) or examples published in the leading
journal of the field American Journal of Political Science (AJPS): Brader (2005), Conover &
Feldman (1986), Huddy et al. (2005) or MacKuen et al. (2010).

The advantages to the discipline of emotion self-reports are obvious: It is convenient and ap-
plicable. Any survey-based data collection can be easily expanded, as seen with the national
election studies. Any other classic psychological measure would need a lab setting (electromyo-
graphy, heart rate, etc.), which is given only in some political science studies and comes with
its own set of drawbacks, and elaborate training of the researcher (especially for FACS). The
discipline is much more used to working on survey data and thus no further formal method-
ological training is needed. Furthermore, survey questions can be implemented more cheaply,
especially when using existing data, in comparison to the necessary lab equipment to conduct
other measurements.

Three disadvantages are linked to self-reported emotion measurements. First, as for many
survey items one risks not fully honest answers due to social desirability or adjustments of the
reported emotions to own political attitudes (McHugo et al. 1985; Sullivan & Masters 1988).
Second, it might even be impossible to verbally report all emotions felt, as some emotions are
experienced unconsciously (Axelrod et al. 2015; Dimberg et al. 2000). Third, the question
formulation can have unintended consequences on response behavior. As Marcus et al. (2006)
observe, slight changes in wording sometimes lead to serious changes in the answers. Poten-
tially for these reasons, there are also studies that apply for example facial electromyography
(McHugo et al. 1991, 1985) or arousal measures such as skin conductance (McHugo et al. 1985;
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Renshon et al. 2015).

Facial expressions have also received attention from political scientists, both as a measurement
technique of emotions (using the FACS coding scheme), as well as a stimulus with effects on
the audience. This research has its roots in the Dartmouth Group (McHugo & Smith 1996).
In first experiments, the researchers study displays of fear/evasion, happiness/reassurance and
anger/threat of Ronald Reagan (Lanzetta et al. 1985; Masters et al. 1986; McHugo et al.
1985). They show that seeing video tapes of such expressions causes an emotional reaction
in viewers. The self-reported emotions vary between supporters and opponents, whereas psy-
chophysiological measures remain unaffected by prior attitudes. Later, McHugo et al. (1991)
show that given increased salience of prior attitudes psychophysiological measures also show
different emotional reactions among supporters and opponents. Experiments with and with-
out sound of the video tapes rule out the content of the speech as stimulus and confirm the
facial expressions (McHugo et al. 1985; Sullivan & Masters 1988). Beyond the effect of facial
expressions on emotion elicitation in the viewer, the group also studied effects of these emo-
tions on leadership evaluation (Sullivan & Masters 1988). Different effects between politicians
are observed in a study comparing presidential candidates during the 1984 election campaign
(ibid.). Cultural differences of the effects are shown in comparative studies between the USA
and France (Masters & Sullivan 1989; Sullivan 1996).

Beyond the Dartmouth Group, Masch (2020) has recently published a series of research on
the study of angry facial expressions and their impact on leadership evaluations of German
politicians. Her book and associated papers show an effect of facial expressions on general
evaluations and likability of Angela Merkel (Masch & Gabriel 2020) and varying effects of
facial expressions between Angela Merkel and Gregor Gysi on their evaluations (Gabriel &
Masch 2017).

Despite the strong preference for emotion self-reports, the work by the Dartmouth Group and
others show that political science is not disclosing itself from using other techniques or adopting
new technologies. How computer vision is making its way into the social sciences shows for
example in the publication of a deep learning and image data methods books and articles
tailored specifically to social scientists (Anastasopoulos et al. 2017; Joo & Steinert-Threlkeld
2018; Webb Williams et al. 2020). FER is also being applied in a few political science studies.
Joo et al. (2015) use automatic facial trait evaluation to predict election outcomes of US
Governors and Senators. In another study, Joo et al. (2019) develop a FER classifier from
scratch and apply it to the 2016 US presidential debate between Donald Trump and Hillary
Clinton. Boussalis & Coan (2020) asses the facial expressions displayed in the 4th Republican
primary debate of 2016 using the Microsoft Face API.

To summarize, the study of emotions is an established field in political science, as is specifically
the research on facial expressions of political leaders and their effects on the public. While the
study of facial expressions is mostly concerned with effects on candidate evaluations, emotions
in general are associated with a large variety of political phenomena. Here, it should also be
pointed out that the large majority of studies on emotions in the field is conducted with data
from the USA. As there is cultural variability in the experience and expression of emotions
(Birdwhistell 1970; Ekman & Cordaro 2011; Masters & Sullivan 1989), studies from other
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countries would help to assess the generalizability of existing findings. Concerning the mea-
surement techniques, political science is widely using self-report questionnaires, which come,
next to their easy applicability and convenience, with a series of disadvantages. First studies
also apply FER to social science questions.

1.2 Contribution

In the following section, I first introduce in a nutshell each of the three independent studies
I conducted for this dissertation. Second, I summarize the contributions I make (1) on the
use of facial expression recognition as emotion measurement in the behavioral sciences and (2)
on the knowledge about effects of emotions on populist and extremist attitudes, and attitudes
towards political leaders.

1.2.1 Summary Chapter 2

In Chapter 2, Tim Höfling and I compare the performance of FER algorithms on prototypical
and naturalistic data. We choose three systems, that are accessible to researchers of all fields
without elevated technical demands. FaceReader (Noldus Information Technology 2021) offers
software to be locally installed on a computer. Face++ (2019a) and Azure (Microsoft 2020a)
offer their services via an API, that can be called for example through R (R Core Team 2019).
The technical ease provided by commercial solutions come with the downside of undisclosed
algorithms. Comparative performance tests are therefore necessary to asses the use of these
tools for research in the social sciences. We test on two kinds of data, (1) prototypical facial
expressions, recorded in clean laboratory settings under very good conditions and (2) facial
expressions in movie scenes, which offer variation in aspects like camera angle, lighting and
age of the model, the naturalistic data set (Dhall et al. 2012a). The latter data more closely
represents potentially messy images collected in the social sciences.

Our findings show for prototypical data a reliable performance by all systems, whereby Face-
Reader shows the best accuracy. For the naturalistic data, performance drops remarkably for
all systems. Even for the best accuracy (56% of all images correctly classified by Azure) it
remains questionable whether a current commercial image classifier would suffice to make a
reliable measurement to conduct research.

1.2.2 Summary Chapter 3

In Chapter 3, I pose a substantive political science question, while still exploring FER as a
measurement technique. Common wisdom and media reports suspect that populist politicians
deliberately trigger anger and/or fear to gain popularity. In the study, I explore one possibility
for politicians to do just this. I ask: Can emotions be transferred from politicians to citizens
via facial expressions during a speech? If so, what are the effects on populist and extremist
attitudes of the audience?

Based on Affective Process Theory (Elfenbein 2014), I argue that via facial expressions of a
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speaker, the emotion shown can be instilled in the viewer. This process is called emotion con-
tagion (Schoenewolf 1990). Affective Intelligence Theory, in turn, predicts that the experience
of fear should lead to less populist and less extremist attitudes, while anger is expected to show
the opposite effect and increase populist and extremist attitudes (Marcus & MacKuen 1993;
Marcus et al. 2000, 2006, 2019; Rico et al. 2017; Vasilopoulos et al. 2018).

The expectations are tested in a laboratory study. Subjects are exposed to acted political
speeches with emotional expressions varying by treatment, but constant content of the speech.
I measure several attitudes, emotion self-reports and I videotape facial expressions. Results
reveal no systematic emotion contagion and thus no causal variation of emotions between
treatment groups. Further observational analyses between subjects confirms prior studies, that
show increased populist attitudes among angrier subjects (Magni 2017; Vasilopoulos et al.
2018; Vasilopoulou & Wagner 2017) and disconfirms other studies, that find increased populist
or extremist attitudes among the more fearful (Jost 2019; Schmitt-Beck 2017; Schmuck &
Matthes 2017). Furthermore, I show in a non-USA context that varying displays of the same
speaker cause differences in his evaluation.

1.2.3 Summary Chapter 4

I explore the effects of emotions on political attitude further in Chapter 4. It is established
that emotional displays of politicians can elicit different emotions among supporters and op-
ponents of the politician (Coleman & Banning 2006; Huddy et al. 2015; Masters et al. 1986;
McHugo et al. 1991, 1985; Stewart & Dowe 2013; Sullivan & Masters 1988). The effect of
said elicited emotion on a person’s political attitude is regularly (and potentially implicitly)
assumed constant. In other contexts, it has been shown that prior attitudes moderate the
effect of an emotion on attitude change (Banks 2016; Vasilopoulos et al. 2018). Based on this,
I question the presumption of a constant effect of experienced emotion on attitude change. The
research question is: Does the effect of emotions elicited by a politician on the audience’s eval-
uation of her differ between the politician’s supporters and opponents? Additionally, I explore
a potential explanation for why the effect of emotions are found to vary between politicians.

Based on Affective Intelligence Theory (Marcus & MacKuen 1993; Marcus et al. 2000, 2006), I
expect the experience of enthusiasm and anger to increase prior attitudes. In other words, these
emotions should increase candidate evaluations among supporters of a politician and decrease
evaluations among opponents. In addition, the appropriateness heuristic (Bucy & Bradley
2004; Bucy & Newhagen 1999) suggests a generally negative effect on candidate evaluations if
the politician’s behavior is deemed inappropriate given the circumstances.

I evaluate these expectations using data from the ‘German Longitudinal Election Study 2017
TV debate analysis’ (Roßteutscher et al. 2019a). The results differ from the expectations
in various ways. First, enthusiasm leads to increased evaluations among opponents and no
effect is observed among supporters. Second, the results on anger vary between politicians.
For Martin Schulz, the results confirm Affective Intelligence Theory. Evaluations increase
among angry supporters and decrease among angry opponents. Results for Angela Merkel are
different. In conjunction with the appropriateness heuristic, I conclude that her behavior was
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deemed inappropriate and she therefore received decreasing evaluations from her supporters.
Thus, Affective Intelligence Theory doesn’t fully explain the wide rage of effects of emotions,
specifically it does not adapt to varying circumstances.

1.2.4 Contribution: Facial Expression Recognition in Political Science

The first contribution of this dissertation is the exploration of FER as a measurement technique
of emotions in the social sciences and beyond. This work clearly shows the interdisciplinary
character of the dissertation, as it is relevant to social scientists, such as political scientists,
sociologists, and communication scientists, but just as well psychologists and other behavioral
scientists. In Chapter 2, Tim Höfling and I show that there is significant variation in the
performance of different FER tools, when tested on data of different difficulty. We find that
for lab settings, good lighting, frontal camera angle and clear expressions, FER is a reliable
indication of emotions shown in facial expressions.

More importantly, however, FER has a much bigger potential of advancing research in settings
beyond the lab or where only image data of the persons under study is available, instead of
in-person observations, since many other measurements are not applicable. In such settings, we
show that the tested off-the-shelf solutions risk to be not reliable enough. This also showed in
an analysis conducted during research on Chapter 4. Results on FER analysis of the politicians
during the two TV debates before the 2017 German national elections raised such strong doubts,
that I decided not to make use of it and instead adjust the research design. Details are reported
in Appendix A.1. As a result, I used data on the traditional self-reports and adapted the study
design.

Joo et al. (2019) optimistically predict that “[a]utomated coding should soon facilitate rapid
progress in quantitative visual communication research” (p. 4044). It is important to critically
asses the use of new measurement techniques and to avoid being blinded by sheer technological
advancement. The work in this dissertation shows that it remains questionable how soon the
technology will be sufficiently reliable and accessible to a relevant amount of researchers to
make this promised contribution to the social sciences. We show that we are not there yet.
Until then, the disciplines are bound to rely on classic measures, acknowledge the difficulties
and downsides of them and adjust research designs accordingly.

1.2.5 Contribution: The Effect of Emotions on Political Attitudes

Beyond methodological advancements, this dissertation also contributes to the knowledge about
effects of emotions on phenomena of interest in political science. First, this research conducted
in Germany is important, as it entails the study of effects of emotions beyond the USA. It is
widely acknowledged that the use of emotions and their effects vary with culture (Birdwhistell
1970; Ekman & Cordaro 2011) and potentially the political system (Gabriel & Masch 2017).
The importance of contextual factors for the effect that emotions have specifically on candidate
evaluation is shown in Chapter 4. The necessity of further research on cultural variation is also
visible in Chapter 3, as I observe no measurable treatment effect of varying facial expressions
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in a political speech, which stands in stark contrast to the strong findings of the Dartmouth
Group in the USA (Lanzetta et al. 1985; Sullivan & Masters 1988).

In Chapter 3, I explore whether emotional speeches impact two variables, that are found
otherwise to be affected by emotions: populism and extremism. I show that political speeches
rather affect ‘softer’ variables that are more directly attached to the speaker, such as candidate
evaluation. Concerning increased populist attitudes, with observational analyses I can confirm
anger as the associated variable. This finding adds to the question whether fear or anger is
the driving emotion for this attitude. In Chapter 4, I further study effects of the experience of
emotions on candidate evaluation and show that these effects vary with prior attitude. This
finding contradicts implicit assumptions in prior studies (e.g. Rosenberg et al. 1991; Rosenberg
& McCafferty 1987; Sullivan & Masters 1988) but relates to the broader research on how prior
attitudes moderate the effect of emotions on attitude change.

The relevance of research on non-verbal communication in politics and on emotional com-
munication in particular constantly increases, as technological developments allow to spread
visual displays of political actors more extensively and more easily in ever-better quality. This
increases the importance of studying not only what is said by politicians, but also how it is
displayed (Haumer & Donsbach 2009; Joo et al. 2014). At the time of writing these pages
(January 2021), emotions in politics are as important as ever. The fight against the Corona-
virus pandemic has lead many democracies to impose restrictions on fundamental rights of
their citizens. In Germany, while there is a broad acceptance in the public, it nevertheless
caused the eruption of protests by people who voice fear over an erosion of democracy. Even
more recently, the presidency of Donald Trump ends with a storm on the US-Capitol by, to
say the least, an angry mob. Further research will have to evaluate the details, but it seems
obvious that speeches and tweets of Donald Trump during the past four years have contributed
their fair share to the package of emotions carried by the rioters and their sympathizers.

We, as a society, need to address emotions when they lead to actions as described above. As
political scientists, we need to contribute to this by learning and understanding the roots of the
emotions in a political context, as well as the effects emotions bear on attitudes and actions.
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Abstract

Many research fields use emotion measurements informed by emotional facial expressions. Un-
fortunately, established methods like facial electromyography or facial action coding are ex-
pensive and time consuming. Facial expression recognition (FER) promises an automatic ap-
proach, that vastly increases the amount of data that can be processed. While this technology
is easily accessible, the training mechanisms of such algorithms and therefore the measurement
quality remains uncertain. Hence, we test and compare the classification of emotional facial
expressions of three different FER systems (Azure Face API (Microsoft); Face++ (Megvii
Technology); Face Reader (Noldus Information Technology)). Next to standardized and proto-
typical facial expressions, we evaluate the performance on more naturalistic images: emotional
facial expressions deducted from movies. We find all three algorithms perform well on the
prototypical images, with FaceReader performing best. On the naturalistic data, performance
drops remarkably for all three tools, with Azure performing best. Additionally, all tools show
a tendency to confuse emotional expressions as neutral, and there are large differences between
the three tools in their face detection performance regarding naturalistic facial expressions.
In sum, we call for more rigorous evaluation of facial expression recognition software and for
greater caution in their application to data generated beyond the lab.
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2.1 Introduction

Emotional processes are important variables of interest in many research fields like psychology,
affective neuroscience and politics. Emotions have a particular influence on information pro-
cessing (e.g. Fraser et al. 2012; Marcus et al. 2000; Meffert et al. 2006; Soroka & McAdams
2015), attitude formation (e.g. Brader 2005; Lerner & Keltner 2000; Marcus 2000) and deci-
sion making in general (Clore et al. 2001; Pittig et al. 2014; Slovic et al. 2007). One well
established strategy to measure the emotional reactions of a person is tracking her facial re-
sponses (Keltner & Cordaro 2017; Scherer & Ellgring 2007). The classic approach to analyze
emotional facial responses is either an expert observation based on the Facial Action Coding
System (FACS) (Cohn et al. 2007; Ekman & Rosenberg 1997; Sullivan & Masters 1988) or a
direct measurement of facial muscle activity with electromyography (EMG) (Cohn et al. 2007).
Both are, however, time-consuming tasks regarding application and analysis procedures, which
severely reduces the amount of data that can be studied.

One potential way to facilitate, standardize and scale facial expression research is video-based
facial expression recognition (FER), which has recently been offered by computer vision tech-
nology. Using machine learning, algorithms are being developed that ‘read’ emotions from
observed facial expressions (Arriaga et al. 2017; Goodfellow et al. 2015; Quinn et al. 2017),
which is considerably more time and cost efficient compared to classic approaches (Bartlett et
al. 1999). FER corresponds well to human FACS coding (Bartlett et al. 1999; Skiendziel et al.
2019; Tian et al. 2001) and shows high accuracy in prototypical static (Beringer et al. 2019;
Lewinski 2015; Lewinski et al. 2014; Stöckli et al. 2018) as well as dynamic facial expression
inventories (Calvo et al. 2018; Mavadati et al. 2013; Yitzhak et al. 2017; Zhang et al. 2014).

FER is easily accessible to researchers of all fields and is increasingly used by the scientific
community. Applications can be found for example in the medical sciences, where such algo-
rithms are used to predict mental health from social media images (Yazdavar et al. 2020), to
validate a robot who helps to treat autism (Wu et al. 2019) or to diagnose Parkinson’s disease
(Jin et al. 2020). Sociological examples entail the assessment of collective happiness in society
and economic performance from social media images (Abdullah et al. 2015) or the success of
crowdfunding projects from their cover images (Zhang et al. 2020). In political science, several
smile indices are used to predict vote shares (Asano & Patterson 2018; Horiuchi et al. 2012;
Tsai et al. 2016), the representation of politicians in the media is studied using FER (Boxell
2018; Haim & Jungblut 2020; Peng 2018), the emotions expressed in political speeches are
analyzed (McDuff et al. 2013; Sülflow & Maurer 2019) and how viewers react to them (Fridkin
et al. 2019). Furthermore, the technology is used in consumer and market research (Bartkiene
et al. 2019; Lewinski et al. 2014; Teixeira et al. 2014).

Despite many advantages of FER, it is problematic that their underlying algorithms remain se-
cret to the research community, including the applied machine-learning techniques and specific
training procedures. As a result, the quality of the expression measurement and its gener-
alizability to naturalistic facial expressions is uncertain. Usually, machines are trained and
tested on standardized data sets, containing prototypical and potentially exaggerated expres-
sions (Dhall et al. 2012a). Typical evaluation studies also judge performance on images, which
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are created in a lab setting under controlled conditions displaying prototypical facial expres-
sions (Beringer et al. 2019; Calvo et al. 2018; Lewinski et al. 2014; Skiendziel et al. 2019;
Stöckli et al. 2018). Under these circumstances, FER algorithms perform equal to or better
than human coders (Bartlett et al. 1999; Calvo et al. 2018; Lewinski 2015; Stöckli et al.
2018). The variation of how emotions are expressed naturally in faces is larger than what is
depicted in such standard data sets (Barrett et al. 2019; Calvo & Nummenmaa 2016). Other
parameters that might influence FER performance are head pose, lighting, camera angle and
characteristics of the person/model such as gender and age. Most data sets used in testing vary
such parameters not at all or only to a small extend (Langer et al. 2010; Mavadati et al. 2013;
Olszanowski et al. 2015; Van der Schalk et al. 2011; Yitzhak et al. 2017). Some studies take
a step towards more naturalistic expressions (Dupré et al. 2020; Höfling et al. 2020; Stöckli
et al. 2018; Yitzhak et al. 2017), however the data sets applied are still comprised of images
collected in a controlled lab setting, with little variation on lighting, camera angle or age of the
subject.

Moreover, studies which compare different FER systems are rare and hence it is mostly unclear
which FER tools should be applied in a particular research project. Most validation studies
only focus on one particular system (Beringer et al. 2019; Calvo et al. 2018; Lewinski et al.
2014; Skiendziel et al. 2019; Yitzhak et al. 2017), indicating a lack of comparative studies. To
make an informed decision of which system to use in which context, comparative studies are
of high value. Stöckli et al. (2018) compare AFFDEX and FACET. Both system stem from
the same software company iMotion, which reduces the informative value when looking at the
whole market. Their finding of large variance in performance even between two algorithms from
the same company underlines the need for comparatives studies. Dupré et al. (2020) provide
an intensive comparison of eight classifiers. However, it does not include Face++ (2019a). As
one of the world’s largest providers of FER technology, Face++ is especially interesting to
researchers, since it offers parts of its services open access.

Concerning findings on specific emotions, for fear, studies find a consistently lower accuracy
(Lewinski et al. 2014; Skiendziel et al. 2019; Stöckli et al. 2018). Some studies also report
a substantial decrease in accuracy for anger (Dupré et al. 2020; Lewinski et al. 2014; Stöckli
et al. 2018), whereas Skiendziel et al. (2019) report an improvement of this measurement
for FaceReader. Less consistently, sadness (Lewinski et al. 2014; Skiendziel et al. 2019) or
disgust have also been found to be difficult to identify (Skiendziel et al. 2019). Happiness
is systematically the emotion with the highest classification accuracy (Dupré et al. 2020;
Skiendziel et al. 2019; Stöckli et al. 2018). When looking at confusion between emotions in
prior studies, FaceReader shows a tendency towards the neutral category for all other emotions
(Lewinski et al. 2014) and fear is often flagged as surprise (Skiendziel et al. 2019; Stöckli et
al. 2018).

2.1.1 Aims and Overview

In summary, FER offers substantial advantages in terms of resource efficiency and performs
high on prototypical emotional facial expressions. However, systems are basically black boxes
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and it remains undisclosed how the underlying algorithms are built, trained, validated and
what kind of data was used to do so. Rigorous evaluation and comparison between services is
therefore highly important for the research community, which relies on such services. Hence,
this paper follows two aims: First, we provide an evaluation and a comparison of three widely
used systems: FaceReader, Face++ and the Azure Face API. Second, we evaluate the systems
on two different kinds of data: 1) A collection of four facial expression inventories created
in a lab setting displaying intense prototypical facial expressions: The Karolinska Directed
Emotional Faces (Lundqvist et al. 1998), the Radboud Faces Database (Langer et al. 2010),
the Amsterdam Dynamic Facial Expression Set (Van der Schalk et al. 2011) and the Warsaw
Set of Emotional Facial Expression (Olszanowski et al. 2015). 2) The ‘Static Facial Expressions
in the Wild’ data set (Dhall et al. 2018). This data set is built from movie scenes and covers
a larger variety of facial expressions, lighting, camera position and actor ages. This data set
serves as a more naturalistic test set and approximation of spontaneous facial responses.

2.1.2 Performance Expectations

FER is a two-step process, in which the face and facial features are detected, and then the
face is classified into an emotion category. Any object detection task is more difficult if there
is more variation in how the object can be depicted. For face detection, this implies different
camera angles, but also characteristics of the face such as glasses or beards that can be present
or not. For the given study, we expect the faces in images created in the lab setting to be
more easily detectable, since the camera angle is constantly frontal and no other objects such
as glasses are in the faces. Correspondingly, we expect more drop outs in the naturalistic data
set, which means there are more images where no face is detected, since the variability of faces
depicted is higher. However, the literature gives no indication about the extent of the drop out
to be expected.

For the second step (i.e., classification), we expect that happiness is well identifiable, whereas
fear is difficult to classify correctly. Not as strongly expected, but still worth mentioning is that
sadness and disgust also have a potential to be more difficult to detect. We further expect a
tendency towards the neutral category and a misclassification of fear as surprise. As explained
for the drop outs, we assume the naturalistic images to be more variable and therefore more
difficult to classify. The overall performance on the naturalistic data is therefore expected to
be lower.

To our knowledge, this is the first study that compares the accuracy of different FER systems
in classifying prototypical facial expressions as well as facial expressions in naturalistic settings.
This research provides important information about the generalizability of FER to more natu-
ralistic emotional facial expressions and moreover the performance comparison of specific FER
systems.
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2.2 Materials and Methods

We use three different facial expression recognition tools to analyze emotional facial expressions.
All algorithms extract probability parameters for basic emotional facial expressions (i.e., joy,
anger, sadness, disgust, fear, surprise, and neutral). Microsoft Azure and Face++ were accessed
via their API. To do so, we wrote an R-script that automatically sends the test images to the
API and retrieves the outcome values in question (in our case: the emotion probabilities). The
data was processed by Azure and Face++ between February and June 2020. For FaceReader,
the images were processed by the software installed locally.

2.2.1 Microsoft Azure Face API

Azure is a cloud computing platform provided by Microsoft (Microsoft 2020b). While offering
a multitude of services, one of them is the Face API, as part of the Computer Vision API
(Microsoft 2019). It allows to analyze faces in images, with functions such as face detection,
face verification and emotion recognition. This paper uses the recognition function, which
is based on detection as a first step. Emotions categorized by the Azure API cover anger,
contempt, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise and neutral (Microsoft 2020a). For the
emotions, Azure returns a value for each emotion, all values summing up to 1.

2.2.2 Face++

Face++ offers computer vision technology for image analysis. This study applies the Detect
API from the facial recognition branch (Face++ 2019a). The service is developed by the com-
pany Megvii Technology. Face++ ranks among the world’s leading facial recognition software
(Forbes Magazine 2019). In research, Face++ has been applied to infer age, gender and race
from Twitter profile pictures to study networks (Messias et al. 2017), language use (Vikatos et
al. 2017) or #-usage (An & Weber 2016). Face++ returns a value for the following emotions:
anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise and neutral. Each value lies between zero and
100, all values summing up to 100 (Face++ 2019b).

2.2.3 FaceReader

FaceReader (Version 8, Noldus Information Technology) detects facial configurations in the
following steps (Van Kuilenburg et al. 2005, 2008): 1) The Cascade classifier algorithm finds
the position of the face (Viola & Jones 2004). 2) Face textures are normalized and the active
appearance model synthesizes a digital face model representing facial structure with over 500
location points (Cootes & Taylor, Cristopher J. 2004). 3) Compressed distance information is
then transmitted to an artificial neural network (Bishop 1995), which was trained to classify
relative probability for an emotion of a given facial configuration. FaceReader provides these
parameters among others: eight emotions, age, gender, position of the head and quality pa-
rameters of the face detection. For the emotions, FaceReader returns a value for each emotion
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ranging from 0 to 1. If the quality judged by the tool is too low, it is suggested to discard the
results. We remove all images with a quality rating below 70%.

2.2.4 Test Data

We test the three FER tools on two different types of data: prototypical and naturalistic
emotional facial expressions displayed in still pictures. Table 2.1 displays the emotion categories
and image distributions for both test data sets including drop out rates specifically for the three
FER systems.

The first one is a collection of images created in the lab with controlled conditions (i.e., good
lighting and frontal head positions) displaying prototypical expressions. The prototypical data
consists of four databases: 1) The Karolinska Directed Emotional Faces with 35 male and 35
female between 20 to 30 years old (Lundqvist et al. 1998). 2) The Radboud Faces Database,
which contains images of facial expressions of 20 male and 19 female Caucasian Dutch adults
(Langer et al. 2010). The study at hand uses the subset of models looking straight into the
camera and images taken frontal. 3) The Amsterdam Dynamic Facial Expression Set, from
which we use the still picture set. The models are distinguished between being Northern-
European (12 models, 5 of them female) and Mediterranean (10 models, 5 of them female)
(Van der Schalk et al. 2011). 4) The Warsaw Set of Emotional Facial Expression offers images
of 40 models (16 females, 14 males) displaying seven basic emotions (Olszanowski et al. 2015).
Images were taken frontal and the complete set is used in this study.

The second type of data is a more naturalistic data set. The Static Facial Expressions in the
Wild (SFEW) contains static frames from movie scenes that display emotions in the actors’
faces. While first released in 2012, this study uses the 2018 version (SFEW_2, but here
referred to as SFEW). Examples of movies in the data set are the “Harry Potter” movies or
“Hangover” (Dhall et al. 2018). The data set was compiled using the subtitles for the deaf and
hearing impaired and closed caption subtitles. These subtitles contain not only the spoken text,
but additional information about surrounding sounds, such as laughter. These subtitles were
automatically searched for emotion suggesting words. Matching scenes were then suggested to
a human coder to be filtered and annotated (Dhall et al. 2012a). The data set was developed
as a benchmark test for computer vision research for ‘in the wild’ settings. With this study,
we are also interested in how well the tools perform on images that are not prototypical and
under different lighting situations and head poses.

2.2.5 Analyses

As described before, FER is a two step process of, first, face detection and, second, emotion
classification. We evaluate both steps sequentially. To test performances in face detection,
we check for how many images a specific tool gives no result (drop out rate). In order to
evaluate emotion classification, each algorithm’s output is compared to the original coding
of the intended emotional facial expression category (i.e., ground truth). The different tools
return values for each emotion category. We define the category with the highest certainty as
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the chosen one corresponding to a winner–takes–all principle. For Azure, if contempt is given
the highest probability, we assign the second highest scored emotion, since contempt is not
covered in most of the emotion data set. We also test different thresholds, but there is no
reasonable performance improvement to be gained (see Figure B.1 in Appendix B.1.3).

A general indication of performance is given by the accuracy, which is the share of correctly
identified images out of all images, where a face is processed (thus, excluding drop out)1. A
further measure to evaluate emotion classification is category specific performance. Sensitivity
and precision are two measures of interest, here. Sensitivity describes the share of correctly
predicted images out of all images truly in the respective category2. It is a measure of how
well the tool does in detecting a certain category. Precision is the share of correctly predicted
images out of all images predicted as one category. In other words, precision is a measure of
how much we can trust the categorization of the tool.

A second measure of overall performance are Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves
and the respective Area Under the Curve (AUC). These curves are initially build for a two-
class classification. In order to apply it to the multiple classification in our case, we treat
every class probability as one observation. A good classifier gives low probabilities to wrong
classes and high probabilities to correct classes. The ROC curve depicts how well this is
fulfilled, by plotting a true positive share against a false positive share for varying probability
thresholds above which a category is considered correct. Naturally, at the bottom left end,
where the probability threshold is 1, no observation is considered correct, thus both the true
positive share and the false positive share are 0. By reducing the probability threshold, the
amount of observations considered correct increases. For a good classifier, mostly true cases
will have high probabilities and the share of true positives increases. While the probability
threshold decreases, more and more false positives are created and this share increases, too.
The further a classifier’s ROC curve moves to the north-western corner of the graph, the better
its performance. This is measured by the AUC. We compare AUCs of the different algorithms
pairwise, using a bootstrapping method with 2000 draws (Robin et al. 2011).

To find out about which categories tend to be confused with one another, we build and evaluate
confusion matrices.

Analyses are conducted in R (R Core Team 2019), using the following packages (alphabetical
order): caret (Kuhn 2020), data.table (Dowle & Srinivasan 2020), dplyr (Wickham et al. 2020),
extrafont (Chang 2014), ggplot2 (Wickham 2016), httr (Wickham 2020a), jsonlite (Ooms 2014),
patchwork (Pedersen 2020), plotROC (Sachs 2017), pROC (Robin et al. 2011), purrr (Henry
& Wickham 2020), RColorBrewer (Neuwirth 2014), stringr (Wickham 2019), and tidyverse
(Wickham et al. 2019).

1Accuracy corresponds to the ‘matching score’ of Lewinski et al. (2014) and Stöckli et al. (2018)
2Sensitivity corresponds to the ‘per category matching score’ of Lewinski et al. (2014) and Stöckli et al.

(2018)
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Table 2.1: Category Distributions of Test Data & Drop Outs

Prototypical Data

Neutral Happy Sad Fear Angry Surprise Disgust Sum

Total 178 178 178 178 178 178 178 1246
% 14.3% 14.3% 14.3% 14.3% 14.3% 14.2% 14.2% 100%

Drop Out Rates

% drop Face++ 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

% drop Azure 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

% drop FaceReader 0.6% 0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 1.1% 2.2% 1.2% 0.9%

Naturalistic Data

Neutral Happy Sad Fear Angry Surprise Disgust Sum

Total 236 270 245 143 254 151 88 1387
% 17.0% 19.5% 17.7% 10.3% 18.3% 10.9% 6.3% 100%

Drop Out Rates

% drop Face++ 0.0% 0.7% 0.8% 0.7% 0.4% 0.0% 1.1% 0.5%

% drop Azure 16.9% 11.1% 25.3% 26.6% 25.2% 17.9% 23.9% 20.3%

% drop FaceReader 73.3% 70.0% 75.1% 79.0% 76.8% 74.8% 69.3% 74.2%

Note: Percentages are rounded to the first decimal. The base of the percentage is the
respective total of each category. Reading example: ‘Azure did not find a face in 16.9%
of the 236 neutral images of the naturalistic data. A total of 20.3% of the 1387 images
dropped out because of no face detection.’

2.3 Results

Table 2.1 presents drop out information. While for the prototypical data drop out is nearly
non-existent, it is a problem in the naturalistic data set. Azure returns no information for
around 20% of the images. For FaceReader the drop out is even higher. The majority of 54%
of the images remains without detection. An additional 20% of the images have a quality that
is too low for FaceReader to reliably detect emotions and we therefore exclude these from the
analysis. This result partially confirms our expectations, as for Azure and FaceReader the drop
out in the naturalistic data is much higher than among the prototypical data. In this context,
it is surprising that Face++ shows nearly no drop out for the naturalistic data.

In Table 2.2, we report the accuracy for each tool on each data set, along with category specific
sensitivity and precision. These quantities are based on the number of images where a face is
found, thus excluding drop out. This allows for a comparison of the step of classification. The
shares of correctly identified images based on all images can be found in Table B.3 in Appendix
B.1.2. Since this procedure leads to different samples for each algorithm, especially among the
naturalistic data, we also compute the analysis for the sub sample of naturalistic images, which
are recognized by all algorithms. The results are reported in Table B.4 in Appendix B.1.2.
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Table 2.2: Sensitivity, Precision & Accuracy

Azure Face++ FaceReader

Protot. Natural. Protot. Natural. Protot. Natural.

Sens Prec Sens Prec Sens Prec Sens Prec Sens Prec Sens Prec

Neutral 1.00 0.63 0.94 0.38 0.94 0.70 0.40 0.34 0.99 0.92 0.68 0.2
Happy 1.00 0.98 0.85 0.88 0.99 0.96 0.48 0.76 1.00 0.99 0.42 0.92
Angry 0.51 0.91 0.38 0.87 0.49 0.84 0.15 0.36 0.96 0.99 0.14 0.42
Disgust 0.85 0.98 0.10 0.50 0.89 0.77 0.16 0.17 0.97 0.99 0.15 0.17
Surprise 0.98 0.73 0.56 0.43 0.97 0.71 0.66 0.20 0.98 0.93 0.34 0.33
Sad 0.88 0.75 0.48 0.77 0.81 0.75 0.19 0.40 0.98 0.97 0.16 0.32
Fear 0.46 0.99 0.03 0.33 0.40 0.95 0.18 0.18 0.88 0.97 0.00 0.00

Average 0.81 0.85 0.48 0.59 0.79 0.81 0.32 0.35 0.97 0.97 0.27 0.34

Accuracy 0.81 0.57 0.79 0.32 0.97 0.31

Note: Protot. is short for prototypical data. Natural. is short for naturalistic data.

Differences are minor, qualitatively the results remain the same.

As expected, accuracy is better for all tools on the prototypical data. FaceReader performs
best, with 97% of the images classified correctly. The difference to both Azure and Face++
is significant in a χ2-test (p < .001). Azure and Face++ perform similarly, both put around
80% of the images in the correct category. The accuracies do not differ significantly by regular
standards (p = .148). Details on the statistical comparisons can be found in Table B.1 in
Appendix B.1.1. For the naturalistic data, accuracy is much lower. Azure performs best,
still correctly classifying 56% of the images. FaceReader and Face++ both correctly classify
only about one third of the naturalistic images. Despite the much better performance on
face detection of Face++ (much lower drop out), the tool has no advantage when it comes to
accuracy. However, Face++ classifies more images correctly in absolute terms (Face++: 32%;
FaceReader: 14%, see Table B.3 in Appendix B.1.2).

Looking at the specific categories, happy expressions are classified best, which confirms prior
studies. For the prototypical data, both sensitivity and precision are or nearly are all 1. In
the angry category, all tools show high precision for this data, however Azure and Face++
lack in sensitivity. Performance on the other categories on the prototypical data resembles
each other: FaceReader clearly outperforms the other tools. For disgust, surprise and sadness
sensitivity and precision of both Face++ and Azure remain above 0.7 and might therefore still
be considered acceptable, depending on the task, but not ideal. The mediocre performance for
sadness and disgust is as expected, while it is new for the surprise category. For fear, however,
both tools show low sensitivity values, which matches expectations.

For the naturalistic data, the happy category is also classified best, however Azure is the
only software with overall acceptable performance. For Face++ and FaceReader, precision
is good, but sensitivity is decreased. Hence, the algorithms lack in their ability to actually
detect happiness, however when an image is classified as such, one can trust the classification.
For the angry category, only Azure’s precision is acceptable. Face++ and FaceReader do
not perform reliably. Disgust is among the most difficult to recognize. The performance on
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surprise varies strongly between classifiers, although the best performance by Azure is still not
particularly reliable. The same is true for sadness in the naturalistic data: It is also comparably
well identified by Azure, while in absolute terms all three algorithms lack reliability. Lastly,
fear is, next to disgust, the hardest emotion to identify for all three tools. Overall, average
sensitivity and precision along with accuracy confirm the observation that Azure does best
on the naturalistic data, although the values are still around 0.5 and therefore not reliable in
absolute terms.

ROC curves are shown in Figure 2.1 along with the AUCs. Pairwise comparison among the
algorithms for the prototypical data yields a clear significant difference between FaceReader
and the other two (both tests with p < 0.001). Nevertheless, the difference between Face++
and Azure is also significant by usual standards (p < .001). At first glace, this seems surpris-
ing, since the accuracies do not differ significantly between Face++ and Azure. One should
note, though, that the two tests consider slightly different information. Whereas comparing
accuracies only compares the amount of correctly classified images, ROC analysis takes into
account the certainty of each category. Thus, the results show that while the final accuracy
does not significantly differ, Azure still on average assigns higher probabilities to correct classes
and lower probabilities to incorrect classes. When comparing the algorithms on the natural-
istic data, Azure performs significantly better than Face++ and FaceReader (both tests with
p < .001). The later two do not differ significantly (p = .360). AUC analysis for the subset
of naturalistic data passed by all algorithms yields the same results. Detailed test results are
reported in Table B.2 in Appendix B.1.1.

To study confusion between categories, Figure 2.2 depicts confusion matrices between the
true labels and the highest rated emotion by each software. It becomes obvious at first sight
again, that the naturalistic data is more difficult to classify than the prototypical data. Also
reflected is the better accuracy of FaceReader on the prototypical data sets and of Azure
on naturalistic data sets. In the prototypical data, all three applications show the common
pattern of classifying fearful expressions as surprise or sadness. The confusion between fear and
surprise is expected, whereas the confusion of fear with sadness is new. Additionally, Azure and
Face++ show a tendency to misclassify anger, sadness and fear as neutral. For FaceReader,
this tendency is observable to a small extent. This reflects partially the expected tendency
towards a neutral expression. In the naturalistic data set, all applications show a pronounced
tendency towards the neutral category. Additionally, Face++ shows a trend towards surprise,
sadness and fear. To a smaller extend, the misclassification to surprise and sadness is shared
by Azure and FaceReader.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Summary

In this paper, we test and compare three widely used and accessible FER algorithms, namely
Azure Face API (Microsoft), Face++ (Megvii Technology) and FaceReader (Noldus Informa-
tion Technology). Rigorous evaluation of FER systems is very important for the research
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Figure 2.1: ROC Curves and AUC for Prototypical and Naturalistic Data for Azure,
Face++ and FaceReader

(a) ROC Curve and AUC: Prototypical Data
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(b) ROC Curve and AUC: Naturalistic Data
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Note: The figure depicts ROC curves and the AUCs for the prototypical data (2.1a) and the naturalistic data
(2.1b) for the three algorithms.
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Figure 2.2: Confusion Matrices

(a) Azure: Prototypical Data
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(b) Azure: Naturalistic Data
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(c) Face++: Prototypical Data
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(d) Face++: Naturalistic Data
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(f) FaceReader: Naturalistic Data
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Note: The figure depicts confusion matrices for the prototypical data by Azure (2.2a), the naturalistic data by
Azure (2.2b), the prototypical data by Face++ (2.2c), the naturalistic data by Face++ 2.2d), the prototypical
data by FaceReader (2.2e) and the naturalistic data by FaceReader (2.2f). Numbers indicate percentages to
the base of the true category. Reading example: From the prototypical data Azure classifies 4.5% of the truly
fearful expressions as neutral. The 45.5% of the fearful images are classified correctly.
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community, since the actual algorithms and specific training strategies remain undisclosed.
For the performance comparison, we use two different kinds of data: First, a data set com-
prised of classic lab generated images displaying prototypical facial expressions of emotions
under ideal conditions (i.e., lighting, camera angle). Second, we test the naturalistic data set,
which contains still images from movie scenes depicting emotional faces as an approximation
for spontaneous facial expressions (Dhall et al. 2018). The latter data constitutes an especially
difficult test case, since it contains large variation in the expressions itself, the surrounding
circumstances and the displayed person’s characteristics. We argue that testing on more nat-
uralistic images is highly important for more naturalistic research settings. In prior studies,
FER algorithms achieve accuracies similar to, or better than human coders on standard data
sets (Bartlett et al. 1999; Calvo et al. 2018; Lewinski 2015; Stöckli et al. 2018). However,
natural facial expressions are more variable than the prototypes typically used for training FER
software (Barrett et al. 2019) and little is known about performance of FER on naturalistic
data.

Overall, all three classifiers perform well on prototypical data, while showing serious prob-
lems on naturalistic data. When analyzing naturalistic displays of emotion, or under varying
lighting conditions, or from different camera angles, caution is appropriate. One noteworthy
exception is the detection of happy expressions in naturalistic data, especially by Azure. For
this case, performance is sufficient. Depending on the data and on which emotions one aims at
classifying, one algorithm might also be better suited than the other. While we do find some
of the performance problems might reflect true differences in the difficulties to classify certain
emotions, we provide strong evidence that indicate biases in the architecture and/or training
and validation of the algorithms. This bias leans towards prototypical facial expressions, which
make detection in more naturalistic settings unreliable.

2.4.2 Discussion

From our data, we can make three broad observations. First, all algorithms perform much
better on the prototypical data, than on the naturalistic data. This indicates over fitting of
the algorithms on this type of data. Second, the algorithms share variation in the difficulties
of detecting different emotions with human coders. This indicates that certain emotions are
generally more difficult to detect than others. Third, we can identify performance problems
that are new or specific to certain algorithms.

First, as expected, all algorithms perform better on the prototypical compared to naturalistic
facial expressions. This is true for both detection and classification. Within the prototypical
data, face detection is near to prefect for all algorithms. In the classification task, FaceReader
outperforms Face++ and Azure. Within the naturalistic data, we observe a large detection
problem, as Azure and FaceReader show high drop outs. As an exception, Face++ seems to
have an improved face detection strategy compared to the other services with nearly no drop
out in both data sets.

Judging the classification performance on the naturalistic data set, all three classifiers show a
large decrease in accuracy, whereby Azure is most accurate compared to Face++ and Face-
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Reader. However, Azure still only correctly classifies slightly more than half of the images if a
face is identified. While such accuracies are relevantly above chance, they are not sufficient to
be a reliable measurement. In particular, all algorithms show a tendency towards the neutral
category for the naturalistic data. This has been shown for FaceReader before (Lewinski et
al. 2014). Azure and Face++ also show a corresponding classification pattern. This is an
important tendency not shown by Dupré et al. (2020), since they do not study the neutral
category. We suspect the neutral classification due to expressions in acted films being less
intense compared to lab generated data. Hence, the vastly better performance on prototypical
facial expressions generated under artificially good conditions for all three algorithms might
indicate limitations of their applicability to more subtle and non-prototypical emotional facial
expressions.

Second, we observe that machine performance reflects varying underlying difficulties in the
classification of different emotions. In other words, certain emotions are harder to detect than
others, for example because of more subtle expressions or less distinct patterns. This evolves
from shared classification error patterns between the three algorithms which corresponds to
prior research on other algorithms and human recognition performance. In our data, happiness
is recognized best overall. Fear is among the most difficult to classify, with lowered sensitivity
also on the prototypical data, which is in line with prior research (Dupré et al. 2020; Skiendziel
et al. 2019; Stöckli et al. 2018). Anger has been found difficult to classify in some studies
(Dupré et al. 2020; Stöckli et al. 2018), but not in others (Skiendziel et al. 2019). With
regards to our findings, angry faces can be classified with low sensitivity, but high precision.
This means the classifiers have difficulties to detect anger, but, when it is detected, it is cred-
ible. Sadness and disgust are reported to be difficult to detect in other studies (Lewinski et
al. 2014; Skiendziel et al. 2019). Performance on the prototypical data does not corroborate
these findings, however for the naturalistic data, performance on disgust is among the lowest
for all classifiers and therefore partially confirms this observation. Comparing the algorithms’
performances to human coders, we also find similarities: Happiness is easiest to recognize for
coders (Nummenmaa & Calvo 2015) and fear is regularly found most difficult to classify for
humans, too (Calvo & Nummenmaa 2016). The similarity of which emotions are particularly
problematic between classifiers and the similarity to human coders points towards large asym-
metries in detecting specific emotional responses. Nevertheless, the pronounced performance
drop for many naturalistic emotion categories shows that the algorithms are not trained on de-
tecting the full variability of emotional facial expressions in humans. The patterns of confusion
underline the finding of machines reflecting general classification difficulties. Fear is regularly
misclassfied as surprise, as found in other studies (Skiendziel et al. 2019; Stöckli et al. 2018)
and in human errors (Calvo & Lundqvist 2008; Calvo et al. 2018; Palermo & Coltheart 2004;
Tottenham et al. 2009).

Third, we make a series of observations, that are either specific to a single algorithm and/or
not shared by human coders, which indicates problems specific to FER algorithms. In our
data, we observe fear to be classified as sadness. For the naturalistic data, we also find a
general tendency towards surprise and sadness, that is not evident in other studies. Especially
the misclassification towards surprise in the naturalistic data might be explained by an open
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mouth due to speaking in movies, for which the applications do not account. The additional
tendency of Face++ to misclassify any emotion in the naturalistic data as fear is the second
unique finding for the Face++ algorithm, in addition to the low drop out rates. This indicates a
particularity about the algorithm that could be due to its architecture or training and validation
procedure.

2.4.3 Limitations and Outlook

Our study suffers from certain limitations. Most obviously, we compare three and not more
algorithms on the market. While we aim at choosing software that is widely used, other
algorithms need similar testing. For example, Beringer et al. (2019) find that FACET shows
a certain resilience to changes in lighting and camera angle on lab generated data. We could
not see in this study if this resilience transfers to an even harder task.

Furthermore, we argue that FER would be most useful in categorizing spontaneous and natu-
ralistic facial expressions in different contexts. The SFEW data set serves as an approximation
for this. However, it is unclear whether the displayed emotional facial expressions are grounded
in emotional processing or just simulated. For example, Höfling et al. (2020) elicit spontaneous
emotional responses by presenting emotional scenes to their participants and find FER detects
changes in facial expressions only for pleasant emotional material. Hence, more data sets are
needed to test different naturalistic settings and foster development in this area.

Beyond the bias in FER towards prototypical expressions under good conditions, there are
other sources of systematic error that we did not address, such as biases against race, gender,
age or culture (Aggarwal et al. 2019; Wellner & Rothman 2020; Zou & Schiebinger 2018). For
example, it has been shown that automated facial analysis to classify gender works less well
for people with a darker skin tone (Buolamwini & Gebru 2018). Many training data sets are
concentrated on Northern America and Europe (Shankar et al. 2017), which partially causes
the biases and at the same time makes it difficult to detect them. Future research should take
these variables into account to ensure measurement fairness and generalizability of FER.

2.5 Conclusion

With this study we contribute to existing literature by comparing three FER systems to classify
emotional facial expressions (i.e., FaceReader, Azure, Face++). We show that for prototypical
data FaceReader has the best performance, however the other system perform well, too. In
addition, we challenge the algorithms with naturalistic data collected outside of the lab. The
drop in performance for all algorithms under study is remarkable. This entails first the large
drop out rates, where FaceReader shows an especially low performance and second, a decrease
in classification accuracy where Azure performs better than FaceReader and Face++ . These
results highlight that FER as a research tool performs excellent for intense and prototypical
emotional facial expressions but shows clear limitations in the detection of more naturalistic
facial expressions. Hence, further research is urgently needed to reveal the potential of FER
as a research tool in non-prototypical and subtle facial expressions. While the technology is a
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promising tool to assess emotional facial expressions on a non-contact basis, our results suggest
that this technology performs best for intense and prototypical emotional facial expressions and
advise careful interpretation of non-prototypical data in non-restrictive settings (e.g., strong
head movement).
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3
The Effect of Emotion Contagion on Populist and

Extremist Attitudes

Theresa Küntzler

Abstract

Populist and extremist ideas are on the rise worldwide, including Germany. Research establishes
that fear and anger triggered by terrorist attacks or crises increases populist or extremist
attitudes. Another way of triggering emotions in people is emotion contagion during political
speeches. In this study, I explore whether politicians can impact the populist and extremist
attitudes of their audiences with emotional speeches. In a lab experiment, subjects are exposed
to the same speech, performed by an actor, to trigger different emotions. While no emotion
contagion is observable from the treatments, observational analyses show that angrier subjects
report more populist attitudes and take less time to express them. This supports Affective
Intelligence Theory and the idea that anger, as opposed to fear, is associated with populist and
extremist attitude change.
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3.1 Introduction

Populist and extremist ideas are rising throughout the world. In Germany, this is apparent
with the success of the party Alternative für Deutschland (Kriesi 2014; Lees 2018; Rooduijn et
al. 2019). One reason commonly put forward to explain this mostly right-wing shift in public
opinion is emotions, specifically fear and anger (e.g. Marcus et al. 2019; Salmela & von Scheve
2017; Thórisdóttir & Jost 2011; Wirz 2018).

While current research in this area centers around large-scale emotion eliciting events, such
as terrorist attacks (Albertson & Gadarian 2015; Jost 2019; Magni 2017; Rico et al. 2017;
Schmitt-Beck 2017; Vasilopoulos et al. 2018), other research argues that emotions shown
during political speeches have the power to influence attitudes towards the speaker (Masters
et al. 1986; McHugo & Smith 1996; Rosenberg et al. 1991; Rosenberg & McCafferty 1987;
Sullivan & Masters 1988). In contrast to large-scale crises, speeches are much more prevalent
political events that can be highly controlled by the politicians themselves. In this paper, I
explore the potential of emotions shown during political speeches to alter populist and extremist
attitudes in the viewer.

The process of influencing the behavior of others by inducing an emotion in them is called
emotion contagion (Schoenewolf 1990). This effect has been shown in multiple studies con-
ducted in the USA (Bucy & Bradley 2004; Rosenberg et al. 1991; Rosenberg & McCafferty
1987; Tiedens 2001). Recent studies in Germany also find emotional displays by politicians to
influence attitudes towards the speaker (Masch 2020; Masch & Gabriel 2020).

Furthermore, it remains unresolved whether fear or anger is the driving force towards populist
or extremist attitude change. Fear caused by the European financial crisis is shown to increase
votes for the German party Alternative für Deutschland (Schmitt-Beck 2017). Fear is also
shown to increase anti-immigrant sentiments (Mughan & Paxton 2006; Renshon et al. 2015;
Schmuck & Matthes 2017), which drive right-wing populist party support (Sheets et al. 2016).
Other studies find anger to drive support for extreme or populist ideas (Magni 2017; Rico et
al. 2017; Vasilopoulos et al. 2018; Vasilopoulou & Wagner 2017). Even based on the same
data, opposite conclusions are drawn whether fear or anger drive attitude change (Jost 2019;
Vasilopoulos et al. 2018). The question over which emotion has what kind of impact remains
open.

The research question for this paper is twofold: Can emotions be transferred from politicians
to citizens via facial expressions during a speech? If so, what are the effects on populist
and extremist attitudes of the audience? To answer these questions, I conduct a laboratory
experiment. During one session, subjects are exposed to a series of political speeches, either
original material from the German Bundestag or one of three acted series. Each acted series
presents a politician either as angry, fearful, or neutral, while the text of the speech remains
constant over all four treatments. Subjects are filmed, to allow for an analysis of facial reactions
to the stimuli. In addition, populist and extremist attitudes, evaluations of the speaker, and
emotion self-reports are collected.

While the treatments do impact the assessment of the speaker, as expected from the literature,
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there is no observable treatment effect on populism or extremism. No emotional contagion
from the speaker to the viewer is measurable, which interrupts the hypothesized mechanism
at its first step. Pooling all subjects, an observational analysis shows that more anger in the
viewer is associated with shorter response times and more populist attitudes. This observation
confirms predictions from Affective Intelligence Theory. Although the causal question cannot
be resolved in this study, its importance is further highlighted. As compared to situations
of crises under which other studies find effects of anger on political attitude, I make similar
observations in the ordinary context of the experiment.

In the following section, I explain based on Affective Process Theory (Elfenbein 2014) how
emotion contagion facilitates the transfer of emotions from the speaker to the viewer. Then,
I use Affective Intelligence Theory (Marcus & MacKuen 1993; Marcus et al. 2000, 2006) to
explain how fear and anger are expected to affect citizens’ populist and extremist attitudes
(Marcus et al. 2019). This is followed by a detailed description of the experimental design.
The Analyses section describes the models and analyses conducted. The Results section shows
results for the treatment effects, as well as observational analyses of the pooled data. In the
Conclusion, I discuss the results and the relation of my findings to other literature.

3.2 From a Speaker’s Expressed Emotions to a Viewer’s Polit-
ical Attitudes

Prior research has established a strong link between non-verbal communication and the evalu-
ation of the speakers themselves. Different facial expressions, facial traits and body positions
have been shown to influence evaluations of character traits (Koppensteiner & Grammer 2010;
Todorov et al. 2005), party affiliation (Herrmann & Shikano 2016), voter preferences (Rosen-
berg et al. 1991; Rosenberg & McCafferty 1987), electability (Barrett & Barrington 2005) and
can be used to predict election outcomes (Joo et al. 2015).

Research specifically on the effect of emotional facial expressions of political leaders on voters
began with the so-called Dartmouth Group (McHugo & Smith 1996). Using footage of US
president Ronald Reagan, the group first shows that speeches of political leaders can evoke
emotional reactions in a viewer. Furthermore, the group finds that emotional displays can
influence political support towards the candidate (Sullivan & Masters 1988). In a comparative
study between the USA and France, Masters & Sullivan (1989) find generally similar effects,
although the French subjects show less susceptibility to their leader’s expressive behavior,
indicating potential differences between cultures and political systems.

Other studies corroborate the idea that facial expressions of political leaders impact attitudes
towards them. Subjects’ support for US President Bill Clinton is higher, when exposed to an
angry display of Bill Clinton versus a sad display, when speaking about the scandal around
Monica Lewinsky (Tiedens 2001). In a German context, Gabriel & Masch (2017) research the
effect of Angela Merkel’s and Gregor Gysi’s facial expressions. They find displays of positive
emotions to have a positive impact on general leader evaluations, as well as warmth and compe-
tence. Negative emotional expressions lead to differing results: Chancellor Merkel’s evaluations
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decrease. Gysi, leader of the opposition at the time, profits from negative facial displays even
more than from positive ones. In a second study, the authors again find positive effects of pos-
itive emotion displays and negative effects for negative expressions on the general assessment
of politicians and on their likability (Masch & Gabriel 2020).

While it has been established that facial expressions, among other non-verbal communication
parameters, impact viewers’ attitudes towards the speaker, I elaborate in the following on the
supposed mechanism and how it applies to populist and extremist attitudes.

3.2.1 How Emotions Transfer from Speaker to Viewer

Emotion contagion describes the “process by which a person or group influences the emotions or
behavior of another person or group through the conscious or unconscious induction of emotion
states and behavioral attitudes” (Schoenewolf 1990: p. 50). Psychological studies have shown
that facial expressions can be one avenue for emotion contagion (Dimberg et al. 2000; Esteves
et al. 1994; Stewart & Dowe 2013; Stewart et al. 2009).

Affective Process Theory unifies research on emotion contagion to ten distinct mechanisms
(Elfenbein 2014). For three of these mechanisms, the emotional facial expression of the sender
leads to a reaction in the viewer. These three paths of emotion contagion are relevant to
the study at hand. The first process is called ‘emotion recognition’. It is routed in the idea
that emotions have an informative purpose and help to infer another person’s motives or
character traits based on their emotional signals (Bucy & Bradley 2004; Hareli & Hess 2010;
Parkinson 2011). The recognition and registration of the emotion of one’s counterpart leads to
the experience of the emotion itself.

The second mechanism is called ‘consequences-through-recognition’ (Elfenbein 2014). Similar
to the ‘emotion recognition’-path the emotional state of one’s counterpart is read from her facial
expression. Instead of being directly affected, though, the recipient understands the causes of
the emotion. The cause itself then instills an emotional reaction. An example is when another
person’s happiness reminds an observer of a happy event. The memory of the event triggers
happiness in the observer (Elfenbein 2014; Hsee et al. 1990).

The third process of emotion contagion from facial expressions is ‘imitated cues’, also described
as ‘primitive contagion’ (Elfenbein 2014; Hatfield et al. 1994; Van Kleef et al. 2012). In this
process, the observer mimics the facial expression of the sender in her own face. This muscular
mimicking causes the viewer to experience the emotion in accordance with their expressive cues
(Hatfield et al. 1995).

The ‘emotion recognition’ and the ‘imitated cues’ paths are expected to instill the same emo-
tion in the viewer that is observed from the sender. This is also possible in the ‘consequences-
through-recognition’ mechanism. In addition, the latter allows for the appraisal of a different
emotion, depending on the viewer’s assessment (Elfenbein 2014). In accordance with evolu-
tionary theory, it has been established that an angry individual can instill fear in the observer
(Darwin 1872; Dimberg 1988; Dimberg & Öhman 1996; Keltner & Ekman 2000). This leads
to the following two hypotheses on the effects of expressive behavior on the viewers reaction:
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Hypothesis Expression 1 : An angry speaker evokes anger in the viewer. A
fearful speaker evokes fear in the viewer.

Hypothesis Expression 2 : An angry speaker evokes fear in the viewer.

3.2.2 How Emotions Affect Political Attitude

Once an emotion is instilled in the viewer, Affective Intelligence Theory can be used to explain
how these emotions impact political attitudes. Before laying out the specific mechanism, I first
define populism and extremism as it is used in this paper.

A majority of research centers around the understanding of populism as a thin ideology (Akker-
man et al. 2014; Elchardus & Spruyt 2014; Kriesi 2014; Roodujin & Pauwels 2011; Schulz et
al. 2018; Wodak 2015). I take on this perspective. The currently most common definition
in research is by Mudde (2004): He defines populism as “an ideology that considers society
to be ultimately separated into two homogeneous and antagonistic groups, ‘the pure people’
versus ‘the corrupt elite’, and which argues that politics should be an expression of the volonté
générale (general will) of the people” (ibid.: p. 543). It is of importance that as described,
populism is not a standalone ideology. To the contrary, these ideas need to be attached to and
combined with different additional ideologies, for example socialism or nationalism (Elchardus
& Spruyt 2014; Mudde 2004; Stanley 2008). Since this paper aims to disentangle the effect
of emotions on different forms of attitude change, I separate core populist ideas from other
ideological aspects attached to them.

Extremism is yet another term understood variously in different literature strands (Mudde
2007). In the context of classifying far-right and far-left party ideology it is often differentiated
between extreme and radical parties. Extreme parties are characterized by directly opposing
democracy. Radical parties are described to be ‘against the system’, and therefore need to
be understood within their operating system (Golder 2016; March 2013; Mudde 2007). The
practical distinction between extremism and radicalism for actual parties is difficult to make
(Golder 2016). For this reason, I adapt a more general understanding of an extreme ideology,
that encompasses both extremism and radicalism, as well as a general intensification of already
held attitudes.

To establish hypotheses about the influence of anger and fear on populism and extremism, I
use Affective Intelligence Theory. This theory is a two-system approach, whereby emotions
govern which system is currently activated. Anger and enthusiasm are linked to the default
disposition system. The surveillance system is activated by fear (Marcus & MacKuen 1993;
Marcus et al. 2000, 2006). Marcus et al. (2019) apply Affective Intelligence Theory to the
support for populist and far-right or far-left parties. In accordance with the theory, political
psychology has associated anger with a multitude of behaviors that drive the expectation of
citizens being open to more extreme policy positions and being susceptible to seemingly easier
solutions: Anger reduces risk perceptions and increases preferences for more aggressive policies
(Huddy et al. 2007; Lerner & Keltner 2000, 2001), it leads to less attention to alternative
solutions (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005), less openness to compromise (Huddy et al. 2005;
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MacKuen et al. 2010) and induces a desire to pro-actively eliminate any threatening stimulus
(Marcus et al. 2006).

Looking at voting behavior, anger is associated with increased support of the United King-
dom Independence Party and a higher willingness to leave the European Union (Magni 2017;
Vasilopoulou & Wagner 2017). Anger evoked by the Paris terrorist attacks of 2015 raised sup-
port for the French party Front National (Vasilopoulos et al. 2018). However, it must not be
the case that citizens seek out risky policy preferences and attitudes only on the right side of
the spectrum. Generally, left-leaning individuals would be expected to seek out more extreme
attitudes towards the left. Taking the tendency to rely on what one is used to, together with
a taste for more risky, aggressive and closed-minded behavior leads to the first hypothesis:

Hypothesis Anger & Extremism: Experiencing anger leads in right-wing voters
to more extreme right-wing attitudes and in left-wing voters to more extreme left-
wing attitudes, thus more extremism.

With a similar line of argumentation, a different conclusion has been argued, pointing towards
anger increasing populist support (Magni 2017; Rico et al. 2017). It is argued that the drastic
consequence of overthrowing the current elite and/or a severe policy change that is suggested
by the populist idea of a corrupt elite is a risky choice. The reduced risk perceptions of angry
individuals (Huddy et al. 2007; Lerner & Keltner 2000, 2001) increase the appeal of such
solutions (Magni 2017; Rico et al. 2017). The unwillingness to compromise that results from
anger (Huddy et al. 2005; MacKuen et al. 2010) is matched by populism, too (Mudde 2004).
In addition, in populism the current governing elite is depicted as source of the current misery
and thus needs to be changed. This clear attribution of responsibility in a threatening situation
(Hameleers et al. 2016) together with a concrete path of action fits the emotion of anger (Rico
et al. 2017; Vasilopoulou et al. 2014). In a survey study in Spain, populist attitudes are
found to increase under the emotion of anger (Rico et al. 2017). In an experimental study,
Wirz (2018) shows that anger enhances the persuasiveness of populist messages. From this,
the following hypothesis can be drawn:

Hypothesis Anger & Populism: Experiencing anger leads to more populist atti-
tudes.

Turning towards the expectations for fear, it is argued that this emotion leads to more mod-
erate attitudes (Vasilopoulos et al. 2018), based on Affective Intelligence Theory. When a
person feels fear, the active surveillance system encourages deliberation and thoughtful pro-
cessing of information (Marcus et al. 2000). In addition, risk perceptions (Huddy et al. 2007;
Lerner & Keltner 2000, 2001) and willingness to compromise increases (Huddy et al. 2005;
MacKuen et al. 2010). Fear has been shown to increase the support for negotiations prior to
the Brexit referendum (Vasilopoulou & Wagner 2017) and to decrease support for the Front
National (Vasilopoulos et al. 2018). All together, this points towards a deeper thought-process
and therefore less susceptibility to quick, seemingly easy or radical solutions. From this, the
following hypothesis can be stated:
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Hypothesis Fear & Extremism: Experiencing fear leads to less extreme attitudes.

Similar arguments can be made for the relationship between fear and populism (Rico et al.
2017). Thoughtful information processing, seeking compromise and avoiding risky decisions is
expected to drive people away from populist ideals. Furthermore, fearful citizens react with
putting their trust in experts, among them also political actors (Albertson & Gadarian 2015).
This is in contrast with the populist idea to distrust elites and give power back to people with
common sense (Mudde 2004; Rico et al. 2017). The subsequent hypothesis follows:

Hypothesis Fear & Populism: Experiencing fear leads to less populist attitudes.

Using an experimental design allows for another test derived from Affective Intelligence Theory:
The two systems differ in how information is processed, such that one is expected to take longer
than the other. The surveillance system requires thoughtful evaluation of the given informa-
tion and deliberation over how to best act, which requires processing time. The disposition
system allows for routine behavior and the application of prior learned strategies and heuristics
(Marcus et al. 2000), which takes less time. Thus, when making decisions, like answering a
question about one’s attitude, it should take longer under the surveillance system than under
the disposition system (Neely 2007; Redlawsk et al. 2007). Since emotions are linked to each
respective system, the following is hypothesized about response times:

Hypothesis Response Time 1 : Experiencing anger decreases response time. Ex-
periencing fear increases response time.

Hypothesis Response Time 2 : Longer response times lead to less populist and
less extreme attitudes.

Prior literature established a series of mediators in the relationship between experienced emo-
tions and attitude change. Authoritarianism has been found to be one important mediator
(Feldman & Stenner 1997; Stenner 2005). Authoritarianism is defined as “individuals’ fun-
damental understanding of the appropriate balance between authority and uniformity versus
autonomy and diversity” (Stenner 2005: p. 23). The concept captures a stable personality trait
and thus rarely varies within an individual in short term, but the authoritarian predisposition
is activated under threatening circumstances (Feldman & Stenner 1997; Stenner 2005). Highly
authoritarian individuals show a right-wing shift in their attitudes when threatened (Jost et al.
2003, 2007). Individuals with very low authoritarian predisposition, in other words very liber-
tarian individuals, given the same circumstances change their attitudes towards more liberal
standpoints. Put differently, threat impacts people with very high and very low authoritarian
predispositions, pushing attitudes further into their prior preferred direction (Feldman & Sten-
ner 1997; Stenner 2005). Thus, it is important to control for authoritarianism in any analysis
of threat and attitude changes.

Gender is a second important factor for which to control. Barrett & Barrington (2005) find
women to be more positively affected by a positive image, while men are more negatively
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affected by a negative picture. Both treatment conditions in the study show negative emotions,
which raises expectations that men might be more affected. It fits to this expectation that men
are found to have generally lower risk perceptions than women (Lerner et al. 2003). Other
gender differences cover stronger muscle movement in women’s facial expressions (Dimberg &
Lundquist 1990) and women integrating more emotional reactions into candidate evaluations
(Lanzetta et al. 1985; Masters et al. 1986).

Prior attitudes towards the politicians observed in stimulus material affects the self-reported
emotional reaction of the subject, as well as evaluations of the speaker (McHugo et al. 1991,
1985). It is therefore relevant to know whether subjects know the person seen in the stimulus
material and potentially their prior attitude towards them. In the experiment, it is important
that these variables are balanced between groups.

3.3 Experiment

3.3.1 Design

The structure of the laboratory experiment is outlined in Figure 3.1. The study proceeds as
follows: Upon entering the lab, subjects are randomly assigned a computer. The screens cannot
be seen by others. During the introduction (‘Intro’ in Figure 3.1), participants are welcomed,
the instructions are read and the informed consent for the measurements and participation is
reiterated. Upon prior registration for the experiment, informed consent was already given
once. Then, all subjects see the same calming mediation video which is about 3 minutes long.
During this time, the subjects acclimate to the situation in the lab. Then, with a probability
of 0.5, subjects are assigned to one of the two extremism measurements. Up to this point, the
experiment is the same for all treatment groups.

Each subject is then assigned to one the four treatment groups: fear, anger, neutral or real.
Each subject is shown a series of five different videos aiming at inducing the respective emotion.
Each video is followed by one of four short questionnaire pages, each containing three items
which measure populism, elitism or pluralism (denoted ‘Pop/Eli/Plu’ in Figure 3.1), respec-
tively. The items shown together on the same page do not vary. However, to reduce order or
priming effects, the order of the videos and the questionnaires pages are randomized. After the
fifth video, subjects are asked to answer the second extremism measurement, whichever one
they have not answered before.

In the ‘End’-questionnaire, subjects are asked about their perceived emotions during video
watching. This is followed by questions about their impressions of the speakers. Control
variables are asked last.

This experiment contains no deception or threats to the health of the participants.
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Figure 3.1: Experimental Set-Up
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Note: Introduction (Intro) and the last questionnaire (End) are the same for all participants. Light blue
videos denote videos aiming at inducing anger by the speaker, dark blue videos denote a fear inducing video,
dark green videos denote the actual footage from the German Bundestag and light green videos denote neu-
tral expressions of the speaker. During the videos, subjects’ facial reactions are filmed. Pop/Eli/Plu denotes
the in-between questionnaires (populism, elitism, pluralism), which are randomized in their order of appear-
ance. Feeling Thermometer denotes the questionnaire on feeling thermometer scores of the parties in the
German parliament at the time. Left-Right Self denotes the self-placement on a left-right scale. Details on
measurements and question wordings are given in Appendix D.3.

3.3.2 Treatment

The aim of the experiment is to induce different emotions, namely anger and fear. The induction
of the respective emotion is conducted with a series of videos. One video series consists of five
short videos of the same emotion. Three of the video series are acted by a professional actor to
display and induce the emotion in question. The last video series contains the actual speech as
it was held in the German national parliament. Thus, the experiment consists of four different
treatment groups: (1) a group, which sees videos of fearful speeches (acted), (2) a group, which
sees angry speeches (acted), (3) a group which sees the speeches without a specific emotional
display, the neutral control condition (acted) and (4) a group, which sees the actual footage
from parliament. The wording of the speeches is the same in all versions. The content stems
from speeches held in the German Bundestag. I selected the material in agreement with other
researchers. Topics cover climate change and poverty from different perspectives. Example
screen shots of the acted treatment videos are shown in Appendix C.3.8. The wording of each
video along with information of the speaker and party affiliation can be found in Appendix
C.3.9. The actor and the speakers in all videos of the real condition are male.

Subjects are randomly assigned to a treatment group. To increase the attention of the par-
ticipants, subjects are informed that they will be asked about the behavior of the speaker
later-on.
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Figure 3.2: Hypothesized Causal Chain and Measurements
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Note: The figure depicts the hypothesized causal chain during the experiment. The boxes contain the different
measurements for each stage.

3.3.3 Measurements

The hypothesized causal chain along with the measurements of the respective steps is depicted
in Figure 3.2. The expressed emotions in the speech videos (I) cause emotions in the subjects
(II). These emotions impact the operating system under which the subjects makes decisions
(III), which in turn affects political attitude (IV). A full list of measurements can be found in
Appendix C.3.1. Exact wordings are also listed in Appendix D.3.

The expressed emotions seen by the subjects (I) are measured in two ways. First, subjects are
allocated to the treatment groups and therefore their treatment status is measured. Secondly,
I measure the emotions shown in each treatment video based on the facial expressions of the
speaker. This is done by cutting each treatment video into frames at a rate of three frames
per second. Each frame is then sent to the API ‘Face++’ (Face++ 2019a). This API provides
a machine learning approach to extract faces in images and classify the facial expression into
basic emotions. Each of the six basic emotions (happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise and
disgust) and a neutral state are given a value between 0 and 100, all values summing up to
100. From this, the mean emotion per second is calculated for every treatment video. Of
interest in this study are facial expressions of fear and anger. Anger is usually measured with
high consistency. Fearful and surprised expressions, however, are very often confused in facial
expression recognition (Calvo & Nummenmaa 2016). Therefore, the expressions of fear and
surprise are taken together as a measure of fearful expressions in this study.

The subjects’ emotional reactions (II) are also measured in to ways. First, the classic way
to tap into subjects’ emotions: post-treatment self-reports (Brader & Marcus 2013; Marcus
et al. 2006). Different emotions are listed and the amount of how much a given emotion
was experienced during the treatment is indicated by the respondent (see Appendix C.3.2).
The challenges that come with this approach contain self-correcting the answers towards prior
attitudes or social desirability (McHugo et al. 1985; Sullivan & Masters 1988). Also, not all
emotions are consciously experienced and easy to express verbally (Dimberg et al. 2000; Kaiser
& Wehrle 2001).
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Therefore, the second measurement of the emotional reaction aims at the subjects’ facial ex-
pressions. Classic approaches of measuring emotions via facial expressions are hand coding
with the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) (e.g. Cohn & Kanade 2007; Dimberg & Öh-
man 1996; Ekman & Rosenberg 1997; Kaiser & Wehrle 2001; McHugo et al. 1985; Sullivan &
Masters 1988) or with facial electromyography (EMG) (Cohn et al. 2007). Both are, however,
difficult and time-consuming tasks. Automated coding of facial expressions has been facili-
tated with the development of machine learning, specifically computer vision research (Benţa
& Vaida 2015; Marrero-Fernández et al. 2014). Again, I use the machine learning algorithm
Face++ (Face++ 2019a). For facial expression measurement, subjects are filmed during the
experimental session. From these videos, the sequences during which the subject watches the
treatment are extracted, cut at two frames per second and analyzed with the API, as it is done
with the speaker videos.

The operating system (III) is approximated by response times. After each treatment video,
subjects are asked three opinion questions in one screen page. For each of these pages the
time to answer all questions is measured in seconds. Additional response times are taken for a
left-right self-placement and feeling-thermometer scores for multiple political parties.

Political Attitude (IV) is measured in three different ways. To measure populist attitudes, I
use an existing scale by Akkerman et al. (2014). In order to distinguish and compare populism
to other counterpoints, elitist and pluralist attitudes are covered by the same scale (Akkerman
et al. 2014; Hawkins et al. 2012). It entails six items for populism, four items to measure
elitist attitudes and two for pluralism. Each item asks for the opinion of the subject on a
given statement. The items are mixed and three of them are asked in one page between the
treatment videos. In Figure 3.1, these pages are denoted as ‘Pop/Eli/Plu’. The wording is
listed in Appendix C.3.3.

Extremism is measured in two ways. First, self-placement on a left-right scale is used to
calculate distance from the scale mean. The more distant a subjects places herself from the
middle of the scale, the more extreme she is considered. Second, feeling thermometer scores of
the different parties are included in the questionnaire. Exact questions are listed in Appendix
C.3.4.

Additional variables of interest are personal impressions of the politicians. Subjects are asked
to state their general opinion about the politician(s) they viewed, sympathy towards them and
their impression of competence. The respective questions are listed in Appendix C.3.5.

The control variable authoritarianism is measured using the child-rearing scale. The question-
naire can be found in Appendix C.3.6. A final questionnaire also asks participants for their
gender, age, education and whether they know the politicians seen during the experiment.
Those questions can be found in Appendix C.3.7.

3.4 Analyses

Before the causal chain analyses, I conduct a treatment check. Other studies suggest that the
different emotional displays should lead to different evaluations of speaker in the video. Of
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specific interest here are different evaluations of the same person, that shows varying emotions.
Therefor, I test whether the speaker’s evaluations of competence, general opinion and sympathy
vary between the three acted treatment groups using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression.

The first step of the hypothesized causal chain as depicted in Figure 3.2 is the emotional
reaction of the subjects caused by the treatment videos (I → II), thus the emotion contagion
itself. Analyses on this step evaluate the Expression 1 and 2 hypotheses. The two variables
that measure subjects’ emotional reactions are the self-reports and the facial expressions. I use
two OLS regressions to estimate treatment group differences of emotion self-reports and facial
expressions of anger and fear/surprise.

Furthermore, Affective Process Theory suggests that the facial expressions of the speaker in-
fluence the subjects’ emotions. To assess the impact of the speaker’s facial expressions on the
subjects’ expressions, I estimate two similar Bayesian models, one for subjects’ expressions
of anger (Model 3.1) and one for fear/surprise (Model 3.2). For these models, the treatment
status is disregarded and all subjects are pooled. For anger expressions of the subjects, the
model looks as follows:

Angersbji,t ∼ N
(
µanger, σ

2
anger

)
µanger ∼ αi + αspeech[i[t]]+

βf1 × Fearspt + βf2 × Fearspt−2+

βa1 ×Angerspt + βa2 ×Angerspt−2 .

(3.1)

For fear/surprise expressions of the subjects, the following model is estimated:

Fearsbji,t ∼ N
(
µfear, σ

2
fear

)
µfear ∼ αi + αspeech[i[t]]+

βf1 × Fearspt + βf2 × Fearspt−2+

βa1 ×Angerspt + βa2 ×Angerspt−2 .

(3.2)

Angersbji,t describes the estimated value of anger in the facial expression of subject i in second
t. Fearsbji,t respectively describes the sum of estimated fear and surprise for the subject. αi

is a subject-specific intercept that covers the subject’s basic expression. αspeech[i[t]] describes
an intercept for each speech independent of the emotion presented. This allows to control
for emotions elicited by the content, instead of the visual presentation. Fearspt and Fearspt−2
describe the value of fear and surprise in the speaker’s expression at time t and two seconds
earlier. Angerspt and Angerspt−2 are the respective anger values. Including the lagged values of
the speaker’s expression allows for a lag between seeing the expression and showing a reaction.
Only including the second lag helps overcome estimation problems due to high correlation
between the expressions. Both models are estimated in R, using the brms package. Priors are
weakly informative set by brms (Bürkner 2017; R Core Team 2019). The R-code is shown in
Appendix C.2.2. Lists of priors for each model are shown in Appendix C.2.1.

The next step in the hypothesized causal chain describes how the emotional reaction impacts
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the operating system (II → III in Figure 3.2). This step evaluates the hypothesis ‘Response
Time 1’. I test whether the response times differ between subjects who self-report different
emotions. In the following Bayesian model (Model 3.3), the response time RT of each subject
i for page p is estimated as a shifted log-Normal distribution. This distribution is regularly
used for response times, with mean µ, a scale parameter σ and a shift parameter δ. The model
is as follows:

RTip ∼ Fshifted log-N
(
µRT , σ

2
RT , δRT

)
µRT = αi + βf × Fearrepi + βa ×Angerrepi + βe × Enthrepi +

βfem × Femalei + βauth ×Authi .

(3.3)

αi describes an intercept that varies over each subject. Fearrepi , Angerrepi and Enthrepi are the
self-reported values for fear, anger and enthusiasm of each subject i. βf , βa and βe describe
their respective parameter to be estimated. Since this model disregards treatment groups,
control variables are included. Femalei is a dummy, which is 1 if the subject indicated to be
female and 0 otherwise1. Authi is the subject’s authoritarianism value. βfem and βauth are
the respective parameters. The model is estimated in R, using the brms package. Priors are
weakly informative set by brms (Bürkner 2017; R Core Team 2019). The R-code is shown in
Appendix C.2.2. A list of priors is shown in Appendix C.2.1.

The third arrow in Figure 3.2 describes the step from the operating system to political attitude
(III→ IV). The correlation between response time and political attitudes is stated in hypothesis
‘Response Time 2’. I estimate an OLS regression of subjects’ populist, elitist and pluralist
attitudes on response time and control variables. Additionally, I run an OLS regression of
feeling thermometer scores and left-right self-placement on response time and authoritarianism.

The hypotheses Anger & Extremism, Anger & Populism, Fear & Extremism and Fear & Pop-
ulism state the direct relationship between emotions and political attitude (II → IV in Figure
3.2). While Affective Intelligence Theory implies variation in response time as an intermedi-
ate step, I evaluate these hypotheses by directly studying the respective relationships. This
allows for comparisons with other papers. I estimate an OLS regression of political attitude on
emotion self-reports. Control variables are included.

In addition, treatment effects of the subsequent steps are reported in the Appendices (I → III
in Appendix C.1.4, I → IV in Appendix C.1.5).

Data analysis was conducted using the statistic software R (R Core Team 2019) and the fol-
lowing packages (in alphabetical order): beepr (Bååth 2018), brms (Bürkner 2017), data.table
(Dowle & Srinivasan 2020), dplyr (Wickham et al. 2020), httr (Wickham 2020a), imager
(Barthelme 2018), jsonlite (Ooms 2014), lubridate (Grolemund & Wickham 2011), matrixStats
(Bengtsson 2020), parallel (R Core Team 2019), patchwork (Pedersen 2020), plm (Croissant &
Millo 2008), purrr (Henry & Wickham 2020), stargazer (R Core Team 2019), stringr (Wickham
2019), tidybayes (Kay 2020b), tidyverse (Wickham et al. 2019), and zTree (Kirchkamp 2019).

1All subjects indicated being either female or male.
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3.5 Results

The experiment was conducted in the LakeLab at the University of Konstanz in 58 sessions
between 04.-25. October 2019. It was programmed using zTree (Fischbacher 2007). From
the 198 participants of the experiment, two were excluded from the analyses because they
recognized the actor and were able to give his correct name. This results in a total of 196
subjects randomly assigned, with 60 subjects in the anger treatment, 59 in the fear treatment,
45 in the neutral treatment, and 32 in the real treatment. All subjects are students.

The treatment groups are balanced with respect to gender and age. The fear treatment group
has a higher average authoritarian predisposition, however controlling for this in analyses be-
tween treatment groups does not qualitatively change the results (for balance tests see Appendix
C.1.1).

Results of the treatment check are displayed in Figure C.1 and Table C.2 in Appendix C.1.2.
As expected, the angry speaker is evaluated as significantly less competent, less sympathetic
and subjects give a generally lower opinion of him. The anxious speaker is also rated as less
sympathetic compared to the neutral speaker. This shows there is variation in the displays of
the speaker between acted treatment videos.

To evaluate step I→ II, Figure 3.3 displays mean values with confidence intervals by treatment
group for the emotion self-reports as well as for the single items of the scale (Marcus et al.
2017). For the respective OLS regression results please see Table C.3 in Appendix C.1.3.
Group differences are not overly large. The fear treatment shows significantly less anger than
the neutral treatment on all items of the scale. It should be noted, that the neutral treatment
overall caused the most anger in subjects, although the differences do not reach significance
in the other two treatment groups. One possible explanation is that subjects ended up being
bored by the neutral presentation of the speech, leading to anger. Self-reports of fear did not
differ between groups.

Another measure of emotions are the facial expressions of the speakers and subjects. Figure
3.4 shows heat maps for the average emotions detected in facial expressions of the speakers
(3.4a) and the subjects (3.4b) by treatment group and video. The maps show, that the neutral
emotion is predominant in all treatments. This is unsurprising due to the nature of a political
speech in the German Bundestag. Judging the other emotional states of the speaker, anger
is more profound in the anger treatment. Fear is slightly more present in the fear treatment,
than in the others. Additionally, the fear treatment shows a higher degree of surprise. As said,
fearful and surprised expressions are very often confused in facial expression recognition (Calvo
& Nummenmaa 2016). The summed fear/surprise measures are also shown in the Figure. For
the subjects, visual inspection shows merely any differences between treatment groups. Next to
a neutral expression, sadness shows up in all groups, which is surprising. To my knowledge, no
theoretical consideration points in this direction. Testing for significant differences of angry or
fearful/surprised expressions (see Table C.4 in Appendix C.1.3), the real treatment group shows
a higher amount of fear/surprise. Since the scale is between 0 and 100, the effect size is small.
Taking into account the distribution of the observed data, the effect is more substantial, since
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Figure 3.3: Subjects’ Emotion Self-Reports by Treatment Group (I → II)
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Note: The figure depicts measurements of the means and the individual items of the emotion self-reports scale
by treatment groups. Dots denote mean values, bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. T is short for treat-
ment.

the 95%-quantile of fear/surprise expression values lies at ≈ 6.9. However, it is not possible to
explain why this effect is observed, since there are multiple differences between the real videos
and the acted neutral video.

Results of the estimation of Models 3.1 and 3.2 are depicted in Figure C.2 in Appendix C.1.3.
While there are video fixed effects, the facial expressions of the speaker have no measurable
impact on the subjects’ expressions. In sum, the hypotheses Expression 1 and Expression 2
are rejected. No emotion contagion could be observed based on treatment groups.

Hypothesis Response Time 1 states that experiencing anger decreases response time, while
experiencing fear increases response time (II → III). Histogram and density distributions of
response times for each treatment group are displayed in Figure C.3 in Appendix C.1.4. Figure
3.5 depicts draws from the posterior predictive distribution of Model 3.3 for variation in self-
reported anger (3.5a) and fear (3.5b). Higher self-reported anger is associated with shorter
response times. More self-reported fear is associated with longer response times. The 90%
highest density intervals (HDI) of the posterior distribution of both parameters (βa and betaf )
do not overlap with 0, which indicates a reasonable amount of certainty in the effects observed.
Thus, hypothesis ‘Response Time 1’ is supported.

In Appendix C.1.4, Figure C.5 depicts HDIs of the parameters’ posterior distributions. Figure
C.6 shows variation in anger and fear for constant male gender and enthusiasm for when both
genders are held constant.
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Figure 3.4: Emotions in Facial Expressions by Treatment Group (I → II)
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Note: The figure depicts heat maps for the emotions measured in the facial expressions of the acted speaker
treatment videos 3.4a and the subjects 3.4b during exposure to the videos. Columns indicate the distribution
of one emotion over the different videos, rows indicate the distribution over all emotions for one video. Fear/-
Surp is short for the summed fear/surprise measurement.
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Figure 3.5: Posterior Predictive Distribution of Model 3.3 (II → III)
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Note: The figure depicts 1000 draws from the posterior predictive distribution of Model 3.3 for varying val-
ues of self-reported anger (3.5a) and fear (3.5b). The green line depicts the mean of the draws. Values for
the non-varying emotion self-reports and authoritarianism are held constant at the data mean (anger: 0.34,
fear: 0.54, enthusiasm: 0.25, authoritarianism: 1.47) and gender is constantly female. Results are based on the
overall intercept, without subject-specific deviation.
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Table 3.1: Populism and Left-Right Self-Placement on Response Time (III → IV)

Populism:

Populism Will of Decision Difference Citizen Talking Compro-
Mean People Rep. mise

Constant 3.249∗∗∗ 4.340∗∗∗ 2.498∗∗∗ 3.970∗∗∗ 2.134∗∗∗ 3.786∗∗∗ 2.797∗∗∗
(0.173) (0.245) (0.337) (0.368) (0.329) (0.297) (0.348)

Response Time −0.008∗ −0.016∗∗ 0.003 −0.010 −0.001 −0.006 −0.019∗∗
(0.005) (0.007) (0.009) (0.010) (0.009) (0.008) (0.010)

Female 0.134 0.003 0.230 −0.247 0.290∗ 0.200 0.162
(0.082) (0.116) (0.160) (0.175) (0.156) (0.139) (0.167)

Auth. 0.026 0.036 0.004 −0.081 0.001 0.111∗ 0.081
(0.039) (0.055) (0.076) (0.084) (0.074) (0.066) (0.081)

N 196 194 195 160 187 193 181

Left-Right Self-Placement:

Left-Right Left-Right Dist.

Constant 5.448∗∗∗ 1.333∗∗∗
(0.528) (0.335)

Response Time −0.036∗∗ 0.006
(0.014) (0.009)

Female −0.855∗∗∗ −0.142
(0.249) (0.158)

Auth. 0.488∗∗∗ 0.034
(0.119) (0.076)

N 189 189

Note: The table displays results of OLS regressions of the mean and the individual items of the populism scale
on subjects’ average response time. Higher values on the left-right scale indicate a more right self-placement. I
control for gender and authoritarianism. Auth. is short for authoritarianism.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

To evaluate the hypothesis Response Time 2 and thereby step III → IV, Table 3.1 shows OLS
regression results of populism on response time. Response time indeed has a negative effect
on populism. The direction is in line with the Response Time 2 hypothesis, assuming longer
response times imply more thoughtful deliberation, which is expected to result in less populist
attitudes. The size of the effect is small, though. Taking one more second to answer, leads
to an average increase of 0.008 points on the one to five scale. The effect is driven by the
items Will of People (“The politicians in the German Parliament need to follow the will of the
people.”) and Compromise (“What people call ‘compromise’ in politics is really just selling out
on one’s principles.”). Regression results for the elitism and the pluralism scale can be found
in Table C.7 in Appendix C.1.5.

The last hypotheses to evaluate are Anger & Populism, Anger & Extremism, Fear & Populism
and Fear & Extremism (II→ IV). Table 3.2 shows results of an OLS regression of populism and
left-right self-placement on emotion self-reports (respective results for elitism and pluralism see
Table C.8 in Appendix C.1.5). Subjects who report to experience more anger also report higher
populist attitudes, with an effect of a relevant magnitude. Additionally, angrier subjects place
themselves further away from the mid-point of the left-right spectrum, so they report a more
extreme political ideology. Fearful subjects do not report significantly lower values of populism,
or place themselves closer to the center of the left-right spectrum. Thus, we can reject the null
hypotheses for Anger & Populism and Anger & Extremism, however without making a causal
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claim. Hypotheses Fear & Populism and Fear & Extremism are not supported by the data.

Beyond the hypotheses, it is worth noticing that the results from populism on response time
(Table 3.1) and from populism on emotion self-reports (Table 3.2) are both driven by the
Compromise item. So while the effect found for the response times is not as substantial as the
effect found for emotion self-reports, an association can be established.

3.6 Conclusion

In this study, I examine whether citizens’ attitudes towards populism and extremism can be
altered from a political speech via emotion contagion. Knowing that facial expressions impact
attitudes towards the speaker, I investigate whether this effect transfers to other attitudes. The
first step of the hypothesized causal chain is based on Affective Process Theory (Elfenbein 2014),
which explains the emotion contagion from the speaker to the viewer. Affective Intelligence
Theory (Marcus & MacKuen 1993; Marcus et al. 2000, 2006) predicts, how the emotions felt
by the viewer affect her populist and extremist attitudes. To investigate these questions, I
conduct a lab study. In short, subjects are shown a series of acted video sequences of political
speeches, displaying either an angry, fearful or neutral speaker. Real footage from the German
Bundestag comprises a fourth treatment. Beyond general treatment effects, I look at each step
in the hypothesized causal chain.

While I do find that the different emotional speeches cause variation in the assessment of the
speaker, I do not observe treatment effects on populist or extremist attitudes. Contrary to
my expectation, no emotion contagion from the speaker to the subjects is measured during
the experiment. However, when observationally studying the following steps of the hypothe-
sized mechanisms, I do find a positive relationship between more self-reported anger and more
populist and extremist attitudes. Yet, increased fear in self-reports is not associated with a
decrease in populist or extremist attitudes.

Given these findings, the paper adds to the literature in support of anger, as opposed to fear,
as the driving factor of populist and extremist attitude change (Magni 2017; Vasilopoulos et al.
2018; Vasilopoulou & Wagner 2017). The paper further supports the assumption derived from
Affective Intelligence Theory about response times, showing that anger, faster decision making
and more populism and extremism co-occur. The observed effect is not particularly strong,
though. Speculating about reasons leads me to believe that a more fine-grained measurement,
at the level of milliseconds, might lead to an improved detection of differences in the operating
system.

The observation of emotional speeches affecting attitudes towards the speaker, but not more
general attitudes, is similar to other research in the German context that was published after
the conduction of this experiment. While Masch & Gabriel (2020) are able to replicate broad
findings concerning opinions towards the speaker under different emotional expressions from
the USA, they also observe important limitations. They find a large section of their respon-
dents feeling unaffected by Angela Merkel’s emotional appeals, and only some participants
susceptible to the display. Furthermore, they observe more attitude changes for softer lead-
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Table 3.2: Populism and Left-Right Self-Placement on Emotion Self-Reports (II → IV)

Populism:

Populism Will of Decision Difference Citizen Talking Compro-
Mean People Rep. mise

Constant 2.899∗∗∗ 3.861∗∗∗ 2.614∗∗∗ 3.460∗∗∗ 2.167∗∗∗ 3.617∗∗∗ 1.613∗∗∗
(0.138) (0.203) (0.275) (0.301) (0.266) (0.236) (0.276)

Anger SR 0.703∗∗∗ 0.148 0.228 0.776∗ 0.698∗ 0.493 1.976∗∗∗
(0.213) (0.317) (0.425) (0.463) (0.416) (0.365) (0.429)

Fear SR −0.256 −0.271 −0.262 −0.311 −0.221 0.070 −0.422
(0.216) (0.325) (0.430) (0.466) (0.419) (0.366) (0.433)

Enth. SR −0.069 0.306 0.137 0.343 −0.824∗ −0.946∗∗ 0.523
(0.221) (0.324) (0.440) (0.490) (0.427) (0.386) (0.456)

Female 0.170∗∗ 0.070 0.236 −0.213 0.328∗∗ 0.221 0.208
(0.082) (0.121) (0.164) (0.178) (0.159) (0.140) (0.162)

Auth. 0.035 0.044 0.005 −0.066 0.008 0.120∗ 0.102
(0.038) (0.056) (0.076) (0.084) (0.073) (0.065) (0.077)

N 196 194 195 160 187 193 181

Left-Right Self-Placement:

Left-Right Left-Right Dist.

Constant 5.566∗∗∗ 1.358∗∗∗
(0.417) (0.268)

Anger SR −0.861 0.838∗
(0.660) (0.425)

Fear SR −1.344∗∗ −0.310
(0.672) (0.432)

Enth. SR −1.455∗∗ 0.196
(0.693) (0.446)

Female −0.485∗ −0.167
(0.252) (0.162)

Auth. 0.501∗∗∗ 0.037
(0.117) (0.075)

N 189 189

Note: The table displays results of OLS regressions of the mean and the individual items of the populism
scale and the distance to the scale mean of the left-right self-placement on emotion self-reports. Higher
values on the left-right scale indicate a more right self-placement. I control for gender and authoritarianism.
SR is short for self report, Enth. is short for enthusiasm, Auth. is short for authoritarianism.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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ership characteristics related to personality, whereas stronger performance-related assessments
remain stable. This is congruent with the idea that stable, long-held attitudes can rarely be
changed with short-term emotional contagion. Additionally, the evidence from Germany adds
to the finding that French citizens are less susceptible to a leader’s emotion display than US
American citizens (Masters & Sullivan 1989), thus cultural differences might play a role in
this. Nevertheless, both the findings in this paper and of Masch & Gabriel (2020) do not pre-
clude potential long-term effects. One possible mechanism could be a general attitude change
through a shift in attitudes towards political leaders (Caprara & Zimbardo 2004; Garzia 2012).
In addition, it remains unanswered whether exposure to more emotional political speeches over
time would build up a measurable effect.

The paper at hand does not shed light on the question of causality between experienced emo-
tions and attitude change, since the manipulation of emotions in the subjects is not observable.
Therefore, it remains unclear whether angrier people adapt more populist or extremist atti-
tudes, or whether people holding such political beliefs are more easily roused to anger. Yet, the
importance of the question is emphasized, since I make similar observations to other research
around highly emotional events (Albertson & Gadarian 2015; Magni 2017; Vasilopoulos et al.
2018), even in the absence of such events. One potential approach to tackle this question would
be experimental studies using different treatments, such as autobiographical recall (Siedlecka
& Denson 2019).

In sum, this study contributes to the literature by testing and rejecting emotion contagion
during speeches as one potential mechanism of how emotions could influence political attitudes
in the short run. Additionally, I add evidence towards the understanding that anger and
populist and extremist attitude change is related, as opposed to the idea that fear is the relevant
emotion. At the level of potential mechanisms, the paper confirms theoretical assumptions of
faster decision making when angry. Lastly, I confirm effects of non-verbal communication on
assessments of a speaker in a non-USA context. The question of causality remains open and
other potential causal structures need to be explored in the future.



4
The Effect of Emotions on Candidate Evaluation

among Partisans and Non-Partisans

Theresa Küntzler

Abstract

In this study, I question the assumption of a constant effect of emotions on candidate eval-
uation. Unlike otherwise assumed, I show that party identification not only impacts which
emotions are experienced by a person, but also how these emotions impact attitudes. Based
on Affective Intelligence Theory, I hypothesize that enthusiasm and anger both reinforce prior
attitudes. Evidence using data from the 2017 German national election TV debates provides
only partial support for this expectation. Adding the Appropriateness Heuristic to the theo-
retical framework contributes a potential explanation for why this and other studies find the
effects of emotions to vary between politicians. Anger towards a politician due to inappropriate
behavior should be considered differently, compared to anger with a politician due to shared
ideals. The results call for further research on the effect of emotions on political attitudes
to more strongly consider situational context. Additionally, the results have implications for
practitioners who advice politicians on how to convince the public of their cause.
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4.1 Introduction

The importance of emotions in the process of political opinion formation has become evident
in an ever growing research field (e.g. Brader 2005; Lodge & Taber 2013; Marcus et al. 2000;
Neuman et al. 2007; Redlawsk 2006; Sullivan & Masters 1988). One established finding is
that an emotional display of a politician elicits different emotions among her supporters and
opponents (Coleman & Banning 2006; Huddy et al. 2015; Masters et al. 1986; McHugo et al.
1991, 1985; Stewart & Dowe 2013; Sullivan & Masters 1988). Less is known about the impact
of an elicited emotion on approval of the respective politician. Prior studies often (implicitly)
assume a constant effect of an emotion on evaluation, independent of what the person under
study thinks of the politician (e.g. Rosenberg et al. 1991; Rosenberg & McCafferty 1987;
Sullivan & Masters 1988). In other contexts, though, prior attitude is shown to moderate the
effect of an emotion on attitude change (Banks 2016; Vasilopoulos et al. 2018).

In this paper, I call into question the assumption of a constant effect of the experience of an
emotion on candidate evaluation. I pose the research question: Does the effect of emotions
elicited by a politician on the audience’s evaluation of her differ between the politician’s sup-
porters and opponents? I build expectations based on Affective Intelligence Theory, which
conceptualizes how emotions impact attitudes (Marcus & MacKuen 1993; Marcus et al. 2000,
2006). Based on this theory, it is possible to state clear hypotheses about the interaction of
anger and enthusiasm with party identification. These emotions should enhance prior attitudes,
and therefore the outcome should vary among political supporters and opponents. The expec-
tation concerning fear is less clear, because fear should allow for an open-minded re-evaluation
of prior attitudes.

In addition, I explore why this and other studies find the effects of emotions to vary between
politicians (Gabriel & Masch 2017; Lanzetta et al. 1985; Masch & Gabriel 2020; Sullivan
1996; Sullivan & Masters 1988). The Appropriateness Heuristic (Bucy & Bradley 2004; Bucy
& Newhagen 1999) serves as a potential explanation. Based on the heuristic, a politician’s
behavior that is deemed inappropriate given the situation is predicted to cause a negative
evaluation for the politician, independent of which emotions are displayed. Therefore, the
heuristic can serve as explanation of negative effects, when positive effects would be expected
from Affective Intelligence Theory.

I study the research question using data from the ‘German Longitudinal Election Studies 2017
TV debate analysis’ by GESIS (Roßteutscher et al. 2019a). 195 subjects watched the 2017 TV
debates before the German national elections and were surveyed before and after the events.

The results of this study show that the effect of emotions experienced by the audience varies
between supporters and opponents of a politician. However, the observed effects deviate from
expectations based on Affective Intelligence Theory. Overall, enthusiasm leads to a better
candidate evaluation among opponents of the politician, whereas no effect is observed among
partisans. This contradicts the hypothesized effects. The results for anger vary between politi-
cians. For Martin Schulz, anger is found to reinforce prior attitudes. Thus, partisans increase
their evaluation, while non-partisans decrease their evaluation. The findings among Martin
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Schulz’s approval is fully in line with Affective Intelligence Theory. For Angela Merkel, anger
among her supporters decreases their evaluation of her, non-partisans remain unchanged in
their attitude. This finding around Angela Merkel, unexpected from an Affective Intelligence
Theory perspective, can be explained by the Appropriateness Heuristic. I do so, by showing
evidence that (1) subjects did describe Angela Merkel’s performance as not leadership-like and
(2) the joint rise of fear and anger among her partisans hints towards a different processing
than among partisans of Martin Schulz, among which no joint rise of both emotions is observed.
This opens up an interesting new research path to explore the importance of context on the
effects of emotions.

In the following section, an overview is given of the studies on emotions elicited by politicians
in their audience and how prior attitudes shape the effect of an emotion in neighboring research
fields. Based on Affective Intelligence Theory, I derive hypotheses and in addition, I explain
how the Appropriateness Heuristic adds to this theory. Section 4.3 describes the data and
which analyses are executed. Results are presented and discussed in Section 4.4, followed by a
Conclusion.

4.2 Theory and Hypotheses

In a series of experimental studies, the famous Dartmouth Group has established that when
exposed to an emotional display of a politician, the emotions elicited in the viewer differ by
whether the viewer is a supporter or an opponent of the politician. Their earlier studies find self-
reported emotions to be moderated by prior attitudes towards a candidate, but physiological
measures, such as facial electromyography, to remain unaffected by partisan attitudes (Lanzetta
et al. 1985; Masters et al. 1986; McHugo et al. 1985). In a later study, McHugo et al. (1991)
increase the salience of prior attitudes by showing displays of two opposing politicians in direct
comparison. In this study, both emotion self-reports and physiological measures of emotional
reaction vary by prior attitudes towards the candidates displayed. More recently, Huddy et al.
(2015) show the importance of party identity for the strength of an emotional reaction when
subjects are confronted with good or bad news about the campaign of their preferred party.

When investigating the impact of an emotion experienced by a subject on attitudes towards
a politician, the next step so to say, Sullivan & Masters (1988) look at constant effects of
an emotion on attitude. In other words, they assume that an overall negative reaction to
a politician’s display has the same impact on the attitude towards the politician, no matter
whether the subject supports or opposes said politician.

I challenge the assumption of a constant effect of the experienced emotion on candidate evalua-
tion and argue that the effect of the emotion depends on the prior attitude towards the politician
under study. A few empirical examples from other research areas illustrate how the effects of
emotions on attitude are dependent on prior attitudes. They show that the effects of fear and
anger on the probability of voting for the French Front National differ by the authoritarian
and conservative predisposition of respondents (Vasilopoulos et al. 2018). Anger increases the
reliance on these dispositions, such that the positive effect of the emotion is stronger among
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people who are more conservative and have stronger authoritarian attitudes. Similarly, the
negative effect of fear is only apparent among conservative voters. Another example is shown
by Banks (2016). He finds anger among highly ethnocentric respondents increases opposition
against immigration policies, whereas for respondents with low ethnocentrism anger increases
support for such policies.

In a recent study, Gabriel & Masch (2017) investigate whether the effect of differing emotion
displays by politicians on leadership evaluations is moderated by party identification. They do
not find a moderating effect. At first glance, this result might imply the answer to the research
question is that there is no difference between partisans and non-partisans on how emotions
affect political approval. However, the authors themselves find their result to be incoherent with
prior studies (e.g. Masters & Sullivan 1989; Sullivan 1996) and look for potential explanations.
They suggest the difference lies in the political system of Germany, in which the distance
between the two major parties is more moderate, as compared to the USA and France, where
this effect has been mostly shown.

I suggest a different potential reason for the surprising finding, that is of conceptual nature, and
argue that further investigation is worth while: Gabriel & Masch (2017) differentiate ‘positive’,
‘negative’ and ‘neutral’ treatments and thereby opt for a valence perspective on emotions. A
different approach is suggested by Affective Intelligence Theory, which makes an important
distinction between the effects of the two negative emotions ‘fear’ and ‘anger’ (Marcus et al.
2006). A series of other research shows that this distinction is important, since the two emotions
have distinct effects (Fredrickson & Branigan 2005; Huddy et al. 2007; Lerner & Keltner 2000,
2001; MacKuen et al. 2010; Valentino et al. 2008). While based on Affective Intelligence
Theory it is possible to state clear hypotheses about the effects of anger and its interaction
with partisanship, the effect of fear is less clearly predicted. The two negative emotions can
interact differently with partisanship and thereby blur an estimate that does not differentiate
between them.

Another aspect reported in earlier studies, that is of relevance to this research, is the variation
of effects of emotions over politicians. In the early studies, Sullivan & Masters (1988) report
variation between candidates both in the extent to which emotional displays evoke reactions
in their viewers, and, more important to the study at hand, these emotional reactions have a
strong effect for Ronald Reagan, but show barely any effect for his opponent Walter Mondale.
Others make similar observations (Lanzetta et al. 1985; Masch & Gabriel 2020; Sullivan 1996).
Beyond the strength of the emotion effect, the direction is also observed to vary over politicians.
Gabriel & Masch (2017) find negative emotion displays to deteriorate evaluations of Angela
Merkel, but increase evaluations of Gregor Gysi.

I argue that emotions have different impacts on candidate evaluation, depending on whether a
person supports or opposes the politician, who elicits the emotion. This expectation is rooted
in Affective Intelligence Theory. The theory conceptualizes how the experience of emotions
affect political attitudes (Marcus & MacKuen 1993; Marcus et al. 2000, 2006). It is a two-
system approach, in which emotions govern which system is in charge. The disposition system
is the default system, which is in place under the emotions of either enthusiasm or anger.
It fosters reliance on habitual behavior or prior learned strategies for decision making and
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problem solving. Once the emotion of fear is elicited, as a signal of something being wrong,
the surveillance system is activated. Under this impression, one stops current processes and
re-evaluates behavior and decisions consciously and with an open mind (Marcus et al. 2011).

From Affective Intelligence Theory, it is possible to derive direct expectations for the effects
of anger and enthusiasm on outcome variables. Based on the reliance of prior strategies and
heuristics that are activated by these emotions, prior attitudes are expected to be reinforced.
Applied to the question of how prior attitudes affect the effects of emotions on candidate
evaluation scores, I state the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1 : Enthusiasm intensifies prior attitudes. Enthusiasm among sub-
jects who identify with the speaker will increase the evaluation of the speaker.
Enthusiasm among subjects who oppose the speaker will decrease the evaluation of
the speaker.

Hypothesis 2 : Anger intensifies prior attitudes. Anger among subjects who
identify with the speaker will increase the evaluation of the speaker. Anger among
subjects who oppose the speaker will decrease the evaluation of the speaker.

The effect of fear and how it is affected by prior attitudes is less clear in Affective Intelligence
Theory. Experiencing fear should trigger the subjects to reconsider their prior attitudes and
actively re-evaluate their preferences. This process might go in any direction. Subjects could
find that their prior attitudes in fact no longer match their current preferences and adjust
their attitudes. Just as well, they might conclude that their prior attitudes are still valid and
therefore not change their beliefs (ibid.). It is thus not possible to formulate a clear hypothesis
on the effect of fear on candidate evaluation or on how this is moderated by party identification.

Affective Intelligence Theory does not offer a straightforward explanation for why a series of
studies find the effects of emotions to vary between politicians (Gabriel & Masch 2017; Lanzetta
et al. 1985; Masch & Gabriel 2020; Sullivan 1996; Sullivan & Masters 1988). Gabriel & Masch
(2017) propose in their discussion the Appropriateness Heuristic as an explanation for why
negative emotion displays have different effects on approval for Angela Merkel and Gregor
Gysi. However, they do not further investigate the proposition.

The Appropriateness Heuristic suggests that when an emotional display of a politician is viewed
as inappropriate given the situational context, the viewer’s reaction will be negative, indepen-
dent from whether the emotional display was positive or negative (Bucy & Bradley 2004; Bucy
& Newhagen 1999). Inappropriate behavior is considered a violation of “cognitions about the
anticipated communicative behavior of specific others, as embedded within and shaped by the
social norms for the contemporaneous roles, relationships, and context. [The importance is in]
what is predicted to occur rather than what is desired.” (Burgoon & Walther 1990: p. 236,
after Bucy & Newhagen 1999: p. 63). This idea incorporates the context of a politician’s be-
havior into the study of its effects and can provide a valuable extension of Affective Intelligence
Theory.

Precisely, the Appropriateness Heuristic can be embedded in Affective Intelligence Theory.
Bucy & Bradley (2004: p. 70-71) argue that “inappropriate [emotion] displays constitute a
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type of nonverbal expectancies violation that invites closer scrutiny [. . .], produce critical viewer
assessments and [. . .] they are likely to generate anxiety and engage the surveillance system”.

The inappropriateness of a politician’s behavior is expected to signal ‘something wrong’ in
the environment to the viewer, that needs more deliberate attention. In terms of Affective
Intelligence Theory, the surveillance system is triggered and simultaneously fear should rise.
In a political context, the inappropriate behavior of a politician, when evaluated consciously,
is expected to always lead to a negative evaluation (ibid.).

In addition, the mismatch between expected and actual behavior can lead to the rise of dis-
appointment defined as “a psychological reaction to an outcome that does not match up to
expectation” (Bell 1985: p. 1), especially among political supporters. More specifically in the
context of the evaluation of politicians’ performances, the situation can be conceived of as an
instance of a person-related disappointment experience. This experience is characterized by
the fact that the cause of disappointment is another person (Van Dijk & Zeelenberg 2002).
Person-related disappointment and anger are similar in five of six appraisal dimensions studied
by Van Dijk & Zeelenberg (ibid.) (similar in unexpectedness, motivational state, legitimacy,
problem source, and agency; dissimilar in control potential). It is thus likely, that person-
related disappointment and anger rise simultaneously. In terms of behavioral expectations, the
disappointment leads to disapproval of the person, who causes the disappointment.

Taken together, behavior of a politician deemed inappropriate among her supporters is expected
to cause a negative reaction. Both anger and fear are related emotions. From this, two further
hypotheses can be stated.

Hypothesis 3 : A politician’s supporters, who consider this politician’s behavior
as inappropriate show increased fear and increased anger.

Hypothesis 4 : A politician’s supporters, who do not consider a politician’s
behavior as inappropriate do not show increased fear (but might show increased
anger).

4.3 Data and Analyses

4.3.1 Data

I analyze data from the ‘German Longitudinal Election Studies 2017 TV debate analysis’ by
GESIS (Roßteutscher et al. 2019a). 195 subjects were invited to watch one or both of the
TV debates for the 2017 German parliamentary elections. In the first debate, referred to
as the ‘TV duel’, incumbent chancellor Angela Merkel (CDU) and the leader of the largest
opposition party Martin Schulz (SPD) contested each other on September 03, 2017. The
day after, the debate between the heads of the five smaller parties with good chances to win
seats in parliament took place, referred to as the ‘pentathlon’. Namely, the politicians of the
pentathlon are (in alphabetical order): Joachim Herrmann (CSU), Christian Lindner (FDP),
Cem Özdemir (Bündnis ‘90/ Die Grünen), Sahra Wagenknecht (Die Linke) and Alice Weidel
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(AfD). 195 subjects watched the TV duel and 68 of those also watched the pentathlon within
the study. The subjects are selected based on an elaborate quotation plan for gender, age,
education and party identification to reach similar distributions in all categories (Roßteutscher
et al. 2019a).

GESIS conducted an extensive panel survey among the participants alongside the on-site debate
watching. The variable of interest in the study at hand is the post debate general evaluation of
each candidate. For Angela Merkel and Martin Schulz, this question is asked after watching the
TV duel and for the other politicians after watching the pentathlon. The variable is initially
measured on a scale from -5 to 5. For data modeling, I re-scale to 1 to 11. The exact wording
and English translation of the candidate evaluation question is reported in Appendix D.3.2.

The independent variables of interest are, first, emotions elicited by the politicians during the
debate. Enthusiasm is measured as the average difference between post and pre debate self-
reports of ‘hope’ and ‘joy’ towards each politician. Respectively, anger is measured as the
average difference in ‘anger’, ‘contempt’ and ‘upset’. Elicited fear is measured as the average
change in ‘fear’. This measurement is inspired by Marcus et al. (2017). The number of
observations per category is shown in Appendix D.1.1. Exact German wordings and English
translations of the emotion self-report scales can be found in Appendix D.3.3.

Second, party identification is measured with a regular party identification question. This
variable is then re-coded for each subject in the study into a dummy variable, which is 1 in
case the subject identifies with the party of the politician and 0 otherwise. Since the GESIS
survey took place in Mainz and Landau (both in the state of Rhineland-Palatinate), I assume
all subjects who identify with the option ‘CDU/CSU’ actually identify with the CDU and no
CSU party identifiers are in the sample1. Therefore, all observations pertaining to the head of
CSU are excluded from the analysis. The question wording is shown in Appendix D.3.4.

Control variables in the study entail the pre debate candidate evaluations. This is measured
in the same manner as the post debate evaluation explained above, however asked right before
the respective debate. Additionally, I control for gender, age in decade groups and education.
For a detailed overview of the age and education groups, as well as question wordings, please
refer to Appendix D.3.5.

Furthermore, to asses whether the subjects might perceive the performance of the candidates as
inappropriate, I examine answers given to an open-ended question asking for ‘negative aspects’
of Angela Merkel and Martin Schulz. This question is asked directly after the debate. Exact
wordings and translations can be found in Appendix D.3.6.

4.3.2 Analyses

The dependent variable of interest to test Hypotheses 1 and 2 is the post debate candidate
evaluation. Since this variable is an answer to an ordered categorical scale, the data is modeled
using a Bayesian multilevel cumulative ordered logit model (Bürkner & Vuorre 2019; Tutz
2000; Walker & Duncan 1967). Let Evalij be a subject i’s evaluation value of a politician j on

1The CSU only operates in the state of Bavaria, whereas the larger counterpart CDU refrains from operating
in Bavaria, but operates in the other 15 German states.
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the categorical scale measured after the debate. In the model, this value is assumed to stem
from an underlying latent continuous variable Ẽvalij that follows a logistic distribution with a
variance fixed to σ2

eval = π2

3 to identify the model:

Ẽvalij ∼ flogistic
(
µij , σ

2
eval

)
µij = βenthpartisan[ij] ×∆Enthij+

βangerpartisan[ij] ×∆Angerij+

βfearpartisan[ij] ×∆Fearij+

αeval_pre[ij] + αsubj[i]+

αfemale[i] + αage_dec[i] + αedu[i]

σ2
eval = π2

3 ,

(4.1)

where ∆Enthij describes the difference in enthusiasm elicited by politician j in subject i be-
tween after and before the debate. ∆Angerij and ∆Fearij describe these differences in the
emotions anger and fear respectively. The parameters βenthpartisan[ij], β

anger
partisan[ij] and β

fear
partisan[ij]

are free to vary between partisans and non-partisans. Specifically partisan[ij] indicates par-
tisanship as a dummy-variable, that is 1 if the party identification of subject i matches with
the party of politician j and 0 otherwise. Control variables entail, first, an intercept for the
evaluation of politician j by subject i given before the debate, named αeval_pre[ij]. Further-
more, controls cover a subject-specific intercept αsubj[i], a gender-specific intercept αfemale[i],
where female[i] is 1, if subject i identifies as female and 0 otherwise, an age-specific intercept
αage_dec[i], where age_dec[i] indicates the age-group of subject i (see Section 4.3.1 and Ap-
pendix D.3.5 for details) and an education-specific intercept αedu[i], where edu[i] indicates the
education level of subject i (see Section 4.3.1 and Appendix D.3.5 for details).

For the eleven answer categories of Evalij , K = 10 thresholds τk, with k = {1, 2, ...,K}, are
estimated, that partition Ẽvalij into 11 segments. A subject’s categorical answer Evalij equals
category k if the latent value Ẽvalij lies between thresholds τk−1 and τk. Formally:

Evalij = k ⇔ τk−1 < Ẽvalij ≤ τk . (4.2)

Using the cumulative distribution function, the probability of an answer Evalij belonging to a
certain category k is given by

Pr(Evalij = k|µij) = Pr(Evalij ≤ k|µij)− Pr(Evalij ≤ k − 1|µij)

Pr(Evalij ≤ k|µij) = exp(τk − µij)
1 + exp(τk − µij)

Pr(Evalij ≤ k − 1|µij) = exp(τk−1 − µij)
1 + exp(τk−1 − µij)

.

(4.3)
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The Model described above is estimated three times for the analysis, based on varying data. For
Model 4.1 the data on all politicians from both debates is used. A second model is estimated,
which only contains the evaluations of Angela Merkel, further referred to as Model 4.2. Third,
Model 4.3 is estimated based on a subset of the data that only contains the evaluations of
Martin Schulz.

The parameters to be estimated include all τ , β and α. Estimation is executed in R, using the
brms package (Bürkner 2017; R Core Team 2019). Priors are weakly informative set by brms.
A list of priors is given in Appendix D.2.1. The R-Code of the models is printed in Appendix
D.2.2.

To test the Hypotheses 3 and 4, the average values of fear between different groups are compared
using one-sided Welch two-sample t-tests.

Analyses and graphics were executed in R (R Core Team 2019), using the following packages
(alphabetical order): brms (Bürkner 2017), data.table (Dowle & Srinivasan 2020), dplyr (Wick-
ham et al. 2020), extrafont (Chang 2014), foreign (R Core Team 2020), ggdist (Kay 2020a),
ggplot2 (Wickham 2016), parallel (R Core Team 2019), stringr (Wickham 2019), stargazer
(Hlavac 2018), tidybayes (Kay 2020b), and tidyr (Wickham 2020b).

4.4 Results

Estimation results are shown as highest density intervals (HDIs) for the parameter posterior
distributions of βenthpartisan[ij] and β

anger
partisan[ij] in Figure 4.1. Similar figures for further parameters

are depicted in Appendix D.1.2. Draws from the posterior predictive distribution for varying
values of emotion change are shown in Appendix D.1.3.

Hypothesis 1 is not supported in all three models. Based on the hypothesis, an increase in
enthusiasm should lead to an increase of the candidate evaluation among partisans, whereas
a decrease in the evaluation is expected among non-partisans. Among the partisans, the 90%
HDI of estimates of βenthpartisan=1 in all models overlap with 0. Although, in Model 4.2 (‘Merkel’:
Figure 4.1b), the overlap is small and might be due to fewer data points. The parameter mean
is positive, as hypothesized. This can be considered as slight evidence for the hypothesis. For
the non-partisans (βenthpartisan=0), the estimates from Models 4.1 and 4.3 (‘All Politicians’: Figure
4.1a and ‘Schulz’: Figure 4.1c) show a positive effect of enthusiasm. The estimate in Model
4.2 has a positive mean, but the HDI slightly overlaps with 0, which entails the possibility
of no effect. Thus, non-partisans show on average an increased candidate evaluation when
experiencing enthusiasm towards the candidate, while supporters of the candidate show no
effect.

The results concerning enthusiasm are unexpected. Neither is the expectation derived from
Affective Intelligence Theory confirmed, nor is there a generally positive effect of positive
emotions as has been shown by other studies (Gabriel & Masch 2017; Masch & Gabriel 2020;
Sullivan & Masters 1988; Wirz 2018). One potential explanation for the findings around
Hypothesis 1 can be provided by the ‘Receive – Accept – Sample’ (RAS) model by Zaller
(1992). According to the model, public opinion is formed based on exposure to public elite
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discourse. A TV debate can be considered a prime example of an elite discourse to which the
public is exposed. An opinion given by a person to a survey item is considered to be the result
of a ‘sample’ from different arguments the person was previously exposed to (‘received’) and has
‘accepted’ as valid. More recent arguments are more likely to be sampled into consideration. To
explain why enthusiasm experienced by opponents leads to an increase in candidate evaluation,
while among partisans no change is observed, one can consider the change in the ‘sample’ of
arguments of peoples minds. If I assume the experience of enthusiasm towards a person is an
‘accepted’ positive argument, this changes the mix of a party opponent. In an oppositional
mind, negative arguments are assumed to outweigh the positive ones. An added positive
argument can result in a change of this mix. Additionally, the subjects in this study were
asked to state their opinion directly after the debate, which makes the positive emotion very
recent and thereby very likely to be sampled and taken into consideration for the opinion-giving-
process. For a partisan, the positive emotion merely confirms prior held attitudes. Although
it is also likely to be ‘sampled’ into consideration when asked to state an opinion after the
debate, this argument might just replace a different positive argument, thereby not changing
the outcome, the candidate evaluation. However, Zaller’s theory is initially not build around
emotions as arguments and this thought rests on the assumption of a positive emotion being
an ‘accepted’ argument.

Results concerning Hypothesis 2 vary between models. Similar as for enthusiasm, anger is
expected to decrease evaluations among non-partisans and increase evaluations among par-
tisans. Model 4.1 provides partial support for this expectation. While there is no effect of
anger among partisans (βangerpartisan=1), non-partisans decrease the evaluation of a politician with
increased anger (βangerpartisan=0). Model 4.2 shows counter-evidence for the hypothesis. Increased
anger among partisans co-occurs on average with decreased candidate evaluations. However,
the HDI is large and slightly overlaps with 0. Among non-partisans, anger shows no effect.
In contrast, Model 4.3 fully supports Hypothesis 2. Partisans who report increased anger
when thinking about Martin Schulz also show increased candidate evaluations, whereas non-
supporters decrease their evaluation under the same emotion. Both parameters’ 90% HDIs do
not contain zero. In sum, the model for Martin Schulz provides full confirmation for Hypothe-
sis 2, whereas the models for Angela Merkel and all politicians provide full or partial counter
evidence.

For both anger and enthusiasm I observe varying effects between partisans and opponents.
Relating to other research, Gabriel & Masch (2017) report no such differences. As stated before,
they observe the full process from a candidate’s display of an emotion to the evaluation. It is
surprising that they do not find any partisan differences, as prior studies show such variation
for the ‘first step’ from a candidate’s display to the emotion reaction of the viewers (Coleman
& Banning 2006; Huddy et al. 2015; Masters et al. 1986; McHugo et al. 1991, 1985; Sullivan
& Masters 1988). I observe such systemic differences for the following process from a viewer’s
emotion to candidate evaluation. Potentially, the salience of party identity in the specific
context is important. McHugo et al. (1991) show a stronger impact of prior attitudes on the
elicited emotions, when prior attitudes are more salient. While Gabriel & Masch (2017) do
present subjects with two politicians in comparison, as did McHugo et al. (1991) and which
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should increase salience, each politician clip remains independent from the other one. I use data
collected from a TV debate, during which the candidates interact and which puts them in direct
comparison. Additionally, the debate happened in context of national election campaigns. It
is reasonable to assume that partisanship was more salient during the study at hand compared
to the study of Gabriel & Masch (2017).

Figure 4.1: Parameter Posterior Distributions of

(a) Model 4.1: ‘All Politicians’
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Note: The figure depicts the highest density intervals (HDIs) of posterior distributions for the βenth
partisan[ij] and

βanger
partisan[ij] parameters of Model 4.1 (4.1a), Model 4.2 (4.1b) and Model 4.3 (4.1c). The dots represent the

median, thick lines the 50% HDI and thin lines the 90% HDI. Figures of further parameter posterior distribu-
tions can be found in Appendix D.1.2.

The effect of an increase in anger elicited by Angela Merkel among her partisans is (from an
Affective Intelligence Theory perspective) unexpectedly negative. In the following, I explore
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whether the Appropriateness Heuristic is a potential explanation for this finding. If the perfor-
mance of Angela Merkel is seen as inappropriate for her role in the debate, her followers should
react negatively, despite the anger.

In order to explore whether this explanation could apply to the case at hand, I compare in the
following (1) partisans of Angela Merkel who felt increased anger to partisans of Martin Schulz
who felt increased anger and (2) partisans of Angela Merkel who felt increased anger to those
partisans who did not. This is clearly a confirmatory analysis and therefore only an exploration
of whether the Appropriateness Heuristic could apply here. Further research is needed to fully
test the idea.

Behavior deemed as inappropriate from any candidate should show in an additional question,
where subjects are asked to freely name negative sides of each candidate after the debate.
Answers from subjects who report increased anger after the debate are listed in Table 4.1
(for original German wording see Appendix D.3.1). For Martin Schulz, subjects either name
‘none’, do not answer or indicate characteristics acceptable of an underdog candidate, such
as ‘combative’. For Angela Merkel, first all subjects name negative characteristics. Second,
many of them can be interpreted as not something expected of a leader, such as ‘dishonest’ or
‘indecisive’.

Table 4.1: Negative Aspects of Candidates among Partisans with Increased Anger

Angela Merkel Martin Schulz

1. dishonest, talks too much without saying
anything not authentic

1. combative interrupts the chancellor does
not get to the point in his statements

2. beats around the bush 2. quick-tempered
3. performs badly in such debates does not
stand out too conservative

3. none

4. sometimes not conservative enough 4. /
5. indecisive. too friendly towards businesses 5. NA

Note: The table lists answers to the free form question to name negative aspects of the
candidates (exact question wording in Appendix D.3.6) after the TV debate from subjects
who felt increased anger after the debate and who are partisans of the respective politician.
Original German answers are shown in Appendix D.3.1. English translation by the author.
Punctuation marks are as given by subjects. NA indicates the subject did not provide an
answer to the question.

A second aspect to investigate is whether those subjects suspected to have deemed Angela
Merkel’s behavior as inappropriate (partisans with increased anger) also show increased fear
after the debate. Four out of five subjects show such an increase, whereas among the other 30
CDU/CSU partisans only one more subject reports an increase in fear. The average difference
in fear between after and before the debate among Angela Merkel’s partisans with increased
anger is 1.4 and among those without increased anger is ≈ −0.034. A one-sided Welch two
sample t-test shows that the prior value is significantly larger than the latter at the 90% level
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(t ≈ 2.09, df = 4.194, p = 0.0508). This supports Hypothesis 3. Making the same comparison
among Martin Schulz’s partisans, all subjects, who report an increase in anger report no change
in fear (thus the mean = 0). The average change in fear among Martin Schulz’s partisans who
do not report an increase in anger is −0.25. A one-sided Welch two sample t-test shows no
significant difference at the 90% level (t ≈ 1.24, df = 23, p = 0.1141). This supports Hypothesis
4.

The empirical results on the effect of anger in context of the Appropriateness Heuristic highlight
the importance of the circumstances for the effect of emotions. While Affective Intelligence
Theory predicts the effect of reactions towards Martin Schulz, the theory falls short to explain
what is observed for Angela Merkel and the overall model on all six politicians. Following the
Appropriateness Heuristic, partisans of Angela Merkel are suspected to be angry towards her,
as her behavior is deemed not appropriate given the situation. In the case of Martin Schulz, it
is rather conceivable that his partisans are angry with him, towards the same problems. This
difference in anger with or towards the politicians is conceptualized as shared vantage point
(Elfenbein 2014). The concept of anger in Affective Intelligence Theory resembles rather an
anger with the politicians, while being not applicable to the situation of anger at a politician.
A thorough extension of the theory to incorporate situational context would be valuable to
further theorize the behavior of politicians and their effect on the public under one theoretical
concept.

The similarities and differences between this and other studies highlight an additional point,
that is often problematic in political science and thus also in the study of emotions in politics:
A strong focus of research on the USA. It is, however, vital to study multiple political, cultural,
and time contexts to evaluate which effects are globally applicable and which ones are context
specific. The Dartmouth Group already acknowledged the problem of conducting studies in
a single country by launching a comparative study between the USA and France (Masters
& Sullivan 1989; Sullivan 1996). They do find relevant differences in the effects, despite the
similarities in the political system of the two countries, both generally and specifically in the
relevance of partisanship for the effects of emotions on attitude. Masters & Sullivan (1989:
p. 135) note that “[i]t is well known that cultures vary in the norms of accepted nonverbal
behavior, particularly in public settings (Birdwhistell 1970)”. Especially in light of of the
Appropriateness Heuristic discussed in the study at hand, this quote stresses the importance
of cultural context. The presented study contributes to the variety of circumstances studied
in the field, adding a more recent German case to the two existing studies in Germany on
2013 and 2015 (Gabriel & Masch 2017; Masch & Gabriel 2020). The case of Germany is an
especially interesting one in comparison to the USA, since the general image of Angela Merkel
is one of a calm politician and Germans are commonly not known to be very emotional. A
comparison between the use of response categories for questions on emotions in politics provides
some evidence, that in the USA the strongest categories are used more extensively, whereas in
Germany rather the medium categories are chosen. For a visual, please see Appendix D.1.4.
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4.5 Conclusion

In this study, I show that the effect of an emotion elicited by a politician on her candidate eval-
uation is different for partisans and non-partisans. I use data from the 2017 German national
election TV debates (Roßteutscher et al. 2019a). While prior studies (implicitly) assumed con-
stant effects of emotions on politician evaluation (e.g. Rosenberg & McCafferty 1987; Sullivan
& Masters 1988), this study is in line with research on other topics, where prior attitude is
shown to influence the effect of an emotion on attitude change (Banks 2016; Vasilopoulos et al.
2018). Concerning the experience of enthusiasm towards a candidate, no effect is found among
partisans, and among opponents either no effect or a positive effect is found. This is unexpected
both from Affective Intelligence Theory and from other empirical research. The findings on the
emotion of anger are mixed. A model based on data on Martin Schulz fully confirms Affective
Intelligence Theory and shows that anger reinforces prior attitudes. A model on Angela Merkel,
though, leads to different results, especially a negative effect of anger on evaluation among her
partisans. I provide a potential explanation for the varying effects between politicians based
on the Appropriateness Heuristic (Bucy & Bradley 2004; Bucy & Newhagen 1999).

While Affective Intelligence Theory motivates why prior attitude matters, only some of the
effects found in the data can be explained by it. The addition of the Appropriateness Heuristic
allows to explain these deviations. This highlights especially the importance of considering
cultural context and other circumstances of political action. Furthermore, both scientists and
practitioners should be aware of the idea that the emotion elicited in a viewer might have
different effects on attitude, later on.

The results of the study need to be put into the context of some limitations. The cultural
and circumstantial variation of emotion effects comprises one such limitation. While especially
the model on all politicians is based on more politicians than in other studies (e.g. Gabriel &
Masch 2017; Masters & Sullivan 1989; Sullivan 1996), the data is still collected in Germany in
2017 on specific candidates. The generalizability needs to be assessed by doing more studies
on the subject. Additionally, the role of appropriateness in politicians’ behavior is evaluated in
a confirmatory manner. The idea needs to be further explored using a study designed to put
the hypotheses on a harder test. Lastly, additional research could add certainty to the results.
Although HDIs are considered in the study, it is nevertheless important to mention that in
some subgroups few subjects are observed. For example, the data for the models on Angela
Merkel or Martin Schulz (Models 4.2 and 4.3) each contain only five partisans with increased
anger. Based on the assumed linearity of the model, those partisans with decreased anger add
information for the estimation. Nevertheless, the group size remains not large. Furthermore, it
is possible that the results are driven by extraordinarily emotional subjects. Further evidence
in the same direction as shown in this study would add certainty to the results.

The importance of understanding the consequences of visual aspects of a politicians’ public
appearing grows constantly, as the amount and accessibility of visual material to the public
grows. It has been shown that visual aspects of a politician’s display and the emotions that
come with it shape viewers’ attitudes and thereby affect voting behavior and public opinion
(Asano & Patterson 2018; Fridkin et al. 2019; Haim & Jungblut 2020; Sülflow & Maurer 2019;
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Stewart et al. 2009). Politicians themselves, or their advisers, might also be aware of these
effects and make use of them when trying to convince the public of their cause (Garzia 2011;
Rosenberg et al. 1991; Rosenberg & McCafferty 1987; Strömbäck 2007). My work suggests that
future research on the subject needs to put more attention to specific environmental factors,
including the appropriateness of the behavior given the specific situation under study, the
salience of prior attitudes and cultural context of the study.
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A.1 Additional Results

Figure A.1 depicts the distribution of emotions as recognized by Azure (Microsoft 2020a) from
facial expressions of the politicians in the two TV debates prior to the 2017 German national
elections. The procedure was as follows: I cut both videos of the debates into five frames
per second. Next, I used the Azure Face API to train it to detect each person visible during
the debate. The detection worked very well. A sample of 100 images per detected person
was checked and no mistakes were found. For example, all 100 images detected as showing
Angela Merkel indeed showed her. For each detected face, the Azure Face API then indicates
the emotional expression with a probability for each category. I then selected for each face the
category with the highest probability. Figure A.1 depicts the shares of emotional expression per
emotion and politician. A high share of neutral expressions is as expected. However, observing
beyond that nearly no other expressions and if any surprised faces causes doubt on the results.
I assume the open mouth from speaking misleads the algorithm towards surprise.

Figure A.1: Heatmap of Emotions as Recognized by Azure from the TV Debates of the
2017 German National Election
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B.1 Additional Results

B.1.1 Statistical Tests

Table B.1: Pairwise χ2 Comparisons of Accuracies

Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2 Data Accuracy 1 Accuracy 2 X2 p

Face++ Azure Protot. 0.786 0.810 2.09 .148
Face++ FaceReader Protot. 0.786 0.967 184.4 <.001
FaceReader Azure Protot. 0.967 0.810 152.10 <.001
Face++ Azure Natural. 0.322 0.571 153.43 <.001
Face++ FaceReader Natural. 0.322 0.310 0.15 .700
FaceReader Azure Natural. 0.310 0.571 72.65 <.001
Face++ Azure Nat. Sub. 0.316 0.577 46.45 <.001
Face++ FaceReader Nat. Sub. 0.316 0.316 0.00 1.00
FaceReader Azure Nat. Sub. 0.316 0.577 46.45 <.001

Note: Degrees of Freedom are = 1 for all tests. Protot. is short for prototypical
data. Natural. is short for naturalistic data. Nat. Sub. is short for the subset of
naturalistic images recognized by all algorithms. Values for accuracies are rounded.

Table B.2: Pairwise Bootstrapped Comparisons of AUCs

Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2 Data AUC 1 AUC 2 D p

Face++ Azure Protot. 0.964 0.975 −4.45 <.001
Face++ FaceReader Protot. 0.964 0.998 −12.23 <.001
FaceReader Azure Protot. 0.998 0.975 9.92 <.001
Face++ Azure Natural. 0.698 0.858 −16.336 <.001
Face++ FaceReader Natural. 0.698 0.712 −0.92 .360
FaceReader Azure Natural. 0.712 0.858 −9.44 <.001
Face++ Azure Nat. Sub. 0.707 0.863 −10.10 <.001
Face++ FaceReader Nat. Sub. 0.707 0.717 −0.52 .601
FaceReader Azure Nat. Sub. 0.717 0.863 −8.11 <.001

Note: Protot. is short for prototypical data. Natural. is short for naturalis-
tic data. Nat. Sub. is short for the subset of naturalistic images recognized
by all algorithms. Values for AUCs, D and p are rounded.
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B.1.2 Sensitivity, Precision & Accuracy on other (Sub)Sets

Table B.3: Share of Correctly Identified Images on all Images

Azure Face++ FaceReader

Protot. Natural. Protot. Natural. Protot. Natural.

Neutral 1.0 0.78 0.94 0.40 0.99 0.35
Happy 1.0 0.76 0.99 0.47 1.0 0.18
Angry 0.51 0.29 0.49 0.15 0.96 0.05
Disgust 0.85 0.08 0.89 0.16 0.97 0.06
Surprise 0.98 0.46 0.97 0.68 0.98 0.17
Sad 0.88 0.36 0.81 0.18 0.98 0.07
Fear 0.46 0.02 0.40 0.18 0.88 0.01

Total 0.81 0.45 0.79 0.32 0.96 0.14

Note: Protot. is short for prototypical data. Natural. is short for
naturalistic data.

Table B.4: Sensitivity, Precision & Accuracy for the Naturalistic Data Subset Recognized
by all Algorithms

Azure Face++ FaceReader

Sens Prec Sens Prec Sens Prec

Neutral 0.93 0.38 0.38 0.37 0.68 0.21
Happy 0.93 0.85 0.51 0.76 0.42 0.92
Angry 0.32 0.82 0.11 0.38 0.14 0.47
Disgust 0.12 0.33 0.12 0.15 0.15 0.17
Surprise 0.53 0.47 0.74 0.19 0.35 0.32
Sad 0.49 0.76 0.15 0.31 0.17 0.32
Fear 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.06 0.00 0.00

Average 0.47 0.52 0.3 0.32 0.27 0.35

Accuracy 0.58 0.32 0.32

Note: Protot. is short for prototypical data. Nat-
ural. is short for naturalistic data. The category
distribution over the subset is as follows: Neutral:
60, Happy: 81, Angry: 57, Disgust: 26, Surprise:
34, Sad: 59, Fear: 28.
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B.1.3 Thresholds

Figure B.1: Accuracy and Drop Out Rate for Varying Thresholds
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(c) Face++: Prototypical Data
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(d) Face++: Naturalistic Data
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(e) FaceReader: Prototypical Data
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(f) FaceReader: Naturalistic Data
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The figure depicts the accuracy and drop out rate for varying thresholds for the prototypical data by Azure
(B.1a), the naturalistic data by Azure (B.1b), the prototypical data by Face++ (B.1c), the naturalistic data
by Face++ (B.1d), the prototypical data by FaceReader (B.1c) and the naturalistic data by FaceReader
(B.1f). The threshold runs from 0 to 1 and describes the minimum certainty of the correct class to be ac-
cepted. Example: For a threshold of 0.75, an image is considered as correctly classified, if the correct class is
(1) given the highest probability of all classes and (2) this probability is 0.75 or higher. Reading example for
Figure B.1a: At a threshold of 0.75, the accuracy is ≈ 0.88, however ≈ 18% of the images cannot be classified,
since the certainty is too high (Dropout Share ≈ 0.18).
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C.1 Additional Results

C.1.1 Balance Tests

Table C.1: Female, Authoritarianism, Age and Actor Knowledge on Treatment Groups

Female Auth. Age Know Actor

Constant 0.556∗∗∗ 1.267∗∗∗ 23.356∗∗∗ 0.200∗∗∗

(0.074) (0.151) (0.458) (0.070)
Anger T 0.061 0.267 −0.639 −0.033

(0.097) (0.200) (0.606) (0.092)
Fear T 0.038 0.335∗ −0.423 −0.132

(0.098) (0.201) (0.609) (0.093)
Real T 0.101 0.155 −0.012

(0.114) (0.235) (0.711)

N 196 196 196 164

Note: The table displays results of OLS regression of gen-
der, authoritarianism, age and knowing the actor on treatment
groups. The regression of knowing the actor excludes the real
treatment group. The neutral treatment group is the baseline
group. T is short for treatment group. Auth. is short for
authoritarianism.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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C.1.2 Treatment Check

Figure C.1: Competence, Opinion and Sympathy between Treatment Groups
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Note: The figure depicts measurements of the competence, opinion and sympathy scores of the actor by treat-
ment groups. Dots denote mean values, bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. T is short for treatment.

Table C.2: Opinion, Competence & Sympathy on Treatment Groups (I → IV)

Opinion Competence Sympathy

Constant 0.750∗ 0.634∗ 0.636∗

(0.392) (0.375) (0.352)
Anger T −1.442∗∗∗ −1.489∗∗∗ −2.365∗∗∗

(0.529) (0.496) (0.465)
Fear T −0.855 −0.694 −1.117∗∗

(0.532) (0.506) (0.478)

N 109 146 155

Note: The table displays results of OLS regres-
sions of the subjects’ general opinion, competence
and sympathy evaluations of the actor on the
treatment groups. The neutral treatment group
is the baseline group. T is short for treatment
group.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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C.1.3 Subjects’ Emotions

Table C.3: Emotion Self-Reports on Treatment Groups (I → II)

Anger:

Anger Mean Angry Hateful Bitter Resentful

Constant 0.395∗∗∗ 0.471∗∗∗ 0.268∗∗∗ 0.367∗∗∗ 0.472∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.037) (0.032) (0.036) (0.036)
Anger T −0.047 −0.079 −0.035 −0.062 −0.020

(0.040) (0.049) (0.042) (0.048) (0.048)
Fear T −0.107∗∗∗ −0.124∗∗ −0.084∗∗ −0.119∗∗ −0.099∗∗

(0.040) (0.049) (0.042) (0.048) (0.048)
Real T −0.035 −0.038 −0.053 −0.045 −0.003

(0.046) (0.057) (0.049) (0.057) (0.056)

N 196 195 196 196 196

Fear:

Fear Mean Afraid Scared Worried

Constant 0.560∗∗∗ 0.442∗∗∗ 0.648∗∗∗ 0.584∗∗∗

(0.031) (0.040) (0.031) (0.035)
Anger T −0.034 −0.005 −0.080∗ −0.014

(0.041) (0.053) (0.041) (0.046)
Fear T −0.027 −0.008 −0.046 −0.026

(0.041) (0.053) (0.041) (0.046)
Real T −0.014 −0.036 0.006 −0.007

(0.048) (0.062) (0.048) (0.054)

N 196 196 194 196

Table continues on the next page.
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Table C.3: Emotion Self-Reports on Treatment Groups (I → II) (continued)

Enthusiasm:

Enthusiasm Hopeful Proud Enthusiastic
Mean

Constant 0.256∗∗∗ 0.472∗∗∗ 0.306∗∗∗ 0.203∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.036) (0.029) (0.029)
Anger T −0.044 −0.020 −0.061 −0.054

(0.034) (0.048) (0.038) (0.038)
Fear T −0.009 −0.099∗∗ −0.022 −0.008

(0.034) (0.048) (0.038) (0.038)
Real T 0.041 −0.003 0.067 0.023

(0.040) (0.056) (0.044) (0.045)

N 196 196 196 196

Note: The table displays results of OLS regression of mean values and indi-
vidual scale items of emotion self-reports on treatment groups. The upper
panel shows the anger scale, the middle panel shows the fear scale and the
lower panel show the enthusiasm scale. The neutral treatment group is the
baseline group. T is short for treatment group.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Table C.4: Facial Expressions on Treatment Groups (I → II)

Anger Fear/ Surprise

Constant 2.650∗ 0.683
(1.555) (0.811)

Anger T 2.127 0.431
(1.990) (1.038)

Fear T 1.071 1.001
(2.026) (1.057)

Real T 3.294 2.705∗∗

(2.369) (1.236)

N 176 176

Note: The table displays results of
OLS regressions of subjects’ facial ex-
pressions of anger and fear/surprise on
the treatment groups. The neutral
treatment group is the baseline group.
T is short for treatment group.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure C.2: Parameter Posterior Distributions of Models 3.1 and 3.2 (I → II)
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Note: The figure depicts the highest density intervals (HDI) of posterior distributions for parameters of Model
3.1 (C.2a) and Model 3.2 (C.2b). The dots represent the median, thick lines the 50% HDI and thin lines the
90% HDI. The intercept shows the grand mean. αspeech1 is the intercept for video Climate. αspeech2 is the
intercept for video Climate 2. αspeech3 is the intercept for video Pensions. αspeech4 is the intercept for video
Solidarity. αspeech5 is the intercept for video Minimum Wage. Int. is short for intercept.
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C.1.4 Response Times

Figure C.3: Histogram and Density of Response Times
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Note: The figure shows response times pooled over different types of question pages for which response time
was measured per treatment group. The pages entail: (1) four pages containing each three items from the
populism, elitism & pluralism scale, (2) one page asking for a left-right self-placement and (3) one page re-
questing feeling thermometer scores for parties in the Bundestag. One outlier observation was removed (fear
treatment group: 207 seconds for the left-right self-placement item.)

To estimate differences in response times between treatment groups, the following Bayesian
model is estimated:

RTip ∼ Fshifted log-N
(
µRT , σ

2, δ
)

µRT = αall + αtreat[i] + αp + β ×ORDp, σ
2

αall Student’s t (3, 3.3, 2.5)

αtreat[i] ∼ N
(
0, σ2

αtreat[i]

)
σαtreat[i] ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

αp ∼ N
(
0, σ2

αp

)
σαp ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

β ∼ Student’s t (3, 3.3, 2.5)

σ ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

δ ∼ U (0, 5) .

(C.1)

As a reminder, response time is measured per page in the experiment. One page contains three
items from the populism, elitism & pluralism scale, or one of the extremism measurements.
The response time RTip of subject i for question page p is modeled as a shifted log normal
distribution. Its mean is characterized by a general intercept αall, a treatment-group specific
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intercept αtreati and an intercept varying over the different types of pages αp. The slope β
adjusts for the fact that the pages are similarly designed and some text parts are the same.
Thus, naturally subjects could answer faster if a certain page is seen later. The order is indicated
by ORDp where a higher number means the subject has answered the respective page later.
The model is estimated in R, using the brms package. Priors are weakly informative set by
brms (Bürkner 2017; R Core Team 2019). A histogram of the data can be found in Figure C.3.
Estimation results of Model C.1 are shown in Figure C.4. The treatment groups do not differ
from each other in their response times. The question page containing left-right self-placement
scores is answered faster, which is expectable, since it contains a single questions only. The
opposite is the case for the longer feeling thermometer scores. Question page three takes longer
to respond to, too. The anger-treatment has no measurable impact on the response time. The
R-code is shown in Appendix C.2.2.

Figure C.4: Parameter Posterior Distributions of Model C.1 (I → III)
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Note: The figure depicts the highest density intervals (HDI) of posterior distributions for parameters of Model
C.1. The dots represent the median, thick lines the 50% HDI and thin lines the 90% HDI. Int. is short for in-
tercept. αanger, αfear, αreal, and αneutral describe intercepts for the respective treatment groups. αq1, αq2,
αq3, and αq4 are the respective αp intercepts for each question page. αlr is short for the intercept for the
question page containing the left-right self-placement. αfeel is short for the intercept for the question page
containing the feeling thermometer scores.
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Figure C.5: Parameter Posterior Distributions of Model 3.3 (II → III)
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Note: The figure depicts the highest density intervals (HDI) of posterior distributions for parameters of Model
3.3. The dots represent the median, thick lines the 50% HDI and thin lines the 90% HDI. The intercept shows
the grand mean. Enth. is short for Enthusiasm. Fem. is short for female. Auth. is short for authoritarianism.
Int. is short for intercept.
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Figure C.6: Posterior Predictive Distribution of Model 3.3 (II → III)
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(c) Enthusiasm: Female
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(d) Enthusiasm: Male
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Note: The figure depicts 1000 draws from the posterior predictive distribution of Model 3.3 for varying values
of self-reported anger (C.6a) and fear (C.6b) for constant male gender and enthusiasm for both gender (C.6c
and C.6d). The green line depicts the mean of the draws. Values for the non-varying emotion self-reports and
authoritarianism are held constant at the data mean (anger: 0.34, fear: 0.54, enthusiasm: 0.25, authoritarian-
ism: 1.47) and gender varies as indicated. Results are based on the overall intercept, without subject-specific
deviation.
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C.1.5 Political Attitude

Table C.5: Post Treatment Feeling Thermometer and Left-Right Self-Placement Scores on
Treatment Groups (I → IV)

Feeling Thermometer:

CDU CSU AfD SPD Grüne Linke

Constant −0.692 −2.280∗∗∗ −4.346∗∗∗ 0.577 2.154∗∗∗ 0.080
(0.487) (0.529) (0.226) (0.432) (0.505) (0.539)

Anger T 0.766 0.836 −0.432 −0.132 0.476 −0.160
(0.683) (0.734) (0.317) (0.606) (0.708) (0.763)

Fear T 1.075 0.813 0.023 0.236 −0.066 −0.111
(0.648) (0.716) (0.300) (0.582) (0.671) (0.720)

Real T −0.154 −0.053 −0.582 −0.115 −0.354 −1.080
(0.844) (0.929) (0.382) (0.749) (0.836) (0.900)

N 100 94 101 98 102 96

Left-Right Self-Placement:

Left-Right Left-Right Dist.

Constant 5.118∗∗∗ 1.294∗∗∗

(0.427) (0.258)
Anger T −0.368 −0.044

(0.529) (0.319)
Fear T −0.284 0.123

(0.558) (0.337)
Real T −0.235 0.353

(0.604) (0.365)

N 92 92

Note: The upper panel of the table displays results of OLS regression of feeling thermometer
scores for all parties in the German Bundestag (legislative period 19) on treatment groups.
Only the subjects who received the questions on feeling thermometers after the treatment are
included in the analysis. The lower panel of the table displays results of OLS regression on
left-right self-placement and the distance to the scale mean of the left-right self-placement on
treatment groups. Only the subjects who received the question on left-right self-placement
after the treatment are included in the analysis. Higher values on the left-right scale indi-
cate a more right self-placement. The neutral treatment group is the baseline group in all
regressions. T is short for treatment group.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.6: Populism, Elitism & Pluralism on Treatment Groups (I → IV)

Populism:

Populism Will of Decision Difference Citizen Talking Compro-
Mean People Rep. mise

Constant 3.094∗∗∗ 3.907∗∗∗ 2.844∗∗∗ 3.256∗∗∗ 2.289∗∗∗ 3.844∗∗∗ 2.390∗∗∗

(0.081) (0.119) (0.158) (0.169) (0.150) (0.138) (0.169)
Anger T 0.145 0.076 −0.111 0.254 0.270 0.156 0.195

(0.108) (0.156) (0.209) (0.226) (0.199) (0.182) (0.225)
Fear T 0.054 0.025 −0.120 0.131 −0.075 0.138 0.206

(0.108) (0.156) (0.211) (0.226) (0.201) (0.184) (0.221)
Real T −0.098 0.062 −0.251 0.352 −0.437∗ −0.178 −0.290

(0.126) (0.182) (0.245) (0.277) (0.245) (0.218) (0.260)

N 196 194 195 160 187 193 181

Elitism:

Elitism Lead Business Experts Good/
Mean people Evil

Constant 2.394∗∗∗ 2.311∗∗∗ 1.622∗∗∗ 3.372∗∗∗ 2.282∗∗∗

(0.091) (0.143) (0.114) (0.178) (0.182)
Anger T 0.058 0.079 −0.172 0.228 0.070

(0.121) (0.190) (0.150) (0.233) (0.239)
Fear T −0.075 0.022 0.039 −0.162 −0.142

(0.121) (0.191) (0.151) (0.236) (0.236)
Real T −0.085 −0.092 −0.310∗ 0.034 −0.015

(0.142) (0.222) (0.176) (0.272) (0.276)

N 196 193 196 192 180

Pluralism:

Pluralism Compro- Opinion
Mean mise

Constant 4.600∗∗∗ 4.444∗∗∗ 4.756∗∗∗

(0.073) (0.115) (0.069)
Anger T 0.033 0.039 0.028

(0.097) (0.153) (0.091)
Fear T −0.058 −0.122 0.007

(0.098) (0.153) (0.091)
Real T 0.056 −0.007 0.119

(0.114) (0.179) (0.106)

N 196 196 196

Note: The table displays results of OLS regressions of the means and the individual items of the
populism, elitism & pluralism scale on the treatment groups. The neutral treatment group is the
baseline group. The full text and German translations of the items is listed in Appendix C.3.3. T
is short for treatment group.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Table C.7: Elitism & Pluralism on Response Time (III → IV)

Elitism:

Elitism Lead Business Experts Good/
Mean people Evil

Constant 2.663∗∗∗ 2.832∗∗∗ 1.354∗∗∗ 3.949∗∗∗ 2.469∗∗∗

(0.192) (0.305) (0.244) (0.373) (0.374)
Response Time −0.010∗ −0.017∗∗ 0.004 −0.013 −0.015

(0.005) (0.008) (0.007) (0.010) (0.010)
Female −0.134 −0.199 −0.102 −0.274 0.033

(0.091) (0.143) (0.115) (0.177) (0.177)
Auth. 0.061 0.071 0.086 −0.013 0.133

(0.043) (0.068) (0.055) (0.084) (0.083)

N 196 193 196 192 180

Pluralism:

Pluralism Compro- Opinion
Mean mise

Constant 4.415∗∗∗ 4.024∗∗∗ 4.805∗∗∗

(0.156) (0.246) (0.146)
Response Time 0.005 0.009 0.0003

(0.004) (0.007) (0.004)
Female 0.108 0.140 0.077

(0.074) (0.116) (0.069)
Auth. −0.005 0.040 −0.050

(0.035) (0.055) (0.033)

N 196 196 196

Note: The table displays results of OLS regressions of the means and the indi-
vidual items of the elitism & pluralism scale on subjects’ average response time.
I control for gender and authoritarianism. Auth. is short for authoritarianism.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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Figure C.7: Over-Time Build-Up of Attitude Change by Treatment Group (I → IV)
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(c) Difference
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(d) Citizen Rep.
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(e) Talking
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(f) Compromise
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Note: The figure depicts measurements of the individual items of the populism scale by the number of treat-
ment videos seen by the subjects before responding to the respective item and by treatment groups. It shows
that there is no observable over-time build-up of attitude change. Thus, seeing more treatment videos does
not lead to stronger attitude change. Dots denote mean values, bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. T is
short for treatment.
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Figure C.8: Populism, Elitism & Pluralism between Treatment Groups
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Note: The figure depicts measurements of the populism, elitism & pluralism scale by treatment groups. Dots
denote mean values, bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. T is short for treatment.
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Table C.8: Elitism & Pluralism on Emotion Self-Reports (II → IV)

Elitism:

Elitism Lead Business Experts Good/
Mean people Evil

Constant 2.140∗∗∗ 2.001∗∗∗ 1.641∗∗∗ 3.379∗∗∗ 1.428∗∗∗

(0.157) (0.246) (0.195) (0.302) (0.298)
Anger SR 0.271 0.076 −0.416 0.783∗ 0.558

(0.242) (0.383) (0.302) (0.468) (0.478)
Fear SR 0.022 0.139 −0.284 0.049 0.495

(0.245) (0.388) (0.305) (0.477) (0.478)
Enth. SR 0.414 0.869∗∗ 0.478 −0.521 0.634

(0.251) (0.398) (0.312) (0.497) (0.476)
Female −0.125 −0.186 −0.085 −0.251 −0.005

(0.093) (0.147) (0.116) (0.182) (0.179)
Auth. 0.070 0.082 0.080 0.004 0.147∗

(0.043) (0.068) (0.054) (0.084) (0.082)

N 196 193 196 192 180

Pluralism:

Pluralism Compro- Opinion
Mean mise

Constant 4.845∗∗∗ 4.665∗∗∗ 5.024∗∗∗

(0.123) (0.196) (0.115)
Anger SR −0.533∗∗∗ −0.679∗∗ −0.386∗∗

(0.190) (0.304) (0.178)
Fear SR −0.229 −0.211 −0.247

(0.192) (0.307) (0.180)
Enth. SR 0.002 −0.157 0.162

(0.197) (0.314) (0.184)
Female 0.137∗ 0.162 0.111

(0.073) (0.117) (0.069)
Auth. −0.014 0.027 −0.054∗

(0.034) (0.054) (0.032)

N 196 196 196

Note: The table displays results of OLS regressions of the mean and the
individual items of the elitism & pluralism scale on emotion self-reports. I
control for gender and authoritarianism. SR is short for self report, Enth.
is short for enthusiasm, Auth. is short for authoritarianism.
∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01
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C.2 Bayesian Modeling

C.2.1 List of Priors for Models 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3

List of Priors for Model 3.1

αi ∼ N
(
0, σ2

αi

)
σαi ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

αspeech[i[t]] ∼ N
(
0, σ2

speech

)
σspeech ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βf1 ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βf2 ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βa1 ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βa2 ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

σanger ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

List of Priors for Model 3.2

αi ∼ N
(
0, σ2

αi

)
σαi ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

αspeech[i[t]] ∼ N
(
0, σ2

speech

)
σspeech ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βf1 ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βf2 ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βa1 ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βa2 ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

σfear ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)
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List of Priors for Model 3.3

αi ∼ N
(
0, σ2

αi

)
σαi ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βf ∼ Student’s t (3, 3.3, 2.5)

βa ∼ Student’s t (3, 3.3, 2.5)

βe ∼ Student’s t (3, 3.3, 2.5)

βfem ∼ Student’s t (3, 3.3, 2.5)

βauth ∼ Student’s t (3, 3.3, 2.5)

σRT ∼ student′s t (3, 0, 2.5)

δRT ∼ U (0, 5)

C.2.2 R-Code of Models 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and C.1

R-Code of Model 3.1

anger_mean_brm <- brm(

formula = anger_mean ~ (1| id) + (1| video_name) + fear_surp_

mean_sp + fear_surp_mean_sp_l2 + anger_mean_sp + anger_

mean_sp_l2 ,

data = emo_face_time ,

control = list(adapt_delta = 0.99) ,

iter = 30000 ,

thin = 3,

file = paste0 (base_folder , "anger_mean_brm")

)

Here, anger_mean isAngersbji,t , (1|id) is αi, (1|video_name) is αspeech[i[t]], fear_surp_mean_sp

is Fearspt , fear_surp_mean_sp_l2 is Fearspt−2, anger_mean_sp is Angerspt and
anger_mean_sp_l2 is Angerspt−2.
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R-Code of Model 3.2

fear_surp_mean_brm <- brm(

formula = fear_surp_mean ~ (1| id) + (1| video_name) + fear_

surp_mean_sp + fear_surp_mean_sp_l2 + anger_mean_sp +

anger_mean_sp_l2 ,

data = emo_face_time ,

control = list(adapt_delta = 0.99) ,

iter = 30000 ,

thin = 3,

file = paste0 (base_folder , "fear_surp_mean_brm")

)

Here, fear_surp_mean is Fearsbji,t , (1|id) is αi, (1|video_name) is αspeech[i[t]],
fear_surp_mean_sp is Fearspt , fear_surp_mean_sp_l2 is Fearspt−2, anger_mean_sp is Angerspt
and anger_mean_sp_l2 is Angerspt−2.

R-Code of Model 3.3

rsp_emo_sr_brm <- brm(

formula = response _time ~ (1| id) + fear + aversion +

enthusiasm + female + auth ,

data = subjects _rsp ,

family = shifted _ lognormal (),

file = paste0 (base_folder , "rsp_emo_sr_brm_ female _auth")

)

Here, response_time isRTip, (1|id) is αi, fear is Fearrepi , aversion isAngerrepi , enthusiasm

is Enthrepi , female is Femalei and auth is Authi.

R-Code of Model C.1

rsp_times_ treatment _brm <- brm(

formula = response _time ~ (1| emotion _group_char) + (1|

question _type) + question _order _2,

data = subjects _rsp ,

family = shifted _ lognormal (),

control = list(adapt_delta = 0.99) ,

file = paste0 (base_folder , "rsp_times_brm")

)

Here, response_time is RTip, (1|emotion_group_char) is αtreat[i], (1|question_type) is αp
and question_order_2 is ORDp.
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C.3 Measurements and Wordings

C.3.1 List of Measurements

Table C.9: List of Measurements

Subject Appendix

Emotion Self-Report C.3.2
Populism, Elitism & Pluralism scale C.3.3
Extremism C.3.4
Speaker Questions C.3.5
Authoritarianism scale C.3.6
Vote choice ‘Sonntagsfrage’ C.3.7
Age C.3.7
Gender C.3.7
Study subject C.3.7
Level of education C.3.7
German skills C.3.7
Politicians known? C.3.7
Name & address for payment receipt C.3.7
Video recording of subjects while watching the video
stimuli

–

Response time and all other measures automatically col-
lected by Z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007)

–
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C.3.2 Emotion Self-Report

Table C.10: Emotion Self-Report

English
Question Dimension Emotion Marker

Please remember the three videos you have
seen. How does what you have seen make
you feel? Please move the slider up or down
to indicate the location that shows how you
feel.

Anxiety/ Fear 1. Afraid
2. Scared
3. Worried

Aversion 1. Angry
2. Hateful
3. Bitter
4. Resentful

Enthusiasm 1. Hopeful
2. Proud
3. Enthusiastic

Deutsch
Frage Dimension Emotionsindikator

Bitte erinnern Sie sich an die drei Videos,
die Sie gesehen haben. Welche Gefühle hat
dies in Ihnen ausgelöst? Bitte bewegen Sie
die Pfeile nach oben oder unten zu der Stelle,
die anzeigt wie Sie sich gefühlt haben.

Angst 1. Ängstlich
2. Besorgt
3. Beunruhigt

Abneigung 1. Wütend
2. Hasserfüllt
3. Zornig
4. Aufgebracht

Enthusiastisch 1. Hoffnungsvoll
2. Stolz
3. Enthusiastisch

Note: The measurement is suggested by Marcus et al. (2017). German translation by
the author. Each emotion marker is measured with a continuous vertical slider from
low to high, with underlying values from zero to one.
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C.3.3 Populism, Elitism & Pluralism Scale

Table C.11: Populism, Elitism & Pluralism Questionnaire

English

Populism

1. The politicians in the [...] Parliament need to follow the will of the people. (Will of
People)

2. The people, and not politicians, should make our most important policy decisions.
(Decisions)

3. The political differences between the elite and the people are larger than the differ-
ences among the people. (Difference)

4. I would rather be represented by a citizen than by a specialized politician. (Citizen
Rep.)

5. Elected officials talk too much and take too little action. (Talking)
6. What people call ‘compromise’ in politics is really just selling out on one’s principles.

(Compromise)

Elitism

1. Politicians should lead rather than follow the people. (Lead)
2. Our country would be governed better if important decisions were left up to successful

business people. (Business people)
3. Our country would be governed better if important decisions were left up to indepen-

dent experts. (Experts)
4. Politics is ultimately a struggle between good and evil (Good/ Evil).

Pluralism

1. In a democracy it is important to make compromises among differing viewpoints.
(Compromise)

2. It is important to listen to the opinion of other groups. (Opinion)

Deutsch

Populismus

1. Die Politiker im Deutschen Bundestag sollen dem Willen der Bürger folgen.
2. Die Bürger, nicht die Politiker sollen unsere wichtigsten Politikentscheidungen tref-

fen.
3. Die politischen Unterschiede zwischen der Elite und den Bürgern sind größer, als die

Unterschiede zwischen den Bürgern.
4. Ich wäre lieber von einem Bürger vertreten, als von einem spezialisierten Politiker.
5. Die gewählten Vertreter reden zu viel und tun zu wenig.

Table continues on the next page.
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Table C.11: Populism, Elitism & Pluralism Questionnaire (continued)

6. Was manche Menschen als ‘Kompromiss’ in der Politik bezeichnen ist nichts weiter
als Verrat der eigenen Prinzipien.

Elitismus

1. Politiker sollten die Bürger anführen, anstatt ihnen zu folgen.
2. Unser Land wäre besser regiert, wenn wichtige Entscheidungen von erfolgreichen Un-

ternehmern getroffen würden.
3. Unser Land wäre besser regiert, wenn wichtige Entscheidungen von unabhängigen

Experten getroffen würden.
4. Politik ist letzten Endes ein Kampf zwischen Gut und Böse.

Pluralismus

1. In einer Demokratie ist es wichtig Kompromisse zwischen verschiedenen Standpunkten
zu finden.

2. Es ist wichtig, die Meinungen anderer anzuhören.

Note: English from Akkerman et al. (2014). German translation by the author.
Likert Scale with answer categories from 1 (I very much disagree/ Ich stimme über-
haupt nicht zu.) to 5 (I very much agree/ Ich stimme voll und ganz zu.).
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C.3.4 Extremism

Table C.12: Feeling Thermometer Scores

English

Question
In general, what do you think of the political parties? Please use the following scale. -5
means you think nothing of that party, +5 means you think very much of that party. With
the values in between, you can adjust your opinion.

Parties
CDU, CSU, SPD, Grüne, Die Linke, FDP, AfD

Deutsch

Frage
Was halten Sie so ganz allgemein von den einzelnen politischen Parteien? Bitte geben Sie
es anhand dieser Skala an. -5 heißt, dass Sie überhaupt nichts von der Partei halten, +5
heißt, dass Sie sehr viel von der Partei halten. Mit den Werten dazwischen können Sie
Ihre Meinung abstufen.

Parteien
CDU, CSU, SPD, Grüne, Die Linke, FDP, AfD

Note: Question from GLES 2017 pre-election cross-section survey (Roßteutscher et al.
2019b). Adaption of German formulation to non-interview situation and English trans-
lation by the author.

Table C.13: Left-Right Self-Placement

English

Question
In politics, people often talk about ‘left’ and ‘right’. Using this scale from 1 to 11, where
wuld you place yourself, if 1 is ‘left’ and 11 is ‘right’.

Deutsch

Frage
In der Politik reden die Leute häufig von "links" und "rechts". Wenn Sie diese Skala von 1
bis 11 benutzen, wo würden Sie sich selbst einordnen, wenn 1 "links" und 11 "rechts" ist?

Note: Question from GLES 2017 pre-election cross-section survey (ibid.). Adaption of
German formulation to non-interview situation and English translation by the author.
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C.3.5 Speaker Questions

In the treatment groups, which see the acted videos, this questionnaire is asked once, while
showing a screen-shot of the actor from the videos. In the treatment group with the real videos,
this questionnaire is asked five times, once per speaker, each time along with a screen-shot of
the respective video.

Table C.14: Speaker Questionnaire

English
Question Answer Options

Do you know this person? 1. Yes
2. No
3. Don’t know/ No answer

If yes, can you name this person? (If you don’t
know the name, leave the field empty.)

Free text input

What do you think of this person? 11-point-scale:
I think nothing of this person (-5)
I think a lot of this person (+5)
Don’t know/ No answer

How sympathetic is this person to you? 11-point-scale:
Not sympathetic at all (-5)
Very sympathetic (+5)
Don’t know/ No answer

How competent to you think is this person? 11-point-scale:
Not competent at all (-5)
Very competent (+5)
Don’t know/ No answer

Deutsch
Frage Antwortmöglichkeiten

Kennen Sie diese Person? 1. Ja
2. Nein
3. Ich weiß nicht/ Keine Angabe

Wenn Sie sie kennen, können Sie ihren Namen
nennen? (Wenn Sie den Namen nicht kennen,
lassen Sie das Feld einfach leer.)

Freies Textfeld

Was halten Sie von dieser Person? 11-Punkt-Skala:
Ich halte gar nichts von dieser Person (-5)
Ich halte sehr viel von dieser Person (+5)
Ich weiß nicht/ Keine Angabe

Table continues on the next page.
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Table C.14: Speaker Questionnaire (continued)

Wie sympatisch ist Ihnen diese Person? 11-Punkt-Skala:
Ich finde diese Person überhaupt nicht
sympathisch (-5)
Ich finde diese Person sehr sympathisch
(+5)
Ich weiß nicht/ Keine Angabe

Für wie kompetent halten Sie diese Person? 11-Punkt-Skala:
Ich halte diese Person für überhaupt nicht
kompetent (-5)
Ich halte diese Person für sehr kompetent
(+5)
Ich weiß nicht/ Keine Angabe
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C.3.6 Authoritarianism

Table C.15: Authoritarianism Questionnaire

English
Question Answer Options

It is more important for a child to be independent or
respectful of his/her parents or grandparents?

1. Be independent
2. Be respectful of his/ her
grandparents

It is more important for a child to have an enquiring mind
or be well-mannered?

1. Have an enquiring mind
2. Be well mannered

It is more important for a child to be well-behaved or
creative?

1. Be well behaved
2. Be creative

It is more important for a child to be obedient than au-
tonomous?

1. Be obedient
2. Be autonomous

Deutsch
Frage Antwortmöglichkeiten

Ist es wichtiger für ein Kind unabhängig zu sein, oder
respektvoll zu sein gegenüber seinen Großeltern?

1. Unabhängig sein
2. Respektvoll gegenüber den
Großeltern sein

Ist es wichtiger für ein Kind neugierig zu sein, oder gute
Manieren zu haben?

1. Neugierig sein
2. Gute Manieren haben

Ist es wichtiger für ein Kind gut erzogen zu sein, oder
kreativ zu sein?

1. Gut erzogen sein
2. Kreativ sein

Ist es wichtiger für ein Kind gehorsam zu sein, oder selb-
stsändig zu sein?

1. Gehorsam sein
2. Selbstständig sein

Note: English after Vasilopoulos et al. (2018). German translation by the author.
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C.3.7 Socio-Demographics and Others

Table C.16: Socio-Demographics and Others

English Deutsch
Topic Frage Antwortkategorien

Vote intention Welche Partei würden Sie wählen,
wenn am kommenden Sonntag Bun-
destagswahl wäre?1

1. CDU/CSU
2. SPD
3. Grüne
4. Die Linke
5. FDP
6. AfD
7. Andere Partei

Gender Geschlecht 1. Männlich
2. Weiblich

Age Alter Freies Zahlenfeld
Student Status Sind Sie derzeit Student/ Studentin? 1. Ja

2. Nein
Study Subject Wenn Sie derzeit studieren, oder ein

Studium absolviert haben, welches
der folgenden Fächer haben Sie als
Kernfach/Hauptfach studiert oder
studieren Sie? (Mehrfachnennung
möglich)

1. Wirtschaftswissenschaften
2. Rechtswissenschaften
3. Mathematik/ Informatik
4. Soziologie/ Politikwissenschaft
5. Psychologie
6. Literatur-/ Sprachwissenschaft
7. Geschichte Philosophie
8. Medien-/ Kommunikationswis-
senschaft

Level of Educa-
tion

Wie lautet Ihr höchster Bildungsab-
schluss?

1. Ich habe die Schule ohne Abschluss
verlassen
2. Hauptschulabschluss, Volksschula-
bschluss, Realschulabschluss, Mittlere
Reife, Fachschulreife
3. Fachhochschulreife, Abitur
4. Bachelor 5. Master/ Magister/
Diplom/ Staatsexamen
6. Promotion und höher

German Skills Wie gut sind Ihre Deutschkenntnisse? 1. Muttersprache
2. Sehr gut
3. Fortgeschritten
4. Anfänger

Table continues on the next page.
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Table C.16: Socio-Demographics and Others (continued)

Know Politi-
cians?

Kennen Sie die Namen der Politiker,
die in den Videos zu sehen waren?
(Bilder zeigen)

3 ×
1. Ja
2. Nein

Name and Ad-
dress

Für die Auszahlung benötigen wir
Ihren Namen und Ihre Adresse.
Bitte füllen Sie die folgenden Felder
entsprechend aus.

Felder, wie von Z-Tree (Fischbacher
2007) vorgegeben

Note: 1 The vote intention item is the ‘Sonntagsfrage’ from Infratest dimap (2019).
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C.3.8 Acted Video Screenshots

Figure C.9: Screen shots Treatments

(a) Anger (b) Fear

(c) Neutral

The figure depicts screen shots from the three acted treatment videos: The angry speaker (C.9a), the fearful
speaker (C.9b) and the neutral speaker (C.9c).
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C.3.9 Video wordings (German)

The texts stem from speeches held in the German Bundestag. Slight changes of the wording,
compared to the in the protocols, can appear, since I used the wording as given in the videos
from the Bundestag.

Climate:

Dr. Anton Hofreiter, Bündnis 90/ Die Grünen, 29.11.2018: “Seit dem Bericht des
Weltklimarates zum 1,5-Gradziel müsste doch eigentlich allen klar sein, wie nah die Menschheit
inzwischen am Abgrund entlang schlafwandelt. Seit vielen Jahren erzählt auch die Kanzlerin
der Großen Koalition, dass dringend gehandelt werden muss. Denn wenn nicht gehandelt wird,
dann wird sich die Welt in eine Welt verwandeln, wie wir sie uns nicht wünschen, dann wird
sich die Welt verwandeln in eine Welt, in der Dürren noch häufiger auftreten werden, in der
Stürme noch heftiger werden, in eine Welt, in der der Meeresspiegel unkontrolliert steigt, in
eine Welt, in der die Unwetter unkontrollierte Ausmaße annehmen. Das ist eine Welt, die wir
weder für uns noch für unsere Kinder und Kindeskinder wünschen. Das Entstehen einer solchen
Welt wollen wir verhindern.” (Deutscher Bundestag 2018a: p. 7755)

Climate 2:

Dr. Lukas Köhler, FDP, 29.11.2018: “Das ist eine ganz zentrale Frage. Hier tun Sie viel,
viel zu wenig; denn nur mit einem internationalen Preis, der auch für den Carbon-Leakage-
Schutz sorgen wird, werden wir den internationalen Klimaschutz wirklich umgesetzt bekommen.
Das ist die große Frage, vor der wir stehen. Um den großen Philosophen Christian Lindner
zu zitieren: Wer die Lippen spitzt, der muss auch pfeifen. – Meine Damen und Herren, Sie
pfeifen nicht. Sie feifen nicht das Lied des internationalen Klimaschutzes. Sie pfeifen nicht das
Lied einer gemeinsamen Klimapolitik, die sich auf internationaler Ebene gewaschen hat und die
dazu führt, dass wir den 1 Euro wirklich da ausgeben, wo er den Klimaschutz am besten und
effizientesten finanziert. Es muss doch das Ziel sein, dass wir für jeden eingesetzten Euro das
Beste herausholen können. Das wird nur über marktwirtschaftliche Regulierung funktionieren.
Das wird nur klappen, wenn wir in Kattowitz dafür sorgen, dass das was wird.” (ibid.: p. 7771)

Pension:

Jürgen Pohl, AfD, 30.11.2018: “Wir wissen: Jeder zweite Neurentner wird in Zukunft
unterhalb der Armutsgrenze liegen. Über die Hälfte der rentennahen Jahrgänge wird im Alter
ihren Lebensstandard nicht halten können. Bereits heute erhöht sich die Anzahl der Rentner
exorbitant, die im Ruhestand arbeiten müssen. Die Anzahl der geringfügig Beschäftigten über
60 Jahre stieg von 2003 bis 2018 um 66 Prozent. Immer mehr Rentnern bleibt ein Ruhestand
in Würde versagt. Ihre Lebensleistung wird durch die Gesetze der Sozialdemokraten mit Füßen
getreten.” (Deutscher Bundestag 2018b: p. 8061)

Solidarity:

Klaus Mindrup, SPD, 29.11.2018: “Beim Klimaschutz geht es um Solidarität. Es geht um
Solidarität mit den Menschen des globalen Südens; das ist hier eben schon deutlich gemacht
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worden. Diese leiden bereits heute erheblich unter den Folgen des menschengemachten Kli-
mawandels. Aber es geht auch um Solidarität mit den zukünftigen Generationen. Es geht
auch um unser Land. Nach der hervorragenden Rede unseres Bundespräsidenten Dr. Stein-
meier am 9. November sind hier alle aufgestanden und haben die Nationalhymne gesungen,
auch die Passage: „... blühe, deutsches Vaterland!“ Aber das deutsche Vaterland hat im letzten
Sommer nicht geblüht, weil wir eine Dürre hatten, und die Klimawissenschaftler sagen, dass
das die ersten Vorboten einer Entwicklung sind, vor der wir uns fürchten und gegen die wir
vorgehen müssen. Wer diese Hymne also zukünftig mit Überzeugung singen will, der muss
etwas gegen den menschengemachten Klimawandel tun. Das ist eine Frage der Solidarität.
Es ist eine Frage der Solidarität mit den Menschen an den Küsten – auch bei uns: mit den
Ostfriesen, mit den Nordfriesen, mit Hamburg, mit Bremen, mit Rostock, mit Stralsund und
mit Emden. Das kann man nicht einfach leugnen.” (Deutscher Bundestag 2018a: p. 7775)

Minimum Wage:

Bernd Riexinger, Die Linke, 13.12.2017: “Der jetzige gesetzliche Mindestlohn bewahrt
nicht vor Armut, selbst wenn er regulär ausgezahlt würde. Vor Altersarmut schützt der derzeit-
ige Mindestlohn erst recht nicht. Wenn Beschäftigte nach 45 Beitragsjahren eine Rente ober-
halb des Niveaus der Grundsicherung erhalten wollen, müssten sie mindestens 11,85 Euro pro
Stunde verdienen. Wer es beim jetzigen Mindestlohn belässt, nimmt Altersarmut bewusst in
Kauf.” (Deutscher Bundestag 2017: p. 423)
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D.1 Additional Results

D.1.1 Subjects’ Emotion Self-Reports

Figure D.1: Emotion Self-Reports on all Politicians
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Figure D.1: Emotion Self-Reports on all Politicians (continued)

(c) Change in Fear
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Note: The figure depicts the number of observations per category in emotion change for enthusiasm (D.1a),
anger (D.1b) and fear (D.1c). Each subject is observed multiple times. The numbers indicate the sum of ob-
servations in bins of 1 for non-partisans (blue) and partisans (green). Reading example from Figure D.1a: 257
observations are from non-partisans with changes in enthusiasm between −0.5 and 0.5. Due to the varying
number of indicators (see Section 4.3.1) for change in enthusiasm steps are 0.5, for anger steps are 1

3 and for
fear steps are 1. Thus, bins of 1 cover multiple observation categories. Also note the varying y–scales between
Figures D.1a & D.1b and Figure D.1c.
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Figure D.2: Emotion Self-Reports on Angela Merkel

(a) Change in Enthusiasm
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(b) Change in Anger
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Figure D.2: Emotion Self-Reports on Angela Merkel (continued)

(c) Change in Fear
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Note: The figure depicts the number of observations per category in emotion change for enthusiasm (D.2a),
anger (D.2b) and fear (D.2c). As only a single politician is studied here, the number of observations equals
the number of subjects. The numbers indicate the sum of observations in bins of 1 for non-partisans (blue)
and partisans (green). Reading example from Figure D.2a: 74 observations are from non-partisans with
changes in enthusiasm between −0.5 and 0.5. Due to the varying number of indicators (see Section 4.3.1)
for change in enthusiasm steps are 0.5, for anger steps are 1

3 and for fear steps are 1. Thus, bins of 1 cover
multiple observation categories. Also note the varying y–scales between Figures D.2a & D.2b and Figure D.2c.
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Figure D.3: Emotion Self-Reports on Martin Schulz

(a) Change in Enthusiasm
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Figure D.3: Emotion Self-Reports on Martin Schulz (continued)

(c) Change in Fear
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Note: The figure depicts the number of observations per category in emotion change for enthusiasm (D.3a),
anger (D.3b) and fear (D.3c). As only a single politician is studied here, the number of observations equals
the number of subjects. The numbers indicate the sum of observations in bins of 1 for non-partisans (blue)
and partisans (green). Reading example from Figure D.3a: 59 observations are from non-partisans with
changes in enthusiasm between −0.5 and 0.5. Due to the varying number of indicators (see Section 4.3.1)
for change in enthusiasm steps are 0.5, for anger steps are 1

3 and for fear steps are 1. Thus, bins of 1 cover
multiple observation categories. Also note the varying y–scales between Figures D.3a & D.3b and Figure D.3c.
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D.1.2 Parameter Posterior Distributions

Figure D.4: Parameter Posterior Distributions of Model 4.1: ‘All Politicians’
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Note: The figure depicts the highest density intervals (HDIs) of posterior distributions for βfear
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τ parameters of Model 4.1. The dots represent the median, thick lines the 50% HDI and thin lines the 90%
HDI. ρ is short for correlation.
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Figure D.5: Parameter Posterior Distributions of Model 4.2: ‘Merkel’
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Note: The figure depicts the highest density intervals (HDIs) of posterior distributions for βfear
partisan[ij], ρ and

τ parameters of Model 4.2. The dots represent the median, thick lines the 50% HDI and thin lines the 90%
HDI. ρ is short for correlation.
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Figure D.6: Parameter Posterior Distributions of Model 4.3: ‘Schulz’
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Note: The figure depicts the highest density intervals (HDIs) of posterior distributions for βfear
partisan[ij], ρ and

τ parameters of Model 4.3. The dots represent the median, thick lines the 50% HDI and thin lines the 90%
HDI. ρ is short for correlation.
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D.1.3 Posterior Predictive Distributions

Figure D.7: Posterior Predictive Distributions of Model 4.1: ‘All Politicians’
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(b) Change in Anger
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(c) Change in Fear
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Note: The figures depicts 500 draws per category from the posterior predictive distribution of Model 4.1 for
varying values of change in self-reported enthusiasm (D.7a), anger (D.7b) and fear (D.7c). The subgroups of
those, who identify with the party of the respective speaker and those who do not are depicted separately.
Values for the change in the non-varying emotion self-reports are fixed at 0, pre debate evaluation values are
fixed at the scale mean (= 6), education and age are fixed at the mode (education: ‘Abitur’, which equals
the highest high school diploma; age: 18–25 years) and gender is constantly female. Results are based on the
overall intercept, without subject-specific deviation. For the analysis, the dependent variable was re-scaled to
1 to 11, but here, the original scale is shown.
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Figure D.8: Posterior Predictive Distributions of Model 4.2: ‘Merkel’
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(b) Change in Anger
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(c) Change in Fear
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Note: The figures depicts 500 draws per category from the posterior predictive distribution of Model 4.2 for
varying values of change in self-reported enthusiasm (D.8a), anger (D.8b) and fear (D.8c). The subgroups of
those, who identify with the party of the respective speaker and those who do not are depicted separately.
Values for the change in the non-varying emotion self-reports are fixed at 0, pre debate evaluation values are
fixed at the scale mean (= 6), education and age are fixed at the mode (education: ‘Abitur’, which equals
the highest high school diploma; age: 18–25 years) and gender is constantly female. Results are based on the
overall intercept, without subject-specific deviation. For the analysis, the dependent variable was re-scaled to
1 to 11, but here, the original scale is shown.
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Figure D.9: Posterior Predictive Distributions of Model 4.3: ‘Schulz’
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(b) Change in Anger
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(c) Change in Fear
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Note: The figures depicts 500 draws per category from the posterior predictive distribution of Model 4.2 for
varying values of change in self-reported enthusiasm (D.9a), anger (D.9b) and fear (D.9c). The subgroups of
those, who identify with the party of the respective speaker and those who do not are depicted separately.
Values for the change in the non-varying emotion self-reports are fixed at 0, pre debate evaluation values are
fixed at the scale mean (= 6), education and age are fixed at the mode (education: ‘Abitur’, which equals
the highest high school diploma; age: 18–25 years) and gender is constantly female. Results are based on the
overall intercept, without subject-specific deviation. For the analysis, the dependent variable was re-scaled to
1 to 11, but here, the original scale is shown.
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D.1.4 Comparison of Anger & Hope in GLES and ANES

Figure D.10: Hope & Anger by/towards Candidates in GLES and ANES
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To what extend does [politician] cause hope in you?

(d) Hope in ANES
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%

How often would you say you’ve felt hopeful ...

Note: The figure depicts answers to similar questions about hope and anger in connection to political candi-
dates in the German Longitudinal Election Study (GLES) 2017 (Roßteutscher et al. 2019a) and the Amer-
ican National Election Study (ANES) 2016 (ANES 2019). It shows that in the USA, there is a stronger use
of the end-categories of each scale. Answer categories for the two candidates are pooled. Question wording
from the ANES is “How often would you say you’ve felt [angry/ hopeful] because of the kind of person [Don-
ald Trump/ Hillary Clinton] is or because of something [he/ she] has done? - 1: Never; 2: Some of the time;
3: About half the time; 4: Most of the time; 5: Always”. Question wording from GLES: “If you think about
[Angela Merkel/ Martin Schulz]: To what extend does [Angela Merkel/ Martin Schulz] trigger the following
feeling in you?[Anger/ Hope] - Scale from 1 (Not at all) to 7 (To a very large degree)”. For original wordings
see Appendix D.3.3. For comparison, in GLES the middle categories 2 & 3 and 5 & 6 have been merged.
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D.2 Bayesian Modeling

D.2.1 List of Priors for Models 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3

all τk ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βenthpartisan[ij] ∼ N
(
0, σ2

enth

)
σ2
enth ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βangerpartisan[ij] ∼ N
(
0, σ2

anger

)
σ2
anger ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

βfearpartisan[ij] ∼ N
(
0, σ2

fear

)
σ2
fear ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

αeval_pre[ij] ∼ N
(
0, σ2

eval_pre

)
σ2
eval_pre ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

αsubj[i] ∼ N
(
0, σ2

subj

)
σ2
subj ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

αfemale[i] ∼ Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

αage_dec[i] ∼ N
(
0, σ2

age

)
σ2
age ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

αedu[i] ∼ N
(
0, σ2

edu

)
σ2
edu ∼ half Student’s t (3, 0, 2.5)

D.2.2 R-Code of Models 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3

R-Code of Model 4.1

symp_brm_post_pos5 <- brm(

formula = symp_post_ positive ~ (1| symp_pre_ positive + age_

decades + a145 + match_id) + (0 + angst_dif + aversion _scale

_dif + enth_scale_dif | follower _dummy) + female _dummy ,

data = filter ( befragung _per_candidate , !name ==" herrmann "),

family = cumulative ("logit"),

control = list(adapt_delta = 0.999 , max_ treedepth = 15) ,

iter = 6000 ,

file = paste0 (data_ paper3 _gles , "symp_brm_post_pos5")

)

Here, symp_post_positive is Evalij , (1 | symp_pre_positive) is αeval_pre[ij],
(1 | age_decades) is αage_dec[i], (1 | a145) is αedu[i], (1|match_id) is αsubj[i], (angst_dif

| follower_dummy) is βfearpartisan[ij], (aversion_scale_dif | follower_dummy) is βangerpartisan[ij],
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(enth_scale_dif | follower_dummy) is βenthpartisan[ij] and female_dummy is αfemale[i].

R-Code of Model 4.2

symp_brm_post_pos_ merkel <- brm(

formula = symp_post_ positive ~ (1| symp_pre_ positive + age_

decades + a145 + match_id) + (0 + angst_dif + aversion _scale

_dif + enth_scale_dif | follower _dummy) + female _dummy ,

data = filter ( befragung _per_candidate , name == " merkel "),

family = cumulative ("logit"),

control = list(adapt_delta = 0.999 , max_ treedepth = 15) ,

iter = 6000 ,

file = paste0 (data_ paper3 _gles , "symp_brm_post_pos_ merkel ")

)

Here, symp_post_positive is Evalij , (1 | symp_pre_positive) is αeval_pre[ij],
(1 | age_decades) is αage_dec[i], (1 | a145) is αedu[i], (1|match_id) is αsubj[i], (angst_dif

| follower_dummy) is βfearpartisan[ij], (aversion_scale_dif | follower_dummy) is βangerpartisan[ij],
(enth_scale_dif | follower_dummy) is βenthpartisan[ij] and female_dummy is αfemale[i].

R-Code of Model 4.3

formula = symp_post_ positive ~ (1| symp_pre_ positive + age_

decades + a145 + match_id) + (0 + angst_dif + aversion _scale

_dif + enth_scale_dif | follower _dummy) + female _dummy ,

data = filter ( befragung _per_candidate , name == " schulz "),

family = cumulative ("logit"),

control = list(adapt_delta = 0.999 , max_ treedepth = 15) ,

iter = 6000 ,

file = paste0 (data_ paper3 _gles , "symp_brm_post_pos_ schulz ")

)

Here, symp_post_positive is Evalij , (1 | symp_pre_positive) is αeval_pre[ij],
(1 | age_decades) is αage_dec[i], (1 | a145) is αedu[i], (1|match_id) is αsubj[i], (angst_dif

| follower_dummy) is βfearpartisan[ij], (aversion_scale_dif | follower_dummy) is βangerpartisan[ij],
(enth_scale_dif | follower_dummy) is βenthpartisan[ij] and female_dummy is αfemale[i].
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D.3 Measurements and Wordings

D.3.1 Free Form Questions: Negative Aspects of Candidates

Table D.1: Negative Aspects of Candidates among Partisans with Increased Anger

English
Angela Merkel Martin Schulz

1. dishonest, talks too much without saying
anything not authentic

1. combative interrupts the chancellor does
not get to the point in his statements

2. beats around the bush 2. quick-tempered
3. performs badly in such debates does not
stand out too conservative

3. none

4. sometimes not conservative enough 4. /
5. indecisive. to friendly towards businesses 5. NA

Deutsch
Angela Merkel Martin Schulz

1. Nicht ehrlich, redet viel ohne etwas
zusagen nicht authentisch

1. kampflustig fällt der Kanzlerin ins Wort
kommt bei seinen Aussagen nicht auf den
Punkt

2. um den heißen Brei herumreden 2. aufbrausend
3. sehr schlecht in solchen Duellen hebt sich
nicht ab zu konservativ

3. keine

4. gelegentlich nicht konservativ genug 4. /
5. Hält mit Entscheidungen zurück. Zu un-
ternehmerfreundlich

5. NA

Note: The table lists answers to the free form question to name negative aspects of the
candidates (exact question wording in Appendix D.3.6) after the TV debate from subjects
who felt increased anger after the debate and who are partisans of the respective politician.
English translation by the author. Punctuation marks are as given by subjects. NA
indicates the subject did not provide an answer to the question.
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D.3.2 Candidate Evaluation

Table D.2: Candidate Evaluation

English

Question
In general, what do you think of the following politicians?

Politicians
Angela Merkel, Martin Schulz, Sahra Wagenknecht, Cem Özdemir, Christian Lindner,
Alice Weidel

Deutsch

Frage
Was halten Sie ganz allgemein von den folgenden Politikern?

Politiker
Angela Merkel, Martin Schulz, Sahra Wagenknecht, Cem Özdemir, Christian Lindner,
Alice Weidel

Note: German wording from (Roßteutscher et al. 2019a). English translation by the
author. The question is answered on an eleven point scale from -5 (I think nothing of
this politician./ Halte überhaupt nichts von diesem Politiker.) to +5 (I think highly of
this politician./ Halte sehr viel von diesem Politiker.).
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D.3.3 Emotion Self-Report

Table D.3: Emotion Self-Report

English
Question Dimension Emotion Marker

If you think about [Angela Merkel/ Martin
Schulz/ Sahra Wagenknecht/ Cem
Özdemir/ Christian Lindner/ Alice Weidel]:
To what extend does [Angela Merkel/
Martin Schulz/ Sahra Wagenknecht/ Cem
Özdemir/ Christian Lindner/ Alice Weidel]
trigger the following feeling in you?

Fear 1. Fear

Anger 1. Anger
2. Contempt
3. Upset

Enthusiasm 1. Hope
2. Joy

Deutsch
Frage Dimension Emotionsindikator

Wenn Sie an [Angela Merkel/ Martin
Schulz/ Sahra Wagenknecht/ Cem
Özdemir/ Christian Lindner/ Alice Weidel]
denken: In welchem Ausmaß löst [Angela
Merkel/ Martin Schulz/ Sahra
Wagenknecht/ Cem Özdemir/ Christian
Lindner/ Alice Weidel] die folgenden
Gefühle und Empfindungen bei Ihnen aus?

Angst 1. Angst

Wut 1. Ärger
2. Verachtung
3. Wut

Enthusiastisch 1. Hoffnung
2. Freude

Note: German wording from (Roßteutscher et al. 2019a). English translation by the
author. Each emotion marker is measured on a seven point scale from 1 (Not at all/
Überhaupt nicht) to 7 (To a very large degree/ In sehr großem Ausmaß).
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D.3.4 Party Identification

Table D.4: Party Identification

English

Question
In Germany, many people lean towards a certain party over a longer amount of time,
although they sometime vote for a different party. How about you: Do you lean – in
general – towards a specific party? If yes, which one?

Parties/ Answer options
CDU bzw. CSU; SPD; Die Linke; Bündnis 90/Die Grünen; FDP; AfD; A different party,
namely ; No, no party

Deutsch

Frage
In Deutschland neigen viele Leute längere Zeit einer bestimmten politischen Partei zu,
obwohl sie auch ab und zu eine andere Partei wählen. Wie ist das bei Ihnen: Neigen Sie
– ganz allgemein – einer bestimmten Partei zu? Und wenn ja, welcher?

Parteien/ Antwortmöglichkeiten
CDU bzw. CSU; SPD; Die Linke; Bündnis 90/Die Grünen; FDP; AfD; Einer anderen
Partei, und zwar ; Nein, keiner Partei

Note: German wording from (ibid.). English translation by the author.

D.3.5 Socio-Demographics

Table D.5: Socio-Demographics

English
Question Answer Options

Your Gender? 1. Male
2. Female

What is your highest level of general education? 1. No degree
2. Secondary School Graduation (lower
German level)
3. Secondary School Graduation (higher
German level)
4. Technical college entrance qualification
5. High School Diploma
6. Still Student

Table continues on the next page.
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Table D.5: Socio-Demographics (continued)

How old are you? years
This information was re-coded for analysis
into the following categories:
1. 25 and younger
2. 26 – 35
3. 36 – 45
4. 46 – 55
5. 56 – 65
6. 66 and older

Deutsch
Frage Antwortmöglichkeiten

Ihr Geschlecht 1. Männlich
2. Weiblich

Welchen höchsten allgemeinbildenden Schulab-
schluss haben Sie?

1. keinen Schulabschluss
2. Hauptschule, Volksschule bzw. POS
8./9. Klasse
3. Realschule, mittlere Reife, qualifizierter
Sekundarabschluss I bzw. POS 10. Klasse
4. Fachhochschulreife
5. Abitur bzw. EOS 12. Klasse
6. Noch Schüler

Wie alt sind Sie? Jahre
Diese Angabe wurde für die Analyse in fol-
gende Kategorien eingeteilt:
1. 25 und jünger
2. 26 – 35
3. 36 – 45
4. 46 – 55
5. 56 – 65
6. 66 und älter

Note: German wording from (Roßteutscher et al. 2019a). English translation by
the author.
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D.3.6 Negative Aspects of the Candidates

Table D.6: Negative Aspects of the Candidates

English

Question
If you think about [Angela Merkel/ Martin Schulz], what negative aspects come to your
mind?

Open Question

Deutsch

Frage
Wenn Sie einmal an [Angela Merkel/ Martin Schulz] denken, welche schlechten Seiten
fallen Ihnen dann spontan zu ihr ein?

Offene Frage

Note: German wording from (ibid.). English translation by the author.
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Replication Files Overview

../

chapter_2

data

labdata_azure_emo_max.Rda...............Prototypical Data by Azure
labdata_facepp_emo_max.Rda ...........Prototypical Data by Face++
labdata_fr.Rda......................Prototypical Data by FaceReader
sfew_azure_emo_max.Rda...................Naturalistic Data by Azure
sfew_facepp_emo_max.Rda ...............Naturalistic Data by Face++
sfew_fr.Rda..........................Naturalistic Data by FaceReader
sfew_azure_detected_all.Rda ...........Naturalistic Subset by Azure
sfew_facepp_detected_all.Rda........Naturalistic Subset by Face++
sfew_fr_detected_all.Rda .........Naturalistic Subset by FaceReader
roc_test_lab_facepp_azure.Rda ......AUC Test Face++/Azure Prot.
9 roc_test_[...].Rda files ......Obejects of AUC Significance Tests

r-files

replication_file_chapter2.Rmd..........Replication Code Chapter 2
replication_file_chapter2.pdf..Markdown PDF of Replication Code

chapter_3

data

anger_mean_brm.rds ................................ brms Model (3.1)
fear_surp_mean_brm.rds............................brms Model (3.2)
rsp_emo_sr_brm_female_auth.rds...................brms Model (3.3)
rsp_times_brm.rds.................................brms Model (B.1)
subjects_rsp.Rda .....................Data Subjects’ Response Times
subjects_with_emotions_2.Rda ...........................Main Data
subjetcs_by_group_no_know_sp.Rda......Data with Grouped Subjects

r-files

replication_file_chapter3.Rmd..........Replication Code Chapter 3
replication_file_chapter3.pdf..Markdown PDF of Replication Code

chapter_4

data

befragung_selection.Rda ..............Cleaned Variables for Analysis
befragung_per_candidate.Rda...............Main Data: Long Format
symp_brm_post_pos5.rds............................brms Model (4.1)
symp_brm_post_pos_merkel.rds.....................brms Model (4.2)
symp_brm_post_pos_schulz.rds.....................brms Model (4.3)

r-files

replication_file_chapter4.Rmd..........Replication Code Chapter 3
replication_file_chapter4.pdf..Markdown PDF of Replication Code
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